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Executive Summary
State Party

PALESTINE

State, Province or Region WESTBANK – Hebron/Al-Khalil
Name of Property

Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town

Geographical coordinates to the nearest second

Textual description of the boundary(ies) of the nominated property

The property is located between the following coordinate points

Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town is located in the heart of Hebron/AlKhalil city in the southern part of the Palestine. The town expanded
according to sociocultural, political and economic factors, around
the focal point that is Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs.
The Old Town spreads from east to west as a continuous urban fabric
starting at the bottom of Hebron/Al-Khalil valley and ending on its
northern slope. The historic centre is divided into two areas: the area
around Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/ The Tomb of Patriarchs and the area in
the south, separated from the latter by the wadi.
The core zone cover the continuous urban fabric which back to the
Mamluk and early Ottoman Periods, the boundaries of core zone can
be defined by the roads around the continuous fabric from the east,
west and south, and the end of the continuous fabric from the north.
The core zone is almost entirely protected by surrounding buffer
zone which cover the foothills around the core zone inside the municipal boundaries of Hebron - Al-Khalil City, the proposed buffer
zone include the immediate vicinities of the core zone and have the
highest potential of influence on it.
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Criteria under which property is nominated

been generally preserved, despite the destructions that affected certain districts of the town in 1965 when the Jordanian Ministry of
Antiquities decided to expand the piazza in front of Al-Ibrahimi
(ii), (iv) and (vi).
Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs. Since 1967 the Israeli occupation
Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
is imposing security restrictions which threaten the physical integrity
of the old town and isolate it from its immediate environment.
a. Brief Synthesis
The mission of preserving this cultural heritage for future generations
The nominated property Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town is thought to will be managed by Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council
be one of the oldest cities continuously inhabited in the world. Its nu- which is a joint council membered by Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipalmerous ancient, but well-preserved, monuments and buildings bear ity, the Ministry of Tourism and antiquities as well as the Hebron
Rehabilitation Committee.
witness to a rich and prosperous past.
With its 20.6 ha, the nominated property is presenting the continu- b. Justification for Criteria
ous fabric which date back to the Mamluk and Ottoman Periods, the
Cultural Criterion (ii)
property entirely protected by buffer zone (172.8 ha) cover the footThe old town represents an outstanding example of a community
hills around Hebron/Al-Khlail valley.
built around the interchange of human values. Despite the fact that
The old town expanded on the valley around Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/
both residents and visitors to the town came from a myriad of differThe Tomb of Patriarchs which is an outstanding example of building
ent faiths, ethnicities, and backgrounds, they drew inspiration from
illustrates significant stages in human history and one of the main
the same traditions and values, especially those of the Prophet Ibraelements shaped the future of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town. Beliefs,
him/Abraham who is considered the paradigm of hospitality and gentraditions and ideas have been the foundation of town’s lifestyle
erosity, the prophet’s spirit of generosity is infused into the culture
characteristics for many centuries. the location of the town on the
of Hebron/Al-Khalil. An example is the Al-Takiya Al-Ibrahimiyah.
main commercial routes in the region was another important factor
Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs has been since its
influenced the town’s charactaristics. The town became a meeting
creation a source of great inspiration to surrounding communiplace for groups coming from different faiths, ethnicities, and backties and their, social, religious and spiritual values. The imporgrounds. This intermixing has added a high degree of socio-economtance of this sacred place can be seen in the structure of the town.
ic and cultural exchange throughout the centuries.
The main roads of the town connect every quarter in Hebron/AlThe Outstanding Universal Value of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town is Khalil to the Haram. The architecture of this remarkable ensemble
demonstrated in its existence as an outstanding, exceptionally com- shows a sedimentation of different cultural influences and styles.
plete and well preserved example of unique urban and architectural Hebron/Al-Khalil is a part of one of the holiest regions of the world
characteristics inspired by the human values of Hebron/Al-Khalil for the three monotheistic religions and an important station on the
community. The main attributes of “Outstanding Universal Value” commercial routes in the region, it was a destination for different
can be seen within the limits of the old town. These attributes have groups from different cultures, ethnics, religions and professionals.
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Needless to say, this intermixing has added a high degree of socioeconomic and cultural exchange throughout the centuries. This cultural mosaic is one of Hebron/Al-Khalil’s main characteristics.
The town developed as a none-walled town to keep its doors open
for all visitors and to preserve its multi-cultural profile. Many of
the public buildings in Hebron/Al-Khalil were constructed to accommodate the steady streams of travellers visiting the town,
The urban planning of Hebron/Al-Khalil’s Old town is a kind of map
of its inhabitants’ social relations, clearly showing the system of social relationships between inhabitants within each quarter and also
the relations between the inhabitants in different quarters within the
road system. The urban fabric in the old town is divided into independent quarters, or Hara, which are linked to the public spaces
by minor streets and semi-private alleys and dead-end streets. The
system of the Hara reflects the variety of ethnic, religious and economic distinctions. The Old Town was divided into three types of
neighbourhoods, forming a diverse urban fabric, based on ethnic,
religious and professional grouping. This specific structure expressing the interchange of various cultures and ethnic groups within the
same space is reflected in the urban fabric of the old town, remarkably preserved until today.
Cultural Criterion (iv)
Hebron/Al Khalil Old Town bears witness to a flourishing town of
the Middle East, that experienced its “Golden age” between the 12th
and the 15th century. The existing urban structure dates back to the
Mamluk period, with a second-story system introduced during the
Ottoman period.
The urban and architectural characteristics of Hebron/Al-Khalil’s
Old Town were influenced by many elements, producing a unique
urban fabric and architectural, mainly the presence of Al-Ibahimi
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Mosque as one of the most important religious landmarks in the
world it is also is one of the main elements influenced Hebron/AlKhalil Old Town’s urban structure.
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town is located on the Hebron/Al-Khalil
Valley which was one of the factors of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town
growth, due to the availability of water and cultivable land. The valley created for inhabitants new opportunities of work and life which
played a crucial role in development and growth . The existence of
water sources was also important for building an elaborate water
system with aqueducts, big cisterns (birkehs) and fountains in the
Old town. As a non-walled town at the edge of the desert, Hebron/
Al-Khalil had an elaborate defence system. The continuity of the
buildings on the outer edges of the town made it difficult to access
the town. A system of hidden nooks and alleyways played also a protective role against foreign intrusion. This system can still be clearly
seen from within the old town by examining the road system and the
urban structure which are perfectly preserved until today.
The residential parts of the Old Town were built in a hosh system,
which represents a unique typology different from the common residential typologies found in other Arab and Islamic cities.
In contrast to the common residential typologies found in other Arab
cities (Damascus, Aleppo, Marrakesh, Fez, etc…) organized around
inner courts that constitute both the main central distribution space
and the centre of family life, the Hebronite hosh is an agglomerate of
rooms units or group of rooms (two or three units clustered around a
small distribution space) organized according to a tree-shaped system that reproduces the structural pattern of the urban network.
Hence, Hebron/al Khalil Old town is a unique example of an urban
structure that has remarkably preserved the historical urban fabric as
well as the morphology and residential typologies dating back to the
Mamluk period, thus contributing to the visual and structural integrity of the cityscape.

Cultural Criterion (vi)
Thousands of years ago, Hebron/Al-Khalil was a town prophets visited, lived in, and were buried in. Beliefs, traditions and ideas have
been the foundation of the lifestyle in this town for many centuries.
These enduring values have been carried from one generation to the
next. Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs has come to symbolize these very important values, thus perpetuating the importance
of Hebron/Al-Khalil for mankind.
c. Statement of Integrity

The boundaries of the proposed site correspond to the boundaries of
the continuous fabric of Hebron/Al-Khalil Town during the Mamluk
Period. It appears that the settlement moved from Tell Rumeida to
the valley near Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/ The Tomb of Patriarchs which
became the focal point in the town and strongly influenced its development after the Roman and Byzantine periods.
Whilst Hebron- Al-Khalil Old Town has never been protected by
town walls, its limits are well marked thanks to the topography and
the “rampart houses”built on the town’s external perimeter, some
of which have survived until today. Although some districts corresponding to the extension of the town as from the 19th century are
connected to the old centre in terms of hostoric importance and give
it its setting and its context, the main attributes of “Outstanding Universal Value” can be seen within the limits of the old town. these are
notably the monumental site of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of
Patriarchs. These attributes have been generally preserved, despite
the distructions that affected certain districts of the town in the sixties and particularly since the Israeli Occupation.
d. Statement of Authenticity
According to WHC’s historical cities and Town centers classifica-

tion, Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town is a sample of inhabited historic cities which developed and continued to develop under the influence of
socio-economic and cultural change in the Town while keeping its
authenticity.
Since the Mamluk era, the morphological configration of the old town
and the spatial organisation of the urban fabric have remained mostlyunchanged, and the main distinctive attributes have been retained. The
authonticity of the urban structure and of the monuments has remained
intact. conservation efforts made in the old town since the mid 1990s
have to a great extent, preserved the outstanding universal value attributes. The use of traditional materials and techniques in these restoration operations has helped the reactivation of craftsman building
trades. Nevertheless, the context is particularly vulnerable due to the
political and military situation and the security restrictions imposed by
the Israeli Army which threaten the physical integrity of Al-Ibrahimi
Mosque /The Tomb of Patriarchs and that of the old town, and isolate it
from its immediate environment.
e. Requirements for Protection and Management

The legal protection of the old town is based on the related applied
laws in Palestine in the fields of urban planning, tourism and antiquities. at the local level the Hebron/Al-Khlail Municipality developed
many plans aims to regulate the building licences within the city
and supports the development of cultural and tourism as important
components that contribute to enhancing the experience of the visitors coming to the city, and aims to promote the rich diversity of
religious, cultural, and historical resources in the governorate. at the
same time the related organizations are working on developmental
programs, preservation plans, manuals and guidelines to control the
preservation interventions according to the international standards.
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Name and Contact information
Hebron Municipality
King Abdallah Street
Hebron – West Bank
Palestine
P.O.Box 6
Tel
: 0097-22228121-2-3
Fax
: 0097-22228293
e-mail : info@hebron-city.ps
Hebron Municipality’s website
www.hebron-city.ps
International Campaign’s website
www.hebronheritage.com
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a.

Country

Palestine

b.

Region

West Bank

c.

Name of the Property

Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town

d.

Geographical coordinates
d.1. COORDINATION

The property is located inside the area between the points shown on the
map, the geographical coordinates in the table below:
Point “1”

22°30'26.88606"N
X = 159291.4889

Point “2”

22°30’26.93627”N
X = 161733.9760

Point “3”

22°29'32.60843"N
X = 161733.9760

Point “4”

22°29’32.65861”N
X = 159291.4889
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1

2

3

4

35°06'20.02581"E
Y = 104549.2482
35°07’45.48203”E
Y = 104549.2482
35°06'20.06732"E
Y = 102879.7496
35°07’45.51432”E
Y = 102879.7496
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Aerial photo 2014
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a.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY

Hebron/Al-Khalil, located in the South of Palestine, is thought to
be one of the oldest cities continuously inhabited in the world. Its
numerous ancient, but well-preserved, monuments and buildings
bear witness to a rich and prosperous past. As a pilgrimage site for
the three monotheistic religions – Judaism, Christianity and Islam

Predominant construction phases
The Mamluk Period
Mamluk architecture is predominant in Hebron/Al-Khalil’s historic
centre. The urban fabric (street network and quarters), the ahwash
(living units), the public buildings, the souks and the traditional
way of life still retain the original spirit of the town.
Most of the public and religious buildings that are still intact date
back to this period. They are lavishly decorated with ornamental
motifs such as muqarnas (stalactites or alveoles), ablaq (inlaid coloured marble panels), monumental inscriptions, etc.

The Ottomon Period
During the Ottoman Period, the development of the town spread to
the peripheral areas, which were then unoccupied. In the old neighbourhoods, upper level extensions were added to the preexisting
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town in 1889 - G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection
residential buildings. Few new public or religious buildings were
and an economic and cultural centre at the crossroads between erected; instead the Mamluk monuments were maintained and resouthern Palestine, Sinai, eastern Jordan and the Arabian Penin- stored.
sula, its history and architecture were marked by the succession of
several different cultures (Wilkinson 1988).
Soon after the first Islamic Period (Umayyad Period), Al-Ibrahimi
Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs became the focal point around
which the town was built and strongly influenced its development,
similar to the Haram al-Sharif in Jerusalem (Collectif 2004, p.58).
Today, the historic town centre is dominated by the Mamluk architecture style built between 1250 and 1517. However, the Ottoman
Period (1517-1917) brought numerous architectural additions.
Hebron/Al-Khalil is one of the rare Islamic cities to have preserved
its original structure character, which can be seen through its urban
Elevation of a façade (Friendship Garden) with Mamluk and Ottoman buildings
fabric and its impressive architecture.
19

CHAPTER II Description

a.1 URBAN STRUCTURE
With its 20.6 ha, the old town of Hebron/Al Khalil is a mediumsized town in the Arab world as compared to large Arab cities like
Cairo, Damascus, Aleppo or Jerusalem .
Hebron/Al-Khalil’s historic centre comprises various elements,
such as quarters, living units, public buildings, souks, etc., which
date back to the Mamluk and Ottoman Periods. Their construction
and their layout within the urban fabric were influenced by a number of factors, notably a link to Islamic tradition, as well as to the
specific expansion of the old town giving it a distinctive appearance, such as we can see today.

Geography and environment
The mountains around Hebron/Al-Khalil, which form a natural fortress, and the town’s location at the edge of the desert have strongly
influenced the economy and life in Hebron/Al-Khalil throughout its
history (Sayyid, al- 1998).
The region’s fertile soil, its numerous springs and its temperate
climate with generous rainfall have been greatly beneficial to the
town’s development. Ancient travellers and writers – such as Istahrî
(951), Nasîr I- Khusrau (1047), Abbot Daniel (1106), Idrîsî (1154)
and Abu L-Fida (1321) (Le Srange 1890, Marmadji 1951)–never
failed to highlight the richness of the land and the abundance of
orchards in the region.
The Old Town is located on the slope of the hill, at the place where
Wadi Al-Khalil (Hebron Valley) is at its narrowest. The division of
the town into 3 different sections could be the consequence of an
uneven topography (Karmon 1975).

Aerial view of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town in 1914

a.1.1 Factors that influenced the urban development
Several factors played a decisive role in the appearance and evolution of the town plan. In addition to the geographic and environmental factors and the ancient occupations of the residents of
the town, Hebron/Al-Khalil has been influenced by socio-cultural,
political and economic factors. The housing environment appears
similar to that of other cities in the Arab world on the surface; however, on closer inspection, there are unique particularities in the
development of its urban fabric.

General view of the Old Town in 1879 by Felix Bonfils
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The bottom of the wadi has been exclusively used, since Roman
times, for supplying water to the town. From the Middle Ages until the end of the Ottoman Period, the springs were canalized into
two reservoirs, the al-Qazzazine reservoir and Birkeh al-Sultan. In
1047, Nasîr l-Khusrau mentioned a covered reservoir located outside the town, which provided water to the inhabitants and visitors
(l-Khusrau, 1893 translation).
Due to its geographic location, at the historic crossroads in the centre
of Palestine, Hebron/Al-Khalil was, throughout its history, a prominent centre of trade and culture. It was a crossing point for passing caravans, travelling between southern Palestine, Sinai, Eastern

General Maps of the old quarters
by F. De Saulcy in 1865
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Jordan, and the north of the Arabian Peninsula. During times of
trouble in particular, the caravans would follow the road along the
mountains of Hebron/Al-Khalil, which was more secure than the
Via Mari that followed the coast.
With its extensive markets, Hebron/Al-Khalil was also a meeting
point between the Bedouins from the Negev and the farmers from
the North and from the West.
The region is also reputed for the quality of its limestone, which is
the raw material used for the construction of the buildings in the old
town, and the rest of Palestine.

General Maps of the old quarters
by C. Schick in 1898

Old view of Hebron/Al-Khalil by Saboungi
in 1884, IRCICA, Istanbul
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Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs
The presence of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs, a
sacred site for the three monotheistic religions, turned Hebron/AlKhalil into an important pilgrimage destination and played a crucial
role in the town’s development during the Umayyad Period. Muslim pilgrims travelled from Jerusalem to Mecca, passing through
Hebron/Al-Khalil, Islam’s fourth holiest site. From the first Islamic
Period, the people of Hebron/Al-Khalil built structures and facilities to accomodate the pilgrims and caravans crossing the region.
The presence of the mosque and other facilities attracted a diverse
range of people.
In 985, Mukaddasi mentioned a “hospice” in Hebron/Al-Khalil where food was served (lentils and olive oil). Nasîr l-Khusrau
(1047), recounts how on some days, more than 500 travellers would
arrive in the town (Le Strange 1890, Marmadji 1951). During the
Mamluk Period, public and religious buildings, such as mosques,
prayer halls and baths, were erected in order to meet the needs of
the numerous pilgrims. These were listed by Mujir al-Din in 1496
(Sauvaire 1875). Unlike in other Islamic cities, the holy site is not
located in the centre of the city, because the human settlement was
influenced by the topography, and because the people of Hebron/AlKhalil preferred to stay close to the main road leading to Jerusalem,
located at the West of the City. However, it was the focal point of
the historic centre, which greatly influenced the town’s expansion
and its urban structure. This can be seen, for example, in the layout
of the main road and other auxiliary roads leading to the Mosque.

Ottoman Periods, Hebron/Al-Khalil’s population was an amalgamation of different ethnic clans and religious communities due to
its religious and economic appeal (Hashish 2000). Each community was grouped into a hara (quarter), made up of several ahwash
(sing. hosh, housing unit). Every hosh was an independent entity,
housing one single family. This partitioning was created to fulfil
the wish for security, intimacy, or even withdrawal.
In addition, every quarter specialized in a certain activity or economic sector (markets, crafts, etc.), which created an interaction
between the different areas of the town. These communal areas that
bring together the different social elements became places for trade
and gathering, with economic, social and political factors at stake.

Sociocultural, political and economic factors
As in other traditional Islamic cities, sociocultural, political and
economic factors have played a major role in Hebron/Al-Khalil’s
urban development (Lapidus 1969). Throughout the Mamluk and

General view of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchsin the end of the 19th century
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a.1.2 Old Town morphology

The Town’s defence system

The Old Town spreads from east to west, starting at the bottom of
a valley and ending on its northern slope. Until the end of the Ottoman Period, the old town’s structure remained very dense. The historic centre is divided into three areas: the area around Al-Ibrahimi
Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs (which includes 10 quarters), the
area in the south, separated from the latter by the wadi (Qaytoun
quarter) and the third, northeast part of the historic centre (Sheikh
Ali Bakka, included in the buffer zone).
The town expanded according to sociocultural, political and economic factors, around the focal point that is Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/
The Tomb of Patriarchs. However, several important hierarchical principles contributed to establish the spatial organization: the
street network, the hara (quarters) and the open public spaces. The
urban structure mirrors a traditional Islamic society, where clans
and ethnic systems played a fundamental role in the development
of the urban fabric.

During the Mamluk and Ottoman Periods, the town’s inhabitants,
living at the edge of the desert, had to withstand repeated attacks
from nomadic Bedouin tribes. Building a wall around the town was
rendered impossible because of the fact that the town was divided
into three areas and because of its complex topography.
This led to the creation of a noteworthy defence mechanism, using houses tightly packed together, “fortification houses,” along
the outer perimeter of the town, forming a continuous façade, with
openings kept to a minimum. Until the end of the 19th century, access to the town was limited to a number of gates, which could be
closed at night or during turbulent times. The Bab al-Wakale gate
(Bab Khan Ibrahim) is the most beautifully preserved example.

The continuous fabric and old buildings

23

Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town in 1884 by Saboungi
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Hierarchy of the street layout
The streets morphology, their layout in direct relation with the topography as well as their multiple offsets bear witness of a progressive sedimentary urban structure.
The streets layout in the Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil is made up
of a hierarchy of three types of streets, allowing movement from
public spaces to private spaces. Some of these streets are covered
with arcades, which have holes built into the vaulting to provide
light and ventilation. Hebron/Al-Khalil’s distinctive street network
allow access to the private residential quarters and the ahwash,
which are very rarely directly connected to the main streets:
Al –Shuhada street follows the path of the old Jerusalem
road and passes through the valley at the periphery of the Mamluk
town. Mostly lined with gardens till the middle of the 19th century,
it became the major modern commercial artery during the late ottoman period.
Al-Qasaba, the central axis of the old town, follows the
topographic features of the hill, heading from west to east, with a
slight southward bend. The road begins in the West at the Soldiers’
Fountain (Ain al-Askar), cuts through the glassworkers’ quarter (alQazzazine), and continues all the way up to Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/
The Tomb of Patriarchs. On either side of the road, shops and craft
workshops line the very lively and well-known souk al-Qasaba,
even today. The upper floors of the buildings, which form the residential units, can be reached through steep and narrow staircases.
Because of its size, its central location and its residential and com-

Old pictures of the main road and Souk al-Qasaba

mercial activities, it is seen as the spine of the network of streets.
Auxiliary roads introduce an intermediate urban scale between the main arteries and the residential areas. Generally perpendicular to the main road. Narrow and winding, they connect the
different areas of the old town, and lead to small piazzas located
in the heart of every quarter. The only road to cross the al-Qasaba
main road is the street of souk al-Laban.
Alleys, private dead-end streets or even simple staircases
lead to the courtyards that connect the different parts of a housing
unit, the hosh (see description below). These narrow, unpredictable,
winding streets emphasize the labyrinthine aspect of the traditional
quarter.
This system of main arteries and auxiliary roads determines a widemesh net of public and semi-public spaces that define the limits of
residential quarters (hara’s). Although the necessary adaptation to
the topography introduced several distortions in urban morphology,
this mesh structure is still readable on the maps of the old town and
on aerial photographs. The dimensions of the net in the historic centre of Hebron/Al Khalil vary from 1,5 ha to 2,5 ha and are comparable to that of residential haras in old Damascus (2,3 ha in average).
From this primary pattern of main and secondary streets linking
the souks and the large public equipments to the various residential
haras, a tree-shaped structure irrigates the interior of the haras.

New pictures of the auxiliary roads
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The quarters – the notion of Hara
The town is divided into independent quarters, or Hara, which are
linked to the public spaces by minor streets and semi-private alleys
and dead-end streets. They are made up of housing units (ahwash,
Arabic sing. hosh), and every quarter has its own semi-public services, answering to the needs of its inhabitants.
The system of the Haras is linked to ethnic, religious and economic
distinctions. The Old Town was divided into three types of neighbourhoods, forming a diverse urban fabric, based on the following
groupings:

The main quarters are:
1-The Bani Dar Quarter: It is located south of the Sawakneh Quarter. It is the quarter of the “Daris” (Al Dari family), descendents of
Prophet Tamim Ibn Aus al-Dari or those of his brother Na’im Ibn
Aus al-Dari. It was described by Mujir al-Din in 1496 as the most
beautiful quarter, which hosts the town’s markets and all the useful businesses (Sauvaire 1875). The Al-Qawasra Quarter is located
inside it.

The quarters that united ethnic communities or family clans, 2-Al-Aqqaba Quarter: It lies to the west of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The
such as the Kurds (harat Akrad), the Ja’abari (from the Ja’abar Tomb of Patriarchs. It is almost certain that the name comes from
citadel, on the Euphrates), or the Dari clan, (Bani Dar quarter). the fact that it is located on top a small hill (“aqqaba” in Arabic).
It is also known as the “Mahallat al-Darwish” (Dervish quarter). It
• The quarters defined by the community’s religion, such as the could have had previous names, including Jabarina or al-Jabbarya
Christian quarter (harat al-Nasara, mentioned by Mujir al-Din) (the ones from Beit Gibbrin), or the Pistachio quarter (al-Fustuka),
and the Jewish quarter (harat al-Yahud, mentioned in the 16th which Mujir al-Din refers to (Cohen 1978).
century Ottoman tax registers and by the Jewish travellers during the same period), or the bothare, which is no longer existing. 3-Al-Qala’a Quarter: Its name comes from fortress. It surrounds
Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs from three sides: east,
• The quarters that grouped people by their professions, such as south and west.
the glassmakers (al-Qazzazine).
4-Al-Hushiyyeh Quarter: It lies to the west of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/
There were many local conflicts between the different communi- The Tomb of Patriarchs, between the Al-Muhtasibiya and Bani Dar
ties, which generated a sense of separation. Each community built quarters.
its own quarter, creating independent entities accessible through
alleys that were generally guarded at night-time, thus providing 5-Al-Muhtasibiya Quarter (Market supervisor quarter): It seems
protection from attacks. However, an interrelation existed between that its name appeared in the19th century and might be linked to the
the quarters, and some of them had a particular economic function, importance of the market supervisor function in civil administration.
such as markets selling specific products, handcrafts, etc.
•
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6-Al-Madrasa Quarter (school quarter): It lies to the south of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs. It seems that it got its name either from the nearby ‘National Public School’, which was built in the
1920’s, or from the Sultan Hassan School, built right next to the
Mosque. Part of the quarter was destroyed between 1965 and 1967.

Zahid (“Emerite’s cupola”) and eastward in the direction of Sheikh
Rashid’s shrine. located to the southwest of the Mosque, next to the
al-Qala’a Quarter. It was largely destroyed in 1964-65.
12-Qaytoun Quarter: It is separated from the other quarters and
located in the hill south of the valley.

7-Al-Akrad Quarter (Kurdish quarter): It lies to the north of the
Mosque. The quarter was named after the origin of the families that 13-Sheikh Ali Bakka Quarter (included in the buffer zone): It dates
settled there after they came into Hebron/Al-Khalil with Saladin’s back to the Mamluk Period. Mujir al-Din mentioned it in 1496. It
armies. Mujir al-Din refers to it as one of the most noteworthy quar- lies to the north of the town, from which it is separated.
ters in the town (Sauvaire 1875).
8-Al-Masharka Quarter (Eastern Quarter): It is located to the
1
southeast of the Mosque. It seems that a conflict erupted in the second half of the 19th century, resulting in the neighbourhood being
split into Upper al-Masharka and Lower al- Masharka.
9-Al-Khadamah Quarter: In the archives of the Islamic tribunal, it
is named as “Mosque quarter or facilities quarter.” This quarter was
10-Al-Qazzazine Quarter: It is located in the western part of the
Old Town. It shares its borders with the Ain al-Askar piazza (where
the main road begins), and the Al-Sawakneh quarter to the east.
Its name comes from the glassmakers who were established in the
quarter.
11-Al-Sawakneh Quarter: It is located east of the al-Qazzazine
quarter and shares its eastern border with al-Aqqaba quarter. It was
named after a righteous woman who once dwelled there, Sakina,
daughter of Sheikh Suleiman al-Hussaini, whose grandfather came
3
from Iraq and settled in the neighbourhood in 1201. This quarter expanded in two directions, northward in the direction of Qubbat al-
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Souks and open spaces

From the town to the hosh: the production of a specific urban space

The souks and open spaces are sociable places, lending themselves
to economic, social and political exchange.
As in traditional Islamic architecture, the souks (markets, bazaars)
in Hebron/Al-Khalil were organized by profession or produce, and
were the hub of the town’s trade.
The trades thought to be dishonorable, dirty or noisy – such as
tanners, blacksmiths, etc. – were concentrated outside the centre,
far from the Mosque. The number of souks in Hebron/Al-Khalil
increased during the Ottoman Period. According to ancient documents, there were seven souks at the time.
Nowadays, the main souks are: al-Qazzazine, the most important
one, on the Old Town’s main road; al-Lahhamin; al-Hesriyyeh, renowned for its carpets and rugs; al-Zayyatine where olive oil and
sesame are sold; al Ghazl; al-Laban (dairy products market); alSakkafiya and al-Attarine.
There were two types of souks:
- Open spaces (piazzas), surrounded by small shops and workshops.
- Rows of small shops and workshops laid-out on either side of a
road that could be covered.
The open spaces are places for sociability, however they also represent elements characteristic of the town’s morphology. These spaces
allow the presence of light and air into the town’s dense structure.
Some of the piazzas include:
- The “Friendship Garden” piazza – Located next to Al-Ibrahimi
Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs. Its history is uncertain. It’s creation may have been the result of the destruction caused by the attacks led by Ibrahim Pasha in 1834. In the early 20th century, the
tanners used it to dry the goatskins that would be made into flasks.
- Junction squares. They are small, uneven, open piazzas from which
roads emanate, leading in several directions. The main squares are
often surrounded by shops and serve as markets.

The urban structure of the old town of Hebron/al Khalil organized
around the main central souk leading to Abraham Mosque, the distinction between commercial, production and residential districts,
the tree-shaped street pattern, are basic characteristics common to
most historic cities in the Arab world. In the case of Hebron/Al
khalil, these characteristics are particularly well preserved offering an outstanding example of an urban fabric dating back to the
Mamluks period. However, what differentiates mostly the old town
of Hebron/ Al Khalil from other Arab and Islamic cities is the specific organization of the Hebronite hosh which represents a unique
typology different from the common residential typologies found
in other Arab and Islamic cities. A detailed description of this architectural type, its mode of growth and its relation to the cityscape
outlines its specific character and the way it has affected the overall
character and the architectural system of the old town.
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Tanning skins for water bottles in the Square of “Friendship Garden” today
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Souq Al-Ghazl
Souq Al-Laban
Souq Al-Eskkafiya

Main Route

Souq Al-Attarin

Souq Al-Qazzazin
Souq Al-Lahhamine
Souq Alhusariyyeh
Souq Al-Zayyatin

General views of souqs in Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town
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a.1.3 Architecture and typology of buildings; The Hebronite Hosh
a.1.3.1 Description
The urban fabric in the historic centre is homogenous, as the building trade corporations were under the authority of the Muhtasib (inspector). The houses were built following specific standards and
identical building processes. Construction techniques were governed by cultural and social traditions, climate and availability of
local materials.
Clues as to social and economic distinctions can mainly be found
in the detail and decorative elements, which helped to distinguish
between quarters without influencing the building’s general appearance (Canaan 1932, Hirshfeld 1995).
Houses were built from local limestone, with pale yellow or pinkish
hues. The stones are of uneven size and the openings (windows and
doors) are generally rectangular.
The roofs are cross-vaulted and topped with domes, which gives the
town’s esthetics a unique and harmonious appearance.
The walls’ thickness varies between 80 and 120 cm, which allows
them to bear the weight of the vaults and provides thermal insulation. They are fitted with niches for storage. Openings such as
windows and doors are of lesser importance; however the materials
used to build them are carefully selected for their quality. Medallions (carved stones) bearing geometric and floral motifs can be
found above some of these openings.
Small inner courtyards (ahwash) provide access to the houses via
staircases. They are equipped with cisterns into which water from
the springs or rainwater is channeled.
With the temperate climate of the region, the roof is an important
part of the house, used to receive guests, to sleep etc. Low walls
surround the edges of the roofs, punctured by numerous ceramic
tubes (terracotta or kizan) that both provide ventilation and, like the
29

moucharabieh (openings enclosed with wood or metal latticework),
allow one to “see without being seen”.
Buildings from the Ottoman Period are also made of local yellow
limestone and the stones are finely hewn. The openings are arched,
double windows being typically characteristic of this period. The
urban planning from the end of the Ottoman Period is very different
from that found in the old town. The residential buildings, erected
outside the dense urban fabric of the old town, are lined up on either
side of the street. Furthermore, a new type of independent dwelling, generally surrounded by gardens or orchards appeared in the
modern quarters. This new type of dwelling resulted from a shift in
the lifestyle within the society, the birth of new types of commercial activities, and the emergence of a new, wealthier social class
(Fuchs and Meyer-Brodnitz 1989). These houses are built in a symmetrical, compact manner, and contain several floors. The eclectic,
decorative façades are the result of European influence.

Edges of roof surrounding by wall and kizan and detail of an ornamental decoration
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a.1.3.2 Typology

The Hebronite hosh

The residential parts of the Old Town are characterized by a system
of ahwash, which represents a unique typology different from the
common residentail typologies found in other Arab and Islamic cities.

The hosh is the traditional structure of the old town of Hebron/AlKhalil. A quarter is made up of several independent housing units
called ahwash (Arabic plurial of hosh), linked to the notion of “extended family”.
The hosh is a system presenting an irregular spatial organization,
which refers to a group of rooms built around one or more small distribution spaces (hosh, hence the name given to the system), where
all the members of a single family reside. In contrast to the common residential typologies found in other Arab cities (Damascus,
Aleppo, Marrakesh, Fez, etc…) organized around inner courts that
constitute both the main central distribution space and the centre
of family life, the Hebronite hosh is an agglomerate of rooms units
or group of rooms (two or three units clustered around a small distribution space) organized according to a tree-shaped system that
reproduces the structural pattern of the urban network.
Every hosh included common facilities, such as a kitchens, toilets,
cisterns, etc. The hosh constituted a block, which formed a protective enclave, providing security and protection of privacy, and bore
the name of the family who lived in it. The layout of the ahwash is
complex, due to the additions and extensions of modules to accommodate the family’s expansion over several centuries. The notion
of “extended family” created a dense urban fabric because families
preferred to expand and transform their homes so they could all live
together, rather than build new ones in the peripheral areas.
The primary structures were built parallel to the streets, and with
the development of the hosh, additional units were erected haphazardly according to available space, thus forming inner open spaces
and small nooks and accentuating the labyrinthine aspect.
The primary structures were built parallel to the streets, and with

The original, “primitive” model
The original, “primitive” model (al-beit) is modeled on the rural
houses in the Palestinian villages (Canaan 1932). It was the original unit, which nowadays makes up the whole of the Old Town’s
dwellings (Fuchs 1998). It is vaulted and measures more or less 6x6
m (internal dimension). It constituted a living space during the day
and a sleeping space at night. The inside is generally split into two
parts, by a platform or simply a step: the qa’at el-beit (the entrance
hall and space reserved for animals) and the mastabeh (upper level
living quarters). In older cities, these two spaces can be split onto
two separate floors.

Interiors of houses
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the development of the hosh, additional units were erected haphazardly according to available space, thus forming small open spaces
and small nooks, accentuating the labyrinthine aspect. The hosh
cannot be accessed directly from the main roads, but rather, in most
cases, through auxiliary streets, or even mazes of random and winding alleys, low doorways and staircases. Passage between public
space and private space is therefore strongly marked.
Most of the ahwash are built on two or three floors, seldom more or
less. The ground floor is used for animals, storage or shops.
The layout of the hosh is controlled by strict social codes in order
to ensure the privacy of the inhabitants. For example, walls next
to neighboring houses are generally blind walls, open spaces and
rooftops should not look out to neighboring ones, etc.
Sample Hosh - Hosh Al-Batsh
Located in the al-Sawakneh Quarter, this irregular unit of five ahwash (al-Batsh, al-Zagai, al-Khayyat, al-Hanini and Farrah) that are
clustered around a blind alley clearly depicts the uniqueness of Hebron/Al-Khalil’s ahwash typology.
The rooms on the ground floor were used for keeping animals,
for storage and as shops. Low, narrow doors or staircases provide
access to the private spaces on the first floor, thus preserving the
family’s privacy. Three shops on the ground floor provide access to
the auxiliary streets. A small religious building (and its facilities),
located next to the entrance of the complex of ahwash (in a semiprivate area), serves as a private mosque.
From the auxiliary street, you can turn into the impasse (semi-public area), which leads to semi-private areas (alleys and blind alleys).
The first section of the impasse leads to the Hosh al-Batsh and Hosh
al-Hanini, as well as to the mosque. Access to the first floor (residential area) of the hosh al-Batsh is via a low, narrow doorway, and
to the Hosh al-Hanini, via an impressive staircase.
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The second section of the impasse is divided into two passageways:
one of them is covered and leads to the Hosh al-Zaghal, while the
other one, narrower and uncovered, leads to the Hosh al-Khayyat
and to a narrow, dark passage, providing access to the private courtyard of the Hosh Farrah.
The entrance inside the hosh is a low door on the ground floor (1),
which opens onto a small vaulted corridor. This hosh is comprised
of two floors, split into rooms and private inner-courtyards. A winding staircase (2) followed by a long, uncovered and particularly narrow corridor (3) leads to the first floor.
This ensemble forms a transition area between the alley and the
private areas. The intimacy and security of the family living in this
hosh are thereby preserved.
The first floor is split into several levels, connected by steps or staircases. The first level opens to the right, via a few steps, into a room.
To the left, it opens onto a small hallway that leads to three other
rooms and a staircase going up to the second floor. On the second
level is a small open-air distribution space (4), around which seven
rooms are clustered. The distribution space is split into two parts
by additional walls, thus creating two independent units and ensuring intimacy amongst different members of the family. One of the
walls, which is very narrow, has been converted into a staircase,
allowing access to the roof. A second, wider staircase, leans against
the second wall. It leads to a small gallery through which you can
access a small room and a small open space – which makes up part
of the second floor.
The second floor forms two complexes. You can access the first one
via a winding staircase, which can be reached through a small hallway on the left located on the first floor. A small courtyard opens
onto three rooms. Access to the second complex is via the gallery,
which leads to a room and a courtyard around which are clustered
two large rooms and a smaller one.
The Hosh al-Batsh is an excellent example of the traditional
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Hebronite hosh. The whole unit is asymmetrical,
due to the gradual extension of the living space that
followed the expansion of the family. It is made up
of a maze of hallways, staircases and inner open
spaces which lead to the different levels.
The specificity of the Hebronite hosh lies in the
combination of a tree-like distribution spatial system with an absence of hierarchical subordination of the different units to a general architectural
composition. Beyond the organic articulation of
the units and the groups of units, no specific predetermined model organizes the relationship of the
parts to the whole, as is the case in the courtyard
scheme common to most Arab and Islamic residential typologies. This specificity opens the system and promotes its capacity of evolution and extension, allowing a degree of autonomy of the new
elements with respect to the pre-existing structures. Based on these two invariants (the tree-like
distribution system and the autonomy of the parts
with respect to the whole) the spatial structure of
the Hebronite hosh has always developed a great
adaptability to the various situations, allowing a
progressive and sedimentary growth of the system.
It is possible to determine, through travellers’ narratives and by studying the age of the buildings
(materials, stone layout, building techniques, etc.),
that the specific typology of the Hebronite hosh, of
which only very scarce examples can be found in
other cities of the region, dates back to the Mamluk
Period and have been remarkably well preserved,
contributing to the visual and structural integrity
of the town.

Complex of ahwash – Groundfloor

Entrance

Narrow and random access to the hosh
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Map with location of sections and sections
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Hosh al-Batsh – First floor
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Hosh al-Batsh – Second floor
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Large scale buildings from the end
of the Ottoman Period (included in
the buffer zone):
The Iwan house
The Iwan house comprises one or
more spaces, covered or partly covered by a vaulted ceiling, lined with
living rooms. This space is a living
space, but it can also serve as an
entrance to a courtyard.
The patio house – al-Fina
The patio house contains one or
more large, geometrical courtyards, generally rectangular. Most
of these houses in Hebron/AlKhalil were originally schools (madraseh), which were then converted
into homes.
The Liwan house
The Liwan is an altered version of
the Persian word Iwan. This type
of home appeared at the outskirts
of the town towards the end of the
19th century. The traditional plan
consists of three wings set around
an open space. The main wing has
one entrance and a living space; the
two other wings contain guest reception areas (diwan), bedrooms,
kitchens, toilets, etc.
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Houses with Iwan
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a.2 MAIN MONUMENTS
a.2.1 Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs
From the second Islamic Period onwards,
only the descriptions by Arab writers and
travellers (Nasîr I-Khusrau, Yâqût, Mujir al-Din, etc.) can give us a clear idea of
the monument at that time. Towards the
end of the 19th century, beginning of the
20th century, a number of Western scholars
were allowed access to the holy site (Riant 1886). Many were conducting studies concerning Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The
Tomb of Patriarchs (e.g. Conder 1882;
Dalton 1897; Grimaldi 1912). The most
important one is a 1923 publication by
Vincent A., a professor at the School of
Biblical Archaeology in Jerusalem and
Mackay E.J.H., the chief inspector of Antiquities, who delivered a detailed description of the monument and a study of the
old sources relating to it (Vincent 1923).
Location
Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs, is located on the eastern border of
the old town of Hebron/Al-Khalil, and on
the western slope of the Djebel Dja’âbireh
hill.

General views of the Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs
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History
According to religious traditions, Al-Ibrahimi Mosque (also known
as the “Tomb of the Patriarchs”) is said to host the remains of God’s
prophet Abraham and several of his descendants: his wife Sara,
their sons Isaac and Jacob and their wives Rebecca and Leah, as
well as Jacob’s son Joseph (Gen. 23: 17-20).
The sanctity of the site was vouched for as early as the Herodian
Period, when a monumental enclosure was built around the sacred
Cave of Machpelah (Netzer A., 2006). The latter remains a mystery,
as its access has been denied since the second Islamic Period. The
scarce descriptions of it are insufficient, contradictory or heavily
mystical.
During the Byzantine Period, a church was probably built inside
the enclosure, however, contradictory sources and disparity of the
information make it impossible to ascertain the existence of a religious building during that time. It is thought that the Christians
would have preferred to practice their faith in Mamre (Vincent 1923
and Mader 1957). During the Umayyad Period, around 750 AD, a
mosque was built inside the enclosure; the cenotaphs were placed
in their present position and a cupola was used to cover Abraham’s
tomb (Mukaddasi, 1886 translation). In 1099, Godfrey of Bouillon conquered the town and converted the mosque into a church,
which was baptised the Castle of Saint Abraham (Albert d’Aix,
2007 translation). In 1187, after Saladin reconquered the area, the
church was converted back into a mosque, which became known as
the Haram al-Khalil.
As early as the Mamluk Period, Hebron/Al-Khalil became a pilgrimage site and an important Sufi centre. The most outstanding
renovations and transformations took place during that time (Sauvaire 1875, Vincent 1923). The main works included the following: construction of the al-Jawaliyeh Mosque under the Emir AddinSanjar al-Djawali (1329); marble lining of the mosque’s walls,
39

ordered by Prince Tankaz al-Nasîri in 1332-1333; placement of the
cenotaphs directly above the supposed location of the tombs of the
Patriarchs and Matriarchs by order of the Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad Ibn Qawalun (1293-1340); opening of two entrances in the
sacred enclosure under the Emir Din Ahmad al-Yaghmuri in the late
14th century; construction of the minarets and the crenulated wall
on top of the sanctuary, which also date back to the Mamluk Period.
However the medieval church’s structure was preserved, rendering
unique the architecture of the religious Islamic building. During the
Ottoman Period, the monument was well maintained, with modifications kept to a minimum.

The south eastern view of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs in 1920 by Matson.
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Map with location of the sections and sections of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs
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Description of the main elements
A monumental enclosure, a mosque and an open courtyard
divided by chapels, arcades and a takiya (Persian word
meaning prayer hall and hospice) as well as the Patriarchs
Cave constitute the monument.

123456789101112131415-

Sacred enclosure
Al-Ishaqeyyah Mosque
Isaac Cenotaph
Rebecca Cenotaph
Mihrab al-Ishaqeyyah and Minbar
Dikkat al-Muballigh
The two accesses to the cave
Courtyard
Women’s Mosque
Abraham Cenotaph
Sara Cenotaph
Jacob Cenotaph
Leah Cenotaph
Al-Jawaliya Mosque
Joseph’s tomb
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Plan with location of the principal elements of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs
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The enclosure (1)
The whole of the holy site is surrounded by an impressive enclosure. This roofless enclosure, which was almost certainly
built by Herod the Great (37 BC – 4 AD), is built around a
cave – known as the Cave of the Machpelah (Gen. 23, 1719) – which contains the remains of the Patriarchs and Matriarchs according to religious traditions. Although there is no
documented proof attributing this structure to the works of
Herod the Great, the architectural style is undeniably Herodian (Jacobson 1981, Miller 1985). The rectangular enclosure
is oriented northwest – southwest and is of impressive dimensions: 65 m in length by 35 m in width. The walls are approximately 2.65 m thick. There are no traces of the original entrance, although it may have been situated where the structure
known as Joseph’s tomb is now located. According to Nasîr
l-Khusrau, the north-eastern entrance dates back to the 10th
century (l-Khusrau, 1893 translation). According to Mujir alDin, the Emir Din Ahmad al-Yaghmuri ordered the piercing
of two new entrances in the south-eastern side in the 14th
century (Sauvaire 1975). The stone blocks are finely hewn,
with a recessed margin around each of them. The walls each
consist of two parts: the lower course is made of large blocks
with a flat surface, the largest of which is 7 m long and 1.4
m wide; the upper part, less thick but with identical recessed
margins and equally treated materials, is joined with the lower part by a beveled plinth, and features 48 protruding square
pilasters (16 on each of the long walls and 8 on each of the
short walls). Topping the enclosure is a crenulated wall and
two minarets, each measuring 15 m in height, added during
the Mamluk Period. The minarets are typical square minarets
from this period, which are characteristic of Palestine, many
samples of which can be seen in Jerusalem (Burgoyne 1987,
Rosen-Ayalon 2002).

The sacred enclosure, view from the South in 1920 by Matson
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The Al-Ishaqeyyah Mosque/Great Mosque (2)
Inside the enclosure is a great covered prayer hall, 28.45 m in length
by 21.80 m in width. The uniqueness of the Al-Ishaqeyyah Mosque
lies in the structure of the building, which was erected from the
remnants of the medieval church. Indeed, the inside of the mosque
is divided into three parts with crossed vaults, strongly reminiscent
of the layout of a church. There is a higher central nave for which
symmetrical windows provide lighting, and two aisles on either
side, separated from the nave by columns, their vaults supported
by pilasters. The roof of the mosque is gabled. The tympanum of
the main façade has been preserved, with an oculus framed with
mouldings (Vincent 1923).
The mosque houses the cenotaphs of Isaac (3) and of his wife Rebecca (4), built by Ibn Qalawun in 1332 can be found in two small
rectangular chapels topped with a gabled roof. The cenotaphs are
covered with richly decorated green cloths embroidered with verses
from the Qur’an and pious inscriptions.
The Mihrab al-Ishaqeyyah (5) (niche pointing towards Mecca)
dedicated to Isaac, is of typical Mamluk style. According to Mujir
al-Din, it was built by order of the Emir Shihab al-Din al-Yaghmuri
(Sauvaire 1875). The mihrab itself is lined with marble and its cupola is decorated with glass mosaics forming a floral trellis pattern
and a mother-of-pearl star in the centre. The decoration is very similar to the one adorning the main mihrab in the al-Aqsa Mosque in
Jerusalem, and is an example of late Palestinian mural mosaic art.
The mihrab is crowned with a rectangle of geometrical interlacing
in ablaq (in this case, inlayed with white marble), reminiscent of the
one that can be seen at the Madrasa Tankiziya in Jerusalem (RosenAyalon 1986 and 2002).
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Old and new views of the Mihrab
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General view of The Al-Ishaqeyyah Mosque
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The Minbar (5) (a sort of chair/pulpit)
The wooden minbar, engraved with Kufi inscriptions, which stands
to the right of the Mihrab was commissioned in 1091-1092 by the
Emir of the Fatimid army, Badr al-Din Jammali (Collectif 2004). It
was originally intended for the mosque in Ashkelon (BerchemMax
van 1993), but was brought to Hebron/Al-Khalil by Saladin. This
minbar is a noteworthy piece, as it is one of the few pulpits left from
the Fatimid Period (960-1099) (Rosen-Ayalon 2002). The minbar
Nur ad-Din, which was in the al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem, had
similar features to the one in Hebron/Al-Khalil. Unfortunately, it
was burned in 1969.

Preaching platform (6)
To the west of the prayer hall lays a magnificent preaching platform
(Dikkat al-Muballigh) built in 1332. Originally, this platform was
square shaped and was located in the central aisle. It was moved in
the 20th century.

Old and new views of the preaching platform (dikkat al-Muballigh)

The entrances to the sacred cave (7)

Only two entrances to the sacred cave are known, both of which are
sealed. The one on the west is an opening surrounded by a marble
wall covered with a cupola held up by four pillars.

Old and new views of the Minbar
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Old and new views of the entrances to the sacred cave
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The courtyard (8) and funerary chapels

The al-JawaliyaMosque (14)

To the west of the great mosque is a courtyard divided into several
parts, some roofless, others covered with arcades. It contains four
chapels, several small rooms and the women’s mosque (Jami al-Nisa) (9), which was erected by the Emir Shihab al-Din al-Yaghmuri
in 1393-1394. The chapels of Abraham (10) and of his wife Sara
(11) stand against the Mosque’s northeastern wall in the centre of
the sanctuary. The cenotaphs inside are identical to the ones of Isaac
and Rebecca. Abraham’s chapel is octagonal with a cupola; Sara’s
chapel is hexagonal. They are connected by the Ibrahimi courtyard.
The tombs of Jacob (12) and of his wife, Leah (13), containing their
cenotaphs are located in a courtyard to the west. Like Abraham and
Sara, one chapel is octagonal, the other hexagonal, and they are
connected by a rectangular room called the Jacobite courtyard. The
windows of the chapel are perforated, the wonderful wroughtiron
work bearing witness to the skill of the Mamluk artisans. Similar
to the tombs of Isaac and Rebecca, the cenotaphs are covered with
green embroidered cloths.

The al-Jawaliya Mosque adjoins the sanctuary to the northeast. It is
adjacent to the enclosure, but is an integral part of the site. A lower
passageway that runs parallel to the hall allows the access to the
great al-Ibrahimi Mosque.
The al-Jawaliya Mosque was built by the Emir AddinSanjar alJawali, in order to increase the overall prayer area. According to an
inscription, the building dates back to 1318-1320. The mosque contains three aisles covered by crossed vaults resting on large stone
pillars. A cupola is set over the middle section; its corners bear
fabulous intricate stalactite sculptures (Muqarnas) and its top section is perforated with stained-glass windows. On the southeastern
side, there is a mihrab cut into the rock and covered with colored
and decorated marble tiles. The construction and decoration of the
mosque are reminiscent of the ones found in Aleppo (Meinecke
1985).

Old View of the courtyard in the early 20th century by Creswell

General view of Al-Jawaliya Mosque
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Joseph’s tomb – Joseph’s Mosque (15)

Al-Takiya Al-Ibrahimiyah

Joseph’s tomb (Qala’a Yussuf – Joseph’s castle) stands against the
southern outer wall of the sanctuary. According to Jewish and later
Islamic tradition, it contains the remains of the prophet Joseph. In
Christian tradition, Joseph’s tomb is located in Sichem (Nablus)
(Jos. 24:32). In 1047, the traveller Nasîr l-Khusrau described a stone
building with a dome (l-Khusrau, 1893 translation). In 1106-1107,
Daniel Abbot also mentioned a tomb outside the sanctuary as being
Joseph’s tomb (Abbot 1888). According to Mujir al-Din, Joseph’s
shrine was discovered in the 10th century under the Abbasid Caliph
El-Moqder (908-932), and a dome was built over it. The shrine, as
it can be seen today, was transformed in the 14th century by Din
Amad al-Yaghmuri, custodian of the holy sites (Sauvaire 1875). It
is built on two floors in order to preserve the same layout as the
other tombs. The vaulted lower floor symbolises the location of the
tomb itself and the upper floor, which constitutes a chapel, contains
a cenotaph. This chapel is a small rectangular room topped with a
high dome and a tholobate adorned with muqarnas (Vincent 1923).

During the Fatimid Period (960-1099), al-Takiya (Persian word
meaning prayer hall and hospice) was built close to the al-Jawaliya Mosque, where the multitude of travelers and pilgrims could
find food (smat) and a bed for the night. It was used to prepare
Abraham’s soup (dashisheh), served to visitors and residents, a tradition that was upheld throughout the second Islamic Period. According to Mukaddasi (985), a baker, a cook and some servants
gave plates of lentils and oil to the poor, as well as to the travelers (Mukaddasi, translation 1886). Nasîr l-Khusrau (1047) also
mentions “hospitality” servants serving lentils and bread throughout the day (l-Khusrau, 1893 translation). According to Mujir alDin (1496), the meal used to be announced by drums. In the part
called Tablakhan (part of the kitchen), bread used to be baked using three furnaces and six grain mills. Mujir al-Din mentions between 10,000 and loaves of bread a day being handed out to the
locals and foreigners alike (Sauvaire 1875). Christian and Jewish
travelers also mentioned the Takiya, in the 15th and 16th century,

General view of the Joseph’sMosque,in 1884 by Sabingi

Takiya today
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including Anselme Adorno (Adorno, 1978 translation); the knight
of Arvieux (Labat 1735); and an anonymous Jewish writer (Carmoly 1847). In 1964, the Takiya was knocked down and temporarily transposed near the Birkeh al-Sultan. Since 1984, the Takiya is
located in a modern building, to the West of the Mosque. Every day,
the city’s poor inhabitants go there to get soup, thus carrying on the
tradition of hospitality and in memory of the Prophet Ibrahim.
In fact, this strong tradition of hospitality in Hebron/Al-Khalil
comes from Abraham, who has always been the paradigm of biblical hospitality and generosity. In Genesis 18, Abraham is visited by
three mysterious strangers. He invites them to share his meal with
him without knowing who they are. Only when the meal is finished
do the strangers reveal that they are, in fact, angels. This meeting
takes place in two locations, first, he welcomes them under a tree
(vv. 1-8), then in a conversation close to his tent (vv.9-15). The tale
of this visit makes Abraham appear as a model host. In the Koran
(Sura 11, 69), hospitality is one of the many qualities attributed to
the Prophet Abraham, and it is recommended in several hadiths.
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les califesdemusuleral Mamluk
style. Yet,
it also
andstates
attacks.
The
Old Cityin their
the Abbasids
as well
as endured
those of numerous
the minor wars
Muslim
that
sprouted
 وﺿﻤﺖ اﻟﺒﻠﺪة اﻟﻘﺪميﺔ,ﺿﻤﻦ اﻟﻨﻤﻂ اﳌﻤﻠﻮيك اﻟﻌﺎم رﻏﻢ ﺗﻌﺮﺿﻬﺎ ﻟﺤﺮوب وﻫﺠامت ﻋﺪﻳﺪة
إﺳﻼﻣﻴﺔ
دوﻳﻼت
ﻣﻦ
ﺗﺨﻠﻠﻬﺎ
وﻣﺎ
واﻟﻌﺒﺎﺳﻴﺔ
واﻷﻣﻮﻳﺔ
اﺷﺪة
ﺮ
اﻟ
اﻟﺨﻼﻓﺔ
ﺧﻼل
اﳌﺴﻠﻤني
واﻟﺤﻜﺎم
multiples
attaques.La
vielle ville
se composaitdes
de treize
quartiers,
al-Qalaa,
al-Qadima,
al-Madrassa,
al-Muhtasibyia,
al-Sawakneh,
al-Aqqaba,
al-Qazmans
durant le règne
des Omeyyades,
Abbasides
et aussi
de quelques
13such
quarters:
Qalaa, Althe
Khidma,
Al Madrasa,
Al Muhtasibiyya,
Al This
midst,
as theAlTulunids,
Ikhshidids,
the Fatimids,
and the Seljuqs.
 وﺿﻤﺖ اﻟﺒﻠﺪة اﻟﻘﺪميﺔ, واﻟﺤﻜﺎم اﳌﺴﻠﻤني ﺧﻼل اﻟﺨﻼﻓﺔ اﻟﺮاﺷﺪة واﻷﻣﻮﻳﺔ واﻟﻌﺒﺎﺳﻴﺔ وﻣﺎ ﺗﺨﻠﻠﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ دوﻳﻼت إﺳﻼﻣﻴﺔ ﺿﻤﻦ اﻟﻨﻤﻂ اﳌﻤﻠﻮيك اﻟﻌﺎم رﻏﻢ ﺗﻌﺮﺿﻬﺎ ﻟﺤﺮوب وﻫﺠامت ﻋﺪﻳﺪةthe Abbasids as well as those of the minor Muslim states that sprouted in their comprises
al-Qadima,
al-Muhtasibyia,
al-Sawakneh,
al-Qaz-En raimidst,ﺣﻴﺚ
such,اﻟﻘﺪس
as theﻣﻦ
Tulunids,
the Ikhshidids,
the Fatimids,
and the
Seljuqs. This
Sawakneh,
Al Aqqaba,
Al Qazzazin,
Al Houchiyyeh,
Bani Dar,
Al Masharqa,
ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﻋﴩة ﺣﺎرة ﻫﻲ اﻟﻘﻠﻌﺔ واﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ واﳌﺪرﺳﺔ واﳌﺤﺘﺴﺒني واﻟﺴﻮاﻛﻨﺔ واﻟﻌﻘﺎﺑﺔ واﻟﻘﺰازﻳﻦ
اﻟﺪﻳﻨﻴﺔ وﻗﺮﺑﻬﺎ
اﻟﺴﻼﺟﻘﺔ ﻷﻫﻤﻴﺘﻬﺎ
اﻟﻔﺎﻃﻤﻴﺔ ودوﻟﺔ
واﻹﺧﺸﻴﺪﻳﺔ و
ﻛﺎﻟﻄﻮﻟﻮﻧﻴﺔ
zazine, al-Hushiyyeh, Bani Dar, al-Mashariqa,-al-Qaytoun, al-Akkrad et
petits al-Madrassa,
états (Toulounites,
Ikhchidites,
Fatimides etal-Aqqaba,
des Seljukides).
was due
to its religious
significance
and its proximity
to Jerusalem.
Mosques,
واﻟﻘﺰازﻳﻦ
واﻟﻌﻘﺎﺑﺔ
 ﺣﻴﺚ, ﻛﺎﻟﻄﻮﻟﻮﻧﻴﺔ واﻹﺧﺸﻴﺪﻳﺔ و اﻟﻔﺎﻃﻤﻴﺔ ودوﻟﺔ اﻟﺴﻼﺟﻘﺔ ﻷﻫﻤﻴﺘﻬﺎ اﻟﺪﻳﻨﻴﺔ وﻗﺮﺑﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻘﺪسwas due to its religious significance and its proximity to Jerusalem. Mosques, Qaytoun
zazine,son
al-Hushiyyeh,
Bani Dar,
al-Mashariqa,-al-Qaytoun,
and Sheikh
Ali Al Bakka’
Sheikh
Ali واﻟﺴﻮاﻛﻨﺔ
Bakka. ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﻋﴩة ﺣﺎرة ﻫﻲ اﻟﻘﻠﻌﺔ واﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ واﳌﺪرﺳﺔ واﳌﺤﺘﺴﺒني
de son importance
religieuse
et de sa proximité deal-Akkrad
Jérusalem,etla ville
and madrasas
were. built, markets prospered and life boomed in the
.واﻟﺤﻮﺷﻴﺔ وﺑﻨﻲ دار واﳌﺸﺎرﻗﺔ و ﻗﻴﻄﻮن وﺣﺎرة اﻟﺸﻴﺦ ﻋﲇ اﻟﺒﻜﺎء
ﻣﻮﻗﻊ
وﻟﻌﺐ
ﰲ اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ
اﻟﺤﻴﺎة
وازدﻫﺮت
اﻷﺳﻮاق
واﻧﺘﻌﺸﺖ
واﳌﺪارس
 واﻟﺰواﻳﺎinاﳌﺴﺎﺟﺪ
 ﺑﻨﻴﺖThezawiyas,
Sheikhcomptait
Ali Bakka.
zawiyas,
and
madrasas
were
built,
markets
prospered
and
life
boomed
the
city
fell
in
the
hands
of
the
English
in
1917
and
suffered
major
ecocity.
This
evolution
was
mainly
fueled
by
its
location
at
the
crossroads
of local
.اﻟﺒﻜﺎءsubit
اﻟﺸﻴﺦ ﻋﲇ
 و ﻗﻴﻄﻮن وﺣﺎرةetواﳌﺸﺎرﻗﺔ
وﺑﻨﻲ دارlesواﻟﺤﻮﺷﻴﺔ
En 1917, la ville
économiquement
socialement
restrictionsﺑﻨﻴﺖ اﳌﺴﺎﺟﺪ واﻟﺰواﻳﺎ واﳌﺪارس واﻧﺘﻌﺸﺖ اﻷﺳﻮاق وازدﻫﺮت اﻟﺤﻴﺎة ﰲ اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ وﻟﻌﺐ ﻣﻮﻗﻊ
nombre de mosquées, de Zawayehs (salles de prières) et d’écoles.
city. This evolution
was mainly
by its
location
at the ﺗﻄﻮرﻫﺎ
crossroads
of اﻟﺪور
local اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ
nomicand
andregional
social setbacks
due to the restrictions and obstacles imposed upon it.
 وﺗﺄﺛﺮت اﻗﺘﺼﺎدﻳﺎ واﺟﺘامﻋﻴﺎ ﺑﺴﺒﺐ اﻟﻘﻴﻮد واﳌﻌﻴﻘﺎت١٩١٧ ﺳﻘﻄﺖ اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ ﺑﻴﺪ اﻻﻧﺠﻠﻴﺰ ﻋﺎم
.واﻹﻗﻠﻴﻤﻴﺔ
اﳌﺤﻠﻴﺔfueled
اﻟﺘﺠﺎرﻳﺔ
اﻟﻄﺮق
ﻟﻮﻗﻮﻋﻬﺎ ﻋﲆ
اﻟﻬﺎم ﰲ
EnLa1917,
ville subit
économiquement
socialementàles
restrictions
trade routes.
imposées
par l’oواﺟﺘامﻋﻴﺎ
ccupation
britannique.
En 1947,
la situation
en Cisjordanie
ville la
devint
prospère
grâce à son rôleetcommercial,
la croisée
des routes
واﳌﻌﻴﻘﺎت
ﺑﺴﺒﺐ اﻟﻘﻴﻮد
اﻗﺘﺼﺎدﻳﺎ
 وﺗﺄﺛﺮت١٩١٧
اﻻﻧﺠﻠﻴﺰ ﻋﺎم
اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ ﺑﻴﺪ
ﺳﻘﻄﺖ
. اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ اﻟﺪور اﻟﻬﺎم ﰲ ﺗﻄﻮرﻫﺎ ﻟﻮﻗﻮﻋﻬﺎ ﻋﲆ اﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﺘﺠﺎرﻳﺔ اﳌﺤﻠﻴﺔ واﻹﻗﻠﻴﻤﻴﺔand regional trade routes.
Later on, the
West
Bank was
Arab
Jordanian
in 1948ofand
Like
all other
citiesplaced
in theunder
region,
Hebron
fell inrule
the hands
theconCrusaders
imposées
occupation
britannique.
la situation en Cisjordanie
 وﺑﺪأت١٩٤٨  ﺛﻢ اﻧﺘﻘﻠﺖ اﻟﻀﻔﺔ اﻟﻐﺮﺑﻴﺔ اﱃ اﻟﺤﻜﻢ اﻟﻌﺮيب اﻷردين ﻋﺎم,اﻟﺘﻲ ﻓﺮﺿﺖ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ
اﺳﱰدﻫﺎ
أن
اﱃ
ﺳﻴﻄﺮﺗﻬﻢ
واﺳﺘﻤﺮت
١٠٩٩
ﻋﺎم
ﻟﻠﺼﻠﻴﺒﻴني
اﳌﻨﻄﻘﺔ
ﻣﺪن
ﻛﺒﺎﻗﻲ
اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ
ﺧﻀﻌﺖ
s’améliore après l’arrivée des Jordaniens au pouvoir. Toutefois, en 1967, le
entrepar
le l’Nord
et le Sud
mais aussi En
l’Est1947,
et l’Ouest.
Like all other cities in the region, Hebron fell in the hands of the Crusaders
ditionsinstarted
to improve
until
it was
invaded
occupied
by Israel in 1967.
1099 and
remained
under
their
controland
until
it was reconquered,
in 1187, by
وﺑﺪأتdébut
١٩٤٨ de
ﻋﺎمl’oاﻷردين
 ﺛﻢ اﻧﺘﻘﻠﺖ اﻟﻀﻔﺔ اﻟﻐﺮﺑﻴﺔ اﱃ اﻟﺤﻜﻢ اﻟﻌﺮيب, واﺳﺘﻤﺮت ﺳﻴﻄﺮﺗﻬﻢ اﱃ أن اﺳﱰدﻫﺎ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻓﺮﺿﺖ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ١٠٩٩ ﺧﻀﻌﺖ اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ ﻛﺒﺎﻗﻲ ﻣﺪن اﳌﻨﻄﻘﺔ ﻟﻠﺼﻠﻴﺒﻴني ﻋﺎم
s’améliore En
après
l’arrivée
destoutes
Jordaniens
aude
pouvoir.
Toutefois,
le par
ccupation israélienne entraîna une « judaïsation » de la ville avec
1099,
comme
les cités
la région,
Hébronen
fut1967,
conquise
in 1099
and١١٨٧
remained
underاﻟﺠﻴﻮش
their control
it was
in 1187,
by اﻟﻘﺎﺋﺪ
The occupation
various Commander
means to Judaize
the city
by building
 وﻣﺎرس ﻋﺪة أﺳﺎﻟﻴﺐ١٩٦٧ اﻷوﺿﺎع ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺤﺴﻦ إﻻ أن اﻻﺣﺘﻼل اﻹﴎاﺋﻴﲇ ﺑﺎﻏﺘﻬﺎ ﺳﻨﺔ
وأﻋﺎد
اﻷﻳﻮﺑﻴﺔ ﻋﺎم
ﻋﲆ رأسuntil
ﺟﺎءﻫﺎ
اﻟﺬيreconquered,
ﺻﻼح اﻟﺪﻳﻦ اﻷﻳﻮيب
اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻲ
the armiesused
of Muslim
Saladin,
of the
Ayyubid settlements
dynasty, who redébut les
de Croisés
l’occupation
israélienne
unel’A«yyubide
judaïsation
» de la
ville avec
 وﻣﺎرس ﻋﺪة١٩٦٧
ﺑﺎﻏﺘﻬﺎ ﺳﻨﺔ
اﺋﻴﲇcentre.
اﻻﺣﺘﻼل اﻹﴎ
 ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺤﺴﻦpalestiniens
 وأﻋﺎد اﻷوﺿﺎع١١٨٧  اﻟﻘﺎﺋﺪ اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻲ ﺻﻼح اﻟﺪﻳﻦ اﻷﻳﻮيب اﻟﺬي ﺟﺎءﻫﺎ ﻋﲆ رأس اﻟﺠﻴﻮش اﻷﻳﻮﺑﻴﺔ ﻋﺎمthe armies of Muslim Commander Saladin, of the Ayyubid dynasty, who re- in its very
l’implantation
de colonies
en son
Depuis,أنlesإﻻhabitants
jusqu’à
l’arrivéeentraîna
de Saladin
en 1187;
celui-ci
rendit أﺳﺎﻟﻴﺐ
à
heart.
Aggressions
the city’s
inhabitants
on a daily
stored
the city’s
glory andagainst
importance.
Encouraged
by persisted
Saladin, soldiers
– whethﺑﺸﻜﻞ
ﺳﻜﺎﻧﻬﺎ
ﻋﲆ
اﻻﻋﺘﺪاءات
واﺻﻞ
ﻛام
,ﻗﻠﺒﻬﺎ
ﰲ
اﻻﺳﺘﻴﻄﺎﻧﻴﺔ
اﻟﺒﺆر
زرع
ﺧﻼل
ﻣﻦ
ﺗﻬﻮﻳﺪﻫﺎ
واﳌﻐﺎرﺑﺔ
واﻟﱰﻛامين
اد
ﺮ
واﻷﻛ
اك
ﺮ
اﻷﺗ
ﻣﻦ
ﺟﻤﻮع
ﺟﻴﻮﺷﻪ
ﺿﻤﺖ
وﻗﺪ
وأﻫﻤﻴﺘﻬﺎ
ﻣﻜﺎﻧﺘﻬﺎ
ﻟﻠﻤﺪﻳﻨﺔ
l’implantation
de
colonies
en
son
centre.
Depuis,
les
habitants
palestiniens
stored
the
city’s
glory
and
importance.
Encouraged
by
Saladin,
soldiers
–
whethbasis
and
culminated
in
the
gruesome
massacre
committed
inside
Al
Ibrahimi
de menaces
quotidiennes;
le massacre
à la mosquée
d’Abrahamﻟﻠﻤﺪﻳﻨﺔ ﻣﻜﺎﻧﺘﻬﺎ وأﻫﻤﻴﺘﻬﺎ وﻗﺪ ﺿﻤﺖ ﺟﻴﻮﺷﻪ ﺟﻤﻮع ﻣﻦ اﻷﺗﺮاك واﻷﻛﺮاد واﻟﱰﻛامين واﳌﻐﺎرﺑﺔ
la ville son dynamisme et son prestige.
er Turks, Kurds, Turkmens or Maghrebins – settled in the city and created a
 ﺑﺸﻜﻞsont
ﺳﻜﺎﻧﻬﺎvictimes
اﻻﻋﺘﺪاءات ﻋﲆ
ﻛام واﺻﻞ
,اﻻﺳﺘﻴﻄﺎﻧﻴﺔ ﰲ ﻗﻠﺒﻬﺎ
زرع اﻟﺒﺆر
ﺗﻬﻮﻳﺪﻫﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل
sont victimes
de menaces
quotidiennes;
le massacre
à la mosquée
braham
er Turks,
Kurds,
Turkmens
or Maghrebins
– settled
the city
and created
a اﻟﺬﻳﻦ
mosque
on thesocial
dawnand
of Friday
Ramadan
.١٩٩٤  رﻣﻀﺎن ﻣﻦ ﻋﺎم١٥ ﻳﻮﻣﻲ وﻛﺎن أﺑﺸﻌﻬﺎ ﻣﺠﺰرة اﻟﺤﺮم اﻹﺑﺮاﻫﻴﻤﻲ ﻓﺠﺮ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﺔ
وﺛﻘﺎﻓﻴﺎ
اﺟﺘامﻋﻴﺎ
أﻫﻠﻬﺎ ﻧﺴﻴﺠﺎ
اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ وﺷﻜﻠﻮا ﻣﻊ
ﺮار ﰲinاﻻﺳﺘﻘ
اﻷﻳﻮﺑﻴني ﻋﲆ
ﺷﺠﻌﻬﻢ
unique
cultural15fabric
which1994.
had an impact on the architecture of its
en 1994, le 15 du mois sacré du Ramadan, fait partie d’un des crimes liés à
L’armée
de Saladin
était formée
de plusieurs
peuples:d’Ales
Kurdes, les
.١٩٩٤  رﻣﻀﺎن ﻣﻦ ﻋﺎم١٥  اﻟﺬﻳﻦ ﺷﺠﻌﻬﻢ اﻷﻳﻮﺑﻴني ﻋﲆ اﻻﺳﺘﻘﺮار ﰲ اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ وﺷﻜﻠﻮا ﻣﻊ أﻫﻠﻬﺎ ﻧﺴﻴﺠﺎ اﺟﺘامﻋﻴﺎ وﺛﻘﺎﻓﻴﺎ ﻳﻮﻣﻲ وﻛﺎن أﺑﺸﻌﻬﺎ ﻣﺠﺰرة اﻟﺤﺮم اﻹﺑﺮاﻫﻴﻤﻲ ﻓﺠﺮ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﺔunique social and cultural fabric which had an impact on the architecture of its
Nevertheless,
with and
its mosques,
neighborhoods,
souks
and allitsother
compoen 1994,
le 15 du mois
du Ramadan,
fait partie
d’unencouragés
des crimespar
liésles
à Ayyvarious quarters
buildings.
The city was able
to regain
strength
and prosl’occupation.
Turkmènes
et les sacré
Marocains
; Ces guerriers
furent
إن اﻟﺒﻠﺪة اﻟﻘﺪميﺔ مبﺴﺎﺟﺪﻫﺎ وأﺣﻮاﺷﻬﺎ وأﺳﻮاﻗﻬﺎ وﻛﻞ ﻣﻜﻮﻧﺎﺗﻬﺎ ﺗﺠﺴﺪ اﻟﺮوح اﻟﺤﻘﻴﻘﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﻴﺎة
ﻗﻮﺗﻬﺎ
اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ
وﻗﺪable
,وأﺑﻨﻴﺘﻬﺎ
ﺣﺎراﺗﻬﺎ
ﻋﲆ ﺗﻜﻮﻳﻦandﻻﺣﻘﺎ
ﻓﺮﻳﺪا اﺛﺮ
variousوﻧﺸﺎﻃﻬﺎ
quarters
andﺑﺎﺳﱰداد
buildings.
Theﺑﺪأت
city was
to regain
its strength
prosnents, perity
the city
still embodies
the era
true(1187
spirit–of
old Arab
Islamic life,
despite
during
the Ayyubid
1250)
and itsand
importance
grew
among the
l’occupation.
اﻟﺤﻘﻴﻘﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﻴﺎة
ﻣﻜﻮﻧﺎﺗﻬﺎavec
وﻛﻞson
وأﺳﻮاﻗﻬﺎ
وأﺣﻮاﺷﻬﺎreste
مبﺴﺎﺟﺪﻫﺎ
اﻟﺒﻠﺪةpour
 إنles وﻗﺪ ﺑﺪأت اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﱰداد ﻗﻮﺗﻬﺎ وﻧﺸﺎﻃﻬﺎ, ﻓﺮﻳﺪا اﺛﺮ ﻻﺣﻘﺎ ﻋﲆ ﺗﻜﻮﻳﻦ ﺣﺎراﺗﻬﺎ وأﺑﻨﻴﺘﻬﺎperity
Elle اﻟﺮوح
reste ﺗﺠﺴﺪ
cependant,
patrimoine
l’âmeاﻟﻘﺪميﺔ
de la ville
ubides à s’installer dans la ville pour former avec la population locale une
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CHAPTER II Description

a.2.2.1. Religious buildings: mosques and zawiyeh
Mosques
Only two old mosques are still standing in the old
town. One is the Ibn Othman Mosque, believed to date
back to the Mamluk Period. The other is the al-Qazzazine Mosque, the construction of which took place in
two phases, one in the 17th century and the second in
the early 1920’s. This mosque houses the Birkeh alQazzazine.
Zawiyehs
Through the old writings – those of Mujir al-Din alHandbali (1496) amongst others – we can establish
that there was a large number of zawiyehs in Hebron/
Al-Khalil during the Mamluk Period (Sauvaire 1875).
These religious buildings bear witness to the importance of the Sufi movement in the area, later becoming a distinctive trait of Hebron/Al-Khalil. Generally
speaking, a zawiya contains a prayer hall, a room
where the founding fathers and members of one family
can be buried, and sometimes, a hospice.
The most important zawiyehs that are part of the Property are:
-

Zawiya al-Adhami
Zawiya al-Ashraf al-Magharbah
Zawiya Sheikh SheblyZawiya al-Qaimary
Zawiya Omar Almujarrad
ZawiyaAbdilrahimAlzurum

Ibn Othman Mosque
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a.2.2.2. Civic Buildings
Public baths (Hammams)
Public baths in Hebron/Al-Khalil were relatively small and not as
busy as other public baths in the region. Several of them have remained in use from the Mamluk Period until the end of the 1980’s.
The three hammams that are still standing are located near Al Haram Al Ibrahimi/ Tombs of the Patriarchs.
-The Hammam Ibrahim al-Khalil dates back to the Mamluk Period.
-The Hammam Dari was built in the early 20th century,
-The Hammam al-Birkeh is thought to have been built in the second half of the 19th century.
Aqueducts, Fountains and Birkeh
During the Mamluk Period, construction works were undertaken
to supply the Old City with water. A water channelling system was
devised to create reservoirs, fountains and baths from springs located in the outskirts. In 1047, Nasîr l-Khusrau mentioned an aqueduct hewn in the rock, which brought water from an almost barren
spring to a covered reservoir located outside the city (l-Khusrau,
1893 translation).
Two of the main ancient reservoirs can still be seen today, the Birkeh
al-Qazzazine reservoir (which is now covered by the al-Qazzazine
Mosque) and the Birkeh al-Sultan. The birkeh was a stopover for
the caravans, a socialising area, and an opening to the outside world.
The fountains and birkehincluded in the Property are:
Al-Tawshi ablution fountain (Eunuch’s fountain), part of Al
Haram Al Ibrahimi/ Tombs of the Patriarchs complex. It dates back
to the Mamluk Period, and was quoted by Mujir al-Din as being the
most beautiful fountain containing the best water (Sauvaire 1875).
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Al-Ibrahimi Mosque patio fountain, built during the Mamluk Period by Ibn Othman.
Al-Ain al-Hamra fountain (red spring), located at the
Mosque’s south-eastern gate, built in 1456 under the reign of King
Nasser Inal.
Birkeh al-Sultan built in the 13th century by the Sultan alMansoorQalawoon.
Birkeh al-Qazzazine, a small reservoir located in the bottom
of the valley in the south of the quarter bearing the same name. It is
now covered by a mosque.
Khans/Caravanserais
Caravanserais, or wholesale markets, offered shelter to merchants
and travellers. They were built on two floors, with a courtyard open
to the sky. The ground floor was used for keeping the animals, storing the merchandise and as shops; the upper floor was used for accommodation or trade offices (Wakale).
The caravanserais included in the Property are :
Khan al-Sayyed al-Khalil is thought to date back to the Mamluk Period. It is located in the eastern part of the souk al-Qazzazine.
Today, the upper level houses a mosque and accommodation.
Khan al-Dweik, located in the souk al-Magharbeh.
Khan al-Hesriyyeh.
Wakalat al-Khalil, located on Al-Qasaba Street.
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Hammam Ibrahim al-Khalil

A view of Souq Al-Wakalah or Wakalat Al-Khalil in 1925

General view of Birkeh Al-Sultan / Sultan Pool during the Ottoman period.

Al-Qazzazin pool in 1900.
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a.2.2.3. Hebron/Al-Khalil’s fortress, al Qala’a

b.

The remains of the al-Qala’a fortress are adjacent to the southern
façade of the sacred enclosure. The al-Qala’a fortress was built during the Crusader Period. This small fortress was the residence of the
lord, and was used as barracks for the garrison. In the 14th century,
the Sultan Nasir al-Din Muhammad turned the fort into a madrasa
(school). The building was destroyed in 1834 during the assault led
by Ibrahim Pasha. Only the western façade and the south-western
corner remain today; it is a massive wall with only few embrasures.
The masonry is made of small, uneven, rusticated blocks.
N.B. The al-Qala’a fortress is one of the rare vestiges of the Crusader Period that can still be found in the old town.

Hebron/Al-Khalil’s history was marked by times of Holiness, prosperity and abundance, but also of turbulence and invasion, which
lead to numerous destructions. Every shift in history left its mark on
the town, leaving it as we see it today.

Remains of the Qala’a fort, beginning 20th C., EBAF Collection
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

b.1 ETYMOLOGY AND BIBLICAL TRADITION
According to religious traditions, Hebron/Al-Khalil is one of the
holiest cities for the three monotheistic religions.
The ancient name for Hebron/Al-Khalil is “Qiriat Arba” (Jos.
14,15), meaning “town of the four”, which probably refers to the
number of clans who lived there, or to the number of hills surrounding the town. It was later named “Habra” or “Habron”, which presumably derives from the Aramaic-Arabic word “habra”, meaning
“to be linked to, associated with”, referring to the prophet Abraham.
The Arabic name “al-Khalil”, given to the town in the early Islamic
period, is the nickname of Abraham (arab. Ibrahim) “Khalil alRahman”, friend/beloved of God, again in reference to the prophet
Abraham (Koran 4, 125).
It is believed that Ibrahim chose to settle with his family in Hebron/
Al-Khalil, at the site of Mamre (3 km to the north of the historic
centre). This is where he welcomed the three mysterious strangers
and then conversed with God (Gen. 13: 18, 18: 1, 23: 19). This
tradition is also well anchored in Christian and Islamic traditions,
building soled bases for the sanctity of the town.
It is also believed that Abraham chose to bury his wife Sara in Hebron/Al-Khalil (Gen. 23: 17-20).
Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs is said to contain the remains of Abraham and Sara, along with some
of their descendants, giving the site its name “Patriarchs
Graves”. According to Jewish tradition, Adam and Eve
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are also buried at this site (Babylonian Talmud, Eruvim
53a; Sotah 13a). In Islamic period the tomb of Joseph was added to
the tradition.
The biblical tradition tells that, King David made of Hebron/AlKhalil the first capital of his kingdom ca 1000 BC and he reigned
there for 7 years (Sam. 2: 3-4, 5: 5).

of the 11th and the end of the 10th centuries BC, when it spread
beyond its ancient walls from the Bronze Age. The decline of the
city came in the later part of the Iron Age.
Tell Rumeida was partially abandoned in the Persian Period
(539-332 BC), and reoccupied during the Hellenistic Period (33237
BC). The city flourished during Roman times (37 BC to 324 AD),
however the archaeological excavations attest to two phases of
b.2 HISTORY
destruction. The first one might be linked to General Vespasian’s
campaign (66-70 AD) against the rebellions and the second one
b.2.1 Ancient Hebron/Al-Khalil– Tell Rumeida (see appendix 6 )
to Emperor Hadrian’s campaign to subdue the Bar-Kokhba revolt
(132-136 AD). Few relics remain of Byzantine buildings. A huge
Tell Rumeida was located on the spur of Jebel Rumeida, near the public building dated to Umayyad period was also discovered.
EinJudeida spring, to the west of the Old City of Hebron/Al-Khalil.
The site can be linked to the first phase of urban human settlement
of Palestine, witnessing the rise of cities. Archaeological excavations have established the existence of several successive occupations between the Chalcolithic Period (around 4000 BC) and the
Umayyad Period (661-750 BC), proving that the site, by nature,
lent itself to human settlement (Ofer 1993).
It must be noted that only a minute part of the potential archaeological area has been excavated. Two major excavations were conducted in the site, one during the twenties and the other in the eighties of the twentieth century.
As a result of excavations, the most significant phases of occupation are:
Middle Bronze Age (2200 BC), the site became a fortified
Canaanite city (6-7 ha), surrounded by very thick wall of cyclopean
masonry. Archaeological findings attest to its central role in the administration of the area.
In the early Iron Age (1200 BC), the people reused the old
cyclopean wall. The city reached a “Golden Age” between the end

Archaeological excavations in Mamre by P. Mader in 1926-28
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With regards to Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs, there
are many uncertainties regarding the existence of a Christian holy
site, but there are rich Christian traditions concerning Hebron/AlKhalil and its shrine as well as intensive Christian visitation, the
Holy Sanctuary was mentioned several times in the pilgrimage accounts since the 4th century.
Unlike the Mosque, Mamre figured on the Madaba Map (6th century). Mamre got a considerable cathedral in the 4th century, which
fall in parts in the 8-9th century. In 614, the town suffered from
Persian attacks; Arculfe described Hebron/Al-Khalil as a town in
ruins, the population was living and farming between the ruins of
the town, but the holy site was intact (Geyer 1898, Arculfe 1895).
b.2.2. The First Islamic Period
The Prophet Ibrahim in Islam is considered one of the most important prophets, he is the spiritual father of the Prophet Muhammad
and he is considered to be the first Muslim (Quran, 3.67), He was
mentioned 69 times in the Quran, therefore, Hebron/Al-Khalil, the
town of Ibrahim, got a prominent range among Muslim cities.
Early Islamic traditions brought Mecca and Hebron/Al-Khalil in close relationship, hence both cities drew their sanctity
from Ibrahim, building together a holy duality. Later, Hebron/
Al-Khalil got the title of Islamic Haram, built together with Jerusalem twinned sanctuary, like Mecca and Medina. Hebron/AlKhalil was connected immediately with several other early Islamic traditions in connection with miraculous night journey of the
Prophet Muhammad (Quran 17, 1).
In the beginning of the First Islamic Period (from 638), the Umayyad Period, the town of Hebron/Al-Khalil witnessed an expansion
around Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs, giving birth
to the concept of “holy city” – on the model of Mecca, Medina
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and Jerusalem. Al-Ibrahimi Mosque became the center of the town.
Mukaddasi (985) and Nasîr i-Khusrau (1047) and other Muslim
geographers and historians described Hebron/Al-Khalil as a town;
however, with the presence of the Mosque, Hebron/Al-Khalil would
certainly have been of greater importance in the Early Islamic Period (Le Strange 1965), most of the descriptions emphasized the
fact the it had a minbar, upgrading it to the level of islamic cities.
Descendants of the Prophet’s companion Tamim adDari, the Bani
Dar clan could have been the first Arab tribe to settle around the
sacred enclosure. In 1496, Mujir al-Din recounts how he witnessed
the prophet receive the scroll concerning the donation of the holy
site and of its surroundings (Sauvaire 1875). The Tamimi tradition
“inta/iqta” can be dated to early days of Islam since it is mentioned
in 9-10 century accounts. Hence, Hebron/Al-Khalil is considered to
be the oldest waqf of Islam (inalienable religious endowment of an
asset) that survived until today (Massignon 1951).
Hebron/Al-Khalil became a centre of Sufi pilgrimage and extensive Islamic visitation, and through the narratives of the writers,
we know that establishments (madafa/simat) were built to meet
the needs of the numerous pilgrims and visitors (Nasir-i Khusrsu).
Special care and attention were paid to Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The
Tomb of Patriarchs during the Abbasid Period (750-969) (Collectif
2004). The town was also at the centre of the local trade routes, and
played an important role in the administration of the region (Karmon 1971).
b.2.3. The Crusader Period (1099-1187)
In 1099 the Crusader conquest of the Holy Land saw an end to
Arab domination. Godfrey of Bouillon seized Hebron/Al-Khalil
and called it Castellum Saint Abraham. Crusader Hebron/Al-Khalil
was a bishopric whose boundaries included the Crusader convent at
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the oasis of Ein Gedi (Beyer 1942).
Muslims and Jews were expelled from the town and the pray-ing
halls of the Ibrahimi Mosque were destroyed, but not the outer Roman walls (temenus), leaving its place to the construction of aRomanesque Church; most parts of the structure (roof and inside layout of the current mosque’s praying hall) can still be seen today
(Vincent 1923).
The “al-Qala’a” Crusader fortress was erected on the western wall
of the Mosque in order to reinforce the town’s defenses (Roericht
1893), through this Hebron/Al-Khalil became a fortified farm and
holy place. Agriculture (mainly vineyards) remained the main economic activity; the region was fertile (Sayyid, al- 1998). A number
of Western historians visited the region, ; there left brief mentions
of the Tomb of the Patriarchs. According to the accounts of travellers such as Saewulf in 1102, Daniel Abbot in 1106-1107 and Benjamin de Tudela in 1163, Hebron/Al-Khalil was mostly deserted
town in ruins, with only the Haram and the fortress dominating the
landscape (Adler 1894, Wright 1968 and Wilkinson 1988).
An important event is thought to have taken place in 1119: the discovery of the entrance to the sacred tomb (the underground burial
caves) along with some remains attributed to the Patriarchs (Rian,
AOL 1884, Guthe 1894 and Vincent 1923). In 1173, the pilgrim/
traveller al-Harawi (Ali of Heart) reported this discovery in his
written works (Harawi, al- 1957); it was then repeated by Yaqut in
1225 (Le Strange 1890).

tion of a prestigious administrative post, the “Guardian of the Two
Holy Sites” (Nazir) – relating to the sacred sanctuaries of Jerusalem
and Hebron/Al-Khalil (Collectif 2004). Saladin did not entirely destroy the church – he modified the building and reused the Crusader
structure, simply removing the decorative elements, and erected a
mosque in its stead (Vincent 1923), Saladin brought also a wooden
and richly decorated Fatimid Mibar (pulpit), which is the oldest of
its kind in the Islamic World that is still in use and considered as a
unique masterpiece.
Under Saladin, the holy site was opened for visitation for Jews and
Christians alike. However, only few Christian and Jewish pilgrim
and travellers – Samuel bar Simon (1210) and the Dominican Burchard (1283) – ever entered the Tomb of the Patriarchs (Carmoly
1847; Vincent 1923). Different ethnic communities – Turks, Kurds,
Turkmen, and Moroccans, in addition to the local Arabs– were encouraged to settle in Hebron/Al-Khalil. Following the example of
the other Islamic cities, the town was divided into quarters according to the ethnic and religious and professional differences.

b.2.4. The Ayyubid Period (1187-1250)
The 1188 battle of Hittin, which led to the reconquest of Palestine,
was a decisive victory against the Crusaders. In 1187, Saladin has
retaken the town from the Crusaders.
Under the Ayyubid rule, Hebron/Al-Khalil’s importance was re-established, owing to its special ties with Jerusalem, due to the crea-

Interior view of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs
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b.2.5. The MamlukPeriod (1250-1517)
During the Mamluk Period, Palestine became a centre of attraction for pilgrims, scholars and erudite across the world, owing to
the political stability and to its numerous holy sites. As of 1259,
the town of Hebron/Al-Khalil was administratively linked to other great Mamluk cities (Damascus, Karak, Gaza and Cairo) (Safi
1996). Hebron/Al-Khalil was also a favorite Mamluk town for deporting princess (battal), which could become dangerous to the establishment.
The town flourished, becoming an important Sufi and learning centre during what is known as its “Golden Age”. However, the region
suffers from high insecurity, and withstood repeated Bedouin attacks, as related in the travelers’ accounts. Hebron/Al-Khalil, being
on the boundaries of the desert, had to create a defence mechanism
in order to ward of the frequent attacks, but also benefited form
trading with the Bedouins. We know, through the writings of Mujir
al-Din, that several small forts were erected in the town of Hebron/
Al-Khalil; however none of them remains today.
Many religious and ethnic groups migrated to Hebron/Al-Khalil
during that time. Ibn Batûta (1351) described Hebron/Al-Khalil as
a modest town, yet of great importance, due to the presence of its
Mosque (Safi, Abu- 1996). In 1485, Jerusalemite historian Mujir
al-Din al-Hanbali wrote a detailed description of the Mamluk town
of Hebron/Al-Khalil and of its holy sanctuary in his book “al-Uns
al-Jalil bi-tarikh al-Quds wal-Khalil” (Sauvaire 1875).
The waqf that is the Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs
was one of the wealthiest in Palestine. Mosques, schools, prayer
halls, hospices, caravanserais, bathes, water fountains etc. were
constructed in Hebron/Al-Khalil, witnesses of a scientific and economic revival. Other series of publications appeared describing the
town and its position in Islam (fada’il), most important among oth57

ers is Muthir al-Gharam of Tadmuri.
The major neighborhoods of the Old City took shape during the
Mamluk period (Ju’beh al- 1991). The pilgrims Isaac Chelo (in
1334), Jacques de Vérone (in 1335) and Felix Fabri (in 1480-1483),
managed to visit the Mosque (Carmoly 1847; Fabri 1971 translation). The only descriptions that we have of the interior at that time
are by Arab travellers and scholars, such asYâqût (1225), al-Umari
(1348), Ishak al-Khalili (1351), Ibn Batûtah (1355) and al-Balawi
(1378) (Le Strange 1890; Safi 1996).

The Mamluks also developed a water canalization system, with the construction and restoration of aqueducts, fountains and reservoirs in order
to meet the growing needs of water for both locals and visitors alike.
The main works of restoration and transformation, leaving the al-Ibrahimi Mosque as we see it today, happened during that period (Vincent
1923). The glassblowing industry, which Hebron/Al-Khalil is renowned
for, was thriving during the Mamluk Period. High demand in glassware
strengthened commercial ties with Damascus, Trans-Jordan, and Egypt.
Amongst the historians and travellers who wrote about this handicraft
were Jacques de Vérone in 1335 (Vérone, de. 1990 translation), Poggibonsi in 1346-1350 (Pogggibonsi, 1945 translation) and Felix Fabri (14801483), who wrote that a great number of people were employed in the
craft (Fabri, 1971 translation). The al-Qazzazine quarter, in the Old City,
bears the name of this craft;Mujir al-Din made a reference to it in 1496.

Glassblowing in the Old Town. Matson Collection (between 1900 and 1920)
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b.2.6.

The Ottoman Period (1517-1917)

During the Ottoman Period, Palestinian art and architecture were
strongly influenced by Istanbul, capital of the Empire. The style
was very different from the previous periods, more classical and
sober, but mostly with local taste.
Hebron/Al Khalil expanded in the outskirts of the Mamluk urban
fabric (for example, the Bab al-Zawiya Quarter). Inside the old
quarters, extensions and additional floors were added to the pre-existing buildings. There are important written resources dating from
that period, notably the Ottoman archives (Lewis 1951, Hashish
2000). In 1533-34, a traveller described Hebron/Al-Khalil as being
a small market city with several hundred houses (Affagart 1902). In
1789, Volney described it as “the most important village amongst
these rural districts” because of the economic development, but he
described the region as having been devastated as a result of the
conflicts between the farmers and the Bedouins (Volney 1823).

The administrative unit that was created in the 10thcentury for the governance of the al-Ibrahimi Mosque and its annexes was reorganised in
the 16th century. It was run by the “Nazir”, who was in charge of maintenance, administration, finance and security of the Holy Sanctuary and
its properties. The city became attractive for its education, its job market,
and the donations (waqf) created for the services of the Mosque and the
Takiya, as well as for its central location on the trade routes. The glassblowing industry was still an important economic sector: according to
Volney, who wrote about it in 1789, it was exported as far as Constantinople (Volney 1823). In the early 19th century, the travellerSeetzen shared
important information about the trade in his works (Seetzen 1854).Several families arrived from the Maghreb, Syria and Egypt, thus enlarging
the mosaic of people that had existed since the Ayyubid Period (Hashish,
B. 2000). Christian and Jewish travellers (Jewish anonymous in 1537,
Chevalier d’Arvieux in 1660, Noe Bianco in 1741) arrived to Hebron/
Al-Khalil and wrote short descriptions (Labat 1735, Nau 1744, Carmoly
1847). In 1765, the Arab travellerLuqaimi described the Mosque in his

accounts and gave rich information about the Sufis and their Zawiyas in
the city (Safi 1996). In 1882, Princes Albert and George, accompanied by
researchers, managed to enter the Mosque and gave a detailed study of
the interior (Conder 1882; Riant 1886, Grimaldi 1912). In 1923, Father
Vincent, L.E and Captain Mackay, E.H.J published an important monograph of the monument (Vincent 1923). The Russian Orthodox Church,
considered to be the only Christian site in the city, was built near the oak
of Abraham. This site commemorates the promise made to Abraham that
he would become the father of a son, Isaac. Until recently, visiting pilgrims would often cut small pieces of the oak trunk for good luck.
In 1831, Hebron/Al-Khalil, like many other cities in the area, fell into the
hands of Ibrahim Pasha. In 1834, following the “Farmers’ Revolution”,
he besieged the city, where the rebels had taken refuge (Poujoulat 1841).
He destroyed the al-Qala’a fortress along with several quarters in the historic centre. Later the city also suffered from major earthquakes in 1837
and 1927. In the late 19th century, Hebron/Al-Khalil became one of the
most important centres of commerce and trade in Palestine, greatly benefiting from trade with Egypt, as the caravans travelled along the inland
route (via Sinai and Beersheba), stopping over in the city (Seetzen 1854).

Caravan stopping , end Ottoman Period - EBAF collection
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The urban fabric expanded around the Old City, along the roads
leading to Jerusalem, Gaza and Dura. Several residential buildings
were erected in the outskirts of the Old City by a wealthier population. The economic development created a new social class, with
a new lifestyle and new needs, which moved into new neighbourhoods. The new buildings were stand-alone houses, generally surrounded by a garden or an orchard. Some of these houses are true
palaces, eccentric, as they are eclectic, as for instance the Dweik
palace, now the headquarters of the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee (HRC). Ever since the Ottoman Period, the Old City’s population essentially belongs to the underprivileged social classes: in
the 1990’s, the Old City was considered to be the poorest part of
Hebron/Al-Khalil.

the Israeli colonisation of the Old City, the exodus from the Old City intensified. From 10000 inhabitants in 1952, the population reduced to 400
in 1995. In 1968, the Occupation forces destroyed a number of historical
buildings to create a secure access between the KiryatArba settlement and
Al-Haram al Ibrahimi/Tombs of Patriarchs. The second part of the sanctuary, now reserved to the Jewish community, is only accessible, since
1994 via a staircase located at the western wall of the sacred enclosure.
Jewish religious paraphernalia has been set up in the outer courtyard and
in the 14th century Mosques housing Jacob and Leah’s cenotaphs.
In 1965, the Jordanian Ministry of Antiquities decided to expand the
piazza in front of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque. Several houses were destroyed,
along with parts of the al-Qala’a, al-Khadama and al-Madrasa quarters.
In 1967, following the Israeli military Occupation and the beginning of
the Israeli colonisation of the Old City, the exodus from the Old City intensified. From 10000 inhabitants in 1952, the population reduced to 400
in 1995. In 1968, the Occupation forces destroyed a number of historical
b.2.7. Modern History
buildings to create a secure access between the KiryatArba settlement and
In 1917, Palestine was occupied by the British Army and later be- Al-Haram al Ibrahimi/Tombs of Patriarchs. The second part of the sanctuary, now reserved to the Jewish community, is only accessible, since
came British Mandate. Hebron/Al-Khalil continued to expand, in
1994 via a staircase located at the western wall of the sacred enclosure.
spite of the different uprisings, at which Hebron/Al-Khalil took
Jewish religious paraphernalia has been set up in the outer courtyard and
part. Jewish families living in Hebron left the city after the eruption in the 14th century Mosques housing Jacob and Leah’s cenotaphs.

of violence in 1929 and mainly after 1948 war.
Ceramic painting appeared in Palestine after 1917, when the British government sent for master potters from Armenia to repair the
ceramic tiles on the Dome of the Rock. The craft only evolved in
Hebron/Al-Khalil during the second half of the 20th century. The
family-owned workshops were originally in the Old Town, however most of them have now relocated to the new parts of the city,
and just like the glass blowing industry, constitute an important
tourist attraction.
In 1965, the Jordanian Ministry of Antiquities decided to expand the
piazza in front of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque. Several houses were destroyed,
along with parts of the al-Qala’a, al-Khadama and al-Madrasa quarters.
In 1967, following the Israeli military Occupation and the beginning of
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General view of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town during the modern period
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As a result of the massacre committed by Baruch Goldstein on 25
Feb 1994, the Jewish and Muslim parts are now completely separated by an armoured partition. 26 surveillance cameras have been
installed by the Israeli army, who now controls all of the entrances
to the monument. Jews and Muslims each have access to the whole
of the inner sanctuary for the 11 days of their most important religious festivals.
In 1997, the city was divided in two as a result of an agreement
on the redeployment of the Israeli Army in Hebron/Al-Khalil - the
Hebron Protocol: H1 under the administration of the Palestinian
Authority (80% of the area) and H2 under Israeli control. The Old
City of Hebron/Al-Khalil is included in its entirety in the H2 zone.
Destruction and neglect have had a devastating effect on the Old
City’s architectural heritage. In the 1990’s, more than a third of the
old buildings were in a state of disuse and neglect; they were falling
apart and the infrastructure was no longer meeting the needs of the
inhabitants. However, the urban structure and architectural identity
have been maintained, owing to the solidity of the construction and
the savoir-faire of the builders, and to the fact that new buildings
were erected outside the centre. Since 1996, the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee (HRC), created by decree of President Arafat, has
for main purpose to renovate the Old City’s buildings, to improve
the living conditions of the inhabitants, and to revive the economy and the commerce (Quawasmi K. 2003). The HRC has completed the rehabilitation of a great number of residential buildings
and market stalls, as well as some of the infrastructure (restoring
streets, installing sewage systems etc.), allowing the revival of the
Old City (Garin A. 2003).
General view of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town - Lehnert & Landrock 1925
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1.a BREIF SYNTHESIS
The nominated property Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town Hebron/AlKhalil is thought to be one of the oldest cities continuously inhabited in the world. Its numerous ancient, but well-preserved, monuments and buildings bear witness to a rich and prosperous past.
With its 20.6 ha, the nominated property is presenting the continuous fabric which date back to the Mamluk and Ottoman Periods,
the property entirely protected by buffer zone (172.8 ha) cover the
foothills around Hebron/Al-Khlail valley.
The old town expanded on the valley around Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/
The Tomb of Patriarchs which is an outstanding example of building illustrates significant stages in human history and as a part of
the town Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs is one of the
main elements influenced Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town’s urban
structure.
Beliefs, traditions and ideas have been the foundation of the lifestyle in this town for many centuries and one of the main factors
behind the very existence of the town. The relation with prophet
Ibrahim and the presence of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs influenced the attraction level of the town which became
pilgrimage destination. the location of Hebron / Al-Khalil on the
commercial routes in the region increased its attraction. The town
became a meeting place for groups coming from different faiths,
ethnicities, and backgrounds. This intermixing has added a high degree of socio-economic and cultural exchange throughout the centuries.
The town preserved its multi-cultural characteristics through its
magnificant urban and architecture structures. The system of the
Hara reflects the variety of ethnic, religious and economic distinctions. The Old Town was divided into three types of neighbourhoods, forming a diverse urban fabric, based on ethnic, religious
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and professional grouping. This specific structure expressing the
interchange of various cultures and ethnic groups within the same
space is reflected in the urban fabric of the old town, remarkably
preserved until today. As a non-walled town The continuity of the
buildings on the outer edges of the town made it difficult to access
the town. A system of hidden nooks and alleyways played also a
protective role against foreign intrusion. The Residential units inside the town are presenting a unique urban typology illustrating the
traditional fabric of residential quarters in Mamluks cities and different from the common residential typologies found in other Arab
and Islamic cities.
The main attributes of “Outstanding Universal Value” can be seen
within the limits of the old town. These attributes have been generally preserved, despite the destructions that affected certain
districts of the town in the sixties and particularly since the Israeli Occupation. Nevertheless, the context is particularly vulnerable due to the political and military situation and the security
restrictions imposed by the Israeli Army which threaten the physical integrity of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/The Tomb of Patriarchs
and the old town, and isolate it from its immediate environment.
The property meets the conditions of authenticity as it reflects adequately well-preserved cultural values which are the essential parts
of its universal value. Key attributes of the site including historical
setting, form, design, material and workmanship is visible to the researchers and visitors by virtue of accomplished restoration projects.
The mission of preserving this cultural heritage for future generations
will be managed by Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council
which is a joint council membered by Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality, the Ministry of Tourism and antiquities as well as the Hebron
Rehabilitation Committee.
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1.b.

Justification For Inscription

CRITERIA UNDER WHICH INSCRIPTION IS PROPOSED

a mosaic of different cultures and ethnic groups. Some settled
in the town and created their own quarters, such as the Kurds
“Exhibit an important interchange of huwho came with Salah Al-din Al-Ayyubi in 1187 and created the
man values over a span of time or within a
Kurdish quarter. Other groups came to Hebron/Al-Khalil durcultural area of the world on developments
ing the Ottoman period and lived in different quarters. This culin architecture or technology, monumental
tural mosaic is one of Hebron/Al-Khalil’s main characteristics.
arts, town-planning or landscape design.”
The location of the town made it a meeting point and a major
trade centre for people traveling between Egypt, Iraq, Syria and
Hebron/ Al Khalil is one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities the Arabian Peninsula. This intermixing has added a high degree
of socio-economic and cultural exchange throughout the centuries.
in the world.
The urban fabric in the old town is divided into independent quarThe old town represents an outstanding example of a community ters, or Haras, which are linked to the public spaces by minor
built around the interchange of human values. Despite the fact that streets and semi-private alleys and dead-end streets. The Old Town
both residents and visitors to the town came from a myriad of different faiths, ethnicities, and backgrounds, they drew inspiration
from the same traditions and values, especially those of the Prophet
Ibrahim/Abraham.
The prophet is considered the paradigm of hospitality and generosity, which is exemplified by the Biblical story that tells of him inviting three strangers to eat with him, only to find that these strangers
are angels. The prophet’s spirit of generosity is infused into the culture of Hebron/Al-Khalil. An example is the takkiyya, a prayer hall
built next to the mosque where visitors and the poor could go for
a free meal of lentils and bread. At its peak, servants at the takkiya
distributed 14,000 loaves of bread a day. Today, the takkiya is still
in operation, and offers soup to poor residents of the town.
CULTURAL CRITERION (ii)

The Multi-Cultural Town
For centuries, Hebron/Al-Khalil has been a meeting place for

Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town in 1920 - G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection
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was divided into three types of neighbourhoods (Haras), forming a diverse urban fabric, based on ethnic, religious and professional grouping. The town’s population was grouped in these
quarters according to clan (Hara Bani al-Dar/Dari clan), ethnicity (Hara al-Akrad/ Kurdish quarter), religion (Mahallat adDarwish /Dervish quarter, Harat el Yahoud/ Jewish quarter), or
profession (Hara al-Qazzazzine, glassworkers’ quarter). The majority of these quarters have retained their names, bearing witness to the unchanged toponymy of the Old Town’s structure.
This specific structure, which expresses the interchange of various
cultures and ethnic groups within the same space, is reflected in the
urban fabric of the old town, remarkably preserved until today.It
represents an outstanding example of a multi-cultural town and the
resulting interaction between the diverse stratas of the population.
A pilgrimage town
Hebron/Al-Khalil is a part of one of the holiest regions of the world
for the three monotheistic religions, and a major pilgrimage site
forming part of the triangle of Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Hebron/
Al-Khalil.
This area was and still is one of the most important pilgrimage sites,
visited by tens of thousands of religious pilgrims every year (Berger
P. 2011).
The effect of religious pilgrimage on the town of Hebron/Al-Khalil
can easily be seen today. The sacred character of the town is reflected
in the urban pattern. The main roads of the town connect every quarter in Hebron/Al-Khalil to the Haram. Many of the public buildings
in Hebron/Al-Khalil were constructed to accommodate the steady
streams of travelers visiting the town, and the constant influx of travellerstravelers, especially religious pilgrims, contributed to Hebron/
Al-Khalil’s diverse multi-cultural population.
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The architectural sedimentation in Al Haram Al-Ibrahimi /Tomb of
Patriarchs
Al Haram Al-Ibrahimi /Tomb of Patriarchs has been since its creation
a source of great inspiration to surrounding communities and their social, religious and spiritual values.
The importance of this sacred place can be seen in the structure of the
town. The main roads of the town connect every quarter in Hebron/
Al-Khalil to the Haram. The architecture of this remarkable ensemble shows a sedimentation of different cultural influences and styles.
Within the Herodian enclosure, the site retains the testimony of successive civilizations (Fatimids, Crusadors, Ayyubids, Mamluks and
Ottomans) that left their imprint on architecture, monumental art and
decoration.

CULTURAL CRITERION (iv)
“Be an outstanding example of a type
of building, architectural or technological ensemble or landscape which
illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.”
Hebron/Al Khalil old town bears witness to a flourishing town of
the Middle East, that experienced its “Golden age” between the
12th and the 15th century. The existing urban structure dates back to
the Mamluk period, with a second-story system introduced during
the Ottoman period. The urban and architectural characteristics of
Hebron/Al-Khalil’s Old Town were influenced by many elements,
producing a unique urban fabric and architectural typology.

CHAPTER III

Topography
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town is located on the Hebron/Al-Khalil
Valley, which favoured urban growth, due to the availability of water and cultivable land. Water sources were also important for building an elaborate water system with aqueducts, big cisterns (birkehs)
and fountains, which date from the Mamluks period and still exist
today. This includes the al-Tawashi fountain, located close to the
north entrance of the mosque, the aqueduct, built in 1313, which
connects the fountain to the inside of the mosque, the Ain al-Hamra
aqueduct and fountain, built in 1456 and the Birkeh al-Sultan (basin) built by Sultan alMansur Qalawun in 1283, which is unfortunately now dry.
Defense system
As a non-walled city at the edge of the desert, Hebron/Al-Khalil
had an elaborate defense system built during the Mamluks period.
The continuity of the buildings on the outer edges of the town made
it difficult to access the town. A system of hidden nooks and alleyways played also a protective role against foreign intrusion.
Urban structure and Street pattern
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town has retained an urban structure and
a street pattern almost unchanged since the Mamluk era. A system of Souks, arched passageways and residential ahwash(plural
of hosh) create an intricate network with a magnificent hierarchy
influenced by the location of Ibrahimi mosque/Tomb of Patriarchs,
which serves as a hub, connecting the various neighborhoods in the
old town.

Justification For Inscription

The Hebronite hosh, a unique urban typology illustrating the traditional fabric in Mamluks cities.
The residential parts of the Old Town are characterized by a system of ahwash,which represents a unique typology different from
the common residential typologies found in other Arab and Islamic
cities. In contrast to the common residential typologies found in
other Arab and Islamic cities, organized around inner courts that
constitute both the main central distribution space and the centre
of family life, the Hebronite hoshis an agglomerate of rooms units
or small group of rooms (one, two or three units clustered around a
small distribution space) laid out along branching routes of no particular shape or usage. It is an accumulation of elements laid out in
a tree-like or clustered structure, reiterating in terms of volume, the
structural plan of the town (Vilan L. 2011).
This unique urban typology produces an open system having a
remarkable capacity of evolution and extension with a degree of
autonomy of the new elements with respect to the pre-existing
structures, allowing a great adaptability and a progressive and sedimentary growth of the system. It gives at all times, and in all directions of the space, the possibility for the plan of the hosh to extend
beyond what is already there, whilst remaining available for later
developments .

General view of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town in 1884 by Saboungi
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Hence, Hebron/al Khalil old town is a unique example of an urban
structure that has remarkably preserved the historical urban fabric
as well as the morphology and residential typologies dating back
to the Mamluk period, thus contributing to the visual and structural
integrity of the cityscape.

sent position and a cupola was used to cover Abraham’s tomb. The
Crusaders converted the mosque into a church, which was baptised
the Castle of Saint Abraham. After Saladin reconquered the area, the
church was converted back into a mosque, which became known as
the Haram al-Sharif.

a3. CULTURAL CRITERION (vi)

A Holy city and pilgrimage center

Be directly or tangibly associated with events
or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs,
with artistic and literary works of outstanding
universal significance.
Association with spiritual values and beliefs of outstanding universal significance
Beliefs, traditions and spiritual values have been the foundation of
the lifestyle in Al-Khalil-Hebron for many centuries. These enduring values have been carried from one generation to the next.
The Al Haram Al Ibrahimi/ Tombs of Patriarchs is a holy place for
the three monotheistic religions– Judaism, Christianity and Islam
– and one of the most important religious landmarks in the world.
According to religious traditions, Al Haram Al-Ibrahimi /Tomb of
the Patriarchs is said to host the remains of God’s prophet Abraham/Ibrahim and several of his descendants: his wife Sara, their
sons Isaac and Jacob and their wives Rebecca and Leah, as well as
Jacob’s son Joseph.
The sanctity of the site was vouched for as early as the Herodian
Period, when a monumental enclosure was built around the sacred
Cave of Machpelah. During the Umayyad Period, a mosque was
built inside the enclosure; the cenotaphs were placed in their pre-
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As early as the Mamluk Period, Hebron/Al-Khalil became a pilgrimage site and an important Sufi centre. The Ibrahimi Mosque is
known as the fourth most important mosque in the Islamic World
after Mecca, Al-Madina and Jerusalem (Al-Quds). Muslims used to
visit Al-Quds and Hebron/Al-Khalil every year after performing alHaj or the pilgrimage to Mecca during the Islamic tradition taqdis.
In addition, Hebron/Al-Khalil is a part of the holy triangle in Palestine, which includes Al-Quds, Bethlehem and Hebron/Al-Khalil.
Hebron is the second holiest city to Jews after Jerusalem.Jewish pilgrims worship the Cave of the Machpelah, containing the remains
of the Patriarchs and Matriarchs as well asProphet Joseph’s tomb
(Qala’aYussuf – Joseph’s castle) which stands against the southern
outer wall of the sanctuary.
Christian pilgrims visit Hebron/Al-Khalil as part of their pilgrimage in the Holy Land.

General view of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque in the end of the 19th century
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1.c.

Justification For Inscription

STATEMENT OF INTEGRITY

the geomorphic character of the quarters, the street network, as well
as the structure of the ahwash (housing complexes) date back to the
Mamluk Period and have been remarkably well preserved and contribute to the visual and structural integrity of the town.
The main interventions that have affected the shape of the town date
to 1965, the Jordanian Minister of Antiquities decided to expand the
piazza opposite Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Cave of Ptriarchs. Many houses in the al-Qala’a, al-Khadama and al-Madrasa quarters were destroyed. In 1968, as the town was occupied by the Israeli army, the
occupation forces also destroyed a number of historical buildings in
order to create a secure access between the Kyriat Arba settlement
and Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Tomb of the Patriarchs.
In 1834 the attacks led by Ibrahim Pasha caused some destructions
in the piazza used by tanners in the early 20th century close to AlAl-Ibrahimi Mosque/Cave of Ptriarchs which turned into a publc garden in 1999 (Hadikat al-Sadaqa, the Garden of Friendship).
The urban development that occurred during the Ottoman Period
did not affect the structure of the Mamluk town. It was mainly concentrated along the valley that borders the Old Town to the south,
Wholeness
and in the outskirts of the town in the neighborhoods of Sheikh Ali
Whilst Hebron- Al-Khalil Old Town has never been protected by town Bakka and Bab al-Zawiya in the north (both included in the bufferwalls, its limits are well marked thanks to the topography and the “ram- zone).
part houses”built on the town’s external perimeter. The continuity of
the buildings on the outer edges and the system of hidden nooks Adequate Size
and alleyways developed the twon’s defence system which can be Hebron / Al-Khalil Old Town is of adequate size to reflect comclearly seen from within the old town by examining the road system pletely the characteristics and systems which account for its sigand the urban structure which are perfectly preserved until today. nificance. The area of the nominated property is more than 20 ha
Although the oldest plans of the town only date back to the begin- include of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Cave of Ptriarchs, the preserved dening of the 20th Century, it is possible to assert, through travel- fence system elements, hara notion and the structure of Hosh. in
ers’ narratives and by architectural survey (materials, stone layout, additional to many functional and special-purpose buildings and
building techniques, etc.), that the general shape of the Old Town, infrastructure.
The boundaries of the proposed site correspond to the boundaries of
the continuous fabric of Hebron/Al-Khalil Town during the Mamluk Period. It appears that the settlement moved from Tell Rumeida
to the current town after the Roman and Byzantine periods. This
evolution can be explained by two important factors. The first is
the development of pilgrimage and the growth of the urban centre, located near Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Cave of Ptriarchs (the burial
site of the prophet Abraham) which became the focal point around
which the town was built and strongly influenced its development.
The second is the development of new settlements along the valley, which borders the town on the south, and which was the main
trade route, linking Hebron/Al-Khalil to Egypt and to the Krak des
Chevaliers in Syria. Although the development of the town of Hebron/Al-Khalil in its current location dates back to the advent of
Islam and to the Crusader and Ayyubid Periods, its “Golden Age”
was during the Mamluk Period.
The key parameters for integrity as a qualifying condition of Hebron / Al-Khalil Old Town to secure and sustain its significance are;
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Intactness
The main attributes of “Outstanding Universal Value” can be seen within the limits of the old town. These attributes have been generally preserved, despite the distructions that affected certain districts of the town
in the sixties and particularly since the Israeli Occupation. Nevertheless,
the context is particularly vulnerable due to the political and military situation and the security restrictions imposed by the Israeli Army which
threaten the physical integrity of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Cave of Ptriarchs and the old town, and isolate it from its immediate environment.

According to the Guidelines, the analysis showed that the requirements with regard to integrity are fulfilled and that the nominated
property includes all elements necessary to express outstanding
universal value, is of appropriate size in order to reflect the features
and processes in a complete manner which characterize the importance of the property, and does is not impaired by negative effects
caused by development and/or neglect.
1.d.

STATEMENT OF AUTHENTICITY

The property meets the conditions of authenticity as it reflects adequately well-preserved cultural and values which are the essential
parts of its universal value. Key attributes of the site including historical setting, form, design, material and workmanship is visible to the
researchers and visitors by virtue of accomplished restoration projects.
In the 1990’s, more than a third of the old buildings were unused,
abandoned and falling apart, and the infrastructures no longer fit the
needs of the inhabitants. As a consequence of the political situation,
the Old Town’s population was disappearing little by little. How-
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ever, the urban structure and the architectural identity were maintained thanks to the solidity of the buildings’ constructions and the
builders’ skill. Since 1996, the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee
(HRC) with Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality and other national and
local organizations has undertaken an extensive rehabilitation program, aiming at restoring the architectural fabric of the Old Town,
modernizing the infrastructures (sewers, water, lighting, paving),
improving the inhabitants’ living conditions and revitalising the
economic and commercial activities.
Form and Design

Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Tomb of the Patriarchs constitutes a noteworthy entity that has been witness to the different phases of its construction: Herodian walls, mosques, chapels, cenotaphs, the courtyard, and Joseph’s tomb. There is no doubt about the authenticity
of the different structures that compose this entity. Various restorations were undertaken in the 1990’s, particularly in the al-Jawaliya
Mosque.
Following the massacre perpetrated in the Mosque by an Israeli
settler in 1994, the Israeli military authorities introduced new security measures. The Mosque, divided into two parts, now looks
like a military fort, its access being controlled by several military
checkpoints. The site has become a permanent hotbed of tension
and clashes.
The authenticity of the form and design of Hebron / Al-Khlail Old
Town is demonstrated by the standing urban fabric, town structure,
notion of hara and hosh, and the form and design of urban monuments
which exhibit all features comprising the innovative urban morphology characteristic of the town.
Since the Mamluk era, the morphological configration of the old town
and the spatial organisation of the urban fabric have remained mostly
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unchanged, and the main distinctive attributes have been retained. The
authonticity of the urban structure and of the monuments still intact.
The layout of the main road stretching through the town dates back
to the Mamluk Period. The road begins at Ain al-Askar (soldier’s
fountain) in the west, cuts through the al-Qazzazine quarter (glassworkers’ quarter), and then forks at the Khozq al-Far (mouse hole)
arcade, ending at the entrance of Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Cave of Ptriarchs. This road is home to the historic souk of the town. The second main commercial axis, the Souk al-Laban (dairy products market), also dates back to the Mamluk Period. Built according to the
land’s topographic features, it crosses the main road and leads to the
Bani al-Dar quarter in the south. A network of narrow streets and
dead-ends connected to the main roads leading into the different
neighbourhoods.
Through the study of travelers’ narratives, it is possible to assert
that the structure of these quarters, which have been preserved until
today, also dates back to the Mamluk Period. The town’s population was grouped in these quarters according to clan (Hara Bani alDar Dari clan), ethnicity (Hara al-Akrad, Kurdish quarter), religion
(Hara Ali Bakka, Ali Bakka quarter), or profession (Hara al-Qazzazzine, glassworkers’ quarter). The majority of these quarters have
retained their names, bearing witness to the unchanged toponymy
of the Old Town’s structure.
The water conveyance system put in place by the Mamluks to ensure the water supply for Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Cave of Ptriarchs and
for the different quarters of the town has also been relatively well
preserved. It includes fountains connected to pools, the system elements still existed but unfortunately now dry.

Justification For Inscription

to a great extent, preserved the outstanding universal value attributes.
The use of traditional materials and techniques in these restoration
operations has helped the reactivation of craftsman building trades.

Use and Function
The Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil retains a number of monuments dating back to the Mamluk Period (particularly the Hammam
Ibrahim al-Khalil, built in 1226 in the Bani al-Dar quarter). Other
public buildings, mosques, zawiya’s and hammams were built during the Ottoman period, often on the site of old Mamluk buildings.
However the town’s basic fabric was preserved in a remarkable
manner by the structure of the ahwash dating back to the Mamluk
Period. Today, we can clearly see, above the lower floors built during the Mamluk Period, the extensions added during the Ottoman
period, which can be distinguished by the layout of the stones and
the shapes and sizes of the openings. The Authenticity of the use
and function is further demonstrated by the continued maintenance,
preservation and veneration of those town components.
Location and Setting

The intact condition of the original setting of Hebron / Al-Khalil
Old Town is still evident. The town continue to be located in heart
of the town surrounded by modern development. The presence of
Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Cave of Ptriarchs and the available activities
in the old town preserved its character of town centre until 1990s
when the political and military conditions changed. Despite that the
old town still currying important potential of central role in town
development.
The authenticity of location and setting can be seen also in the continuity of the urban patterns harmonized with the natural condiMaterials and Substance
tions in the valley, this harmony supported by social and cultural
conservation efforts made in the old town since the mid 1990s have practices based on inhabitants respect to nature which shaped the
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relationship of the environment and man-made adaptations.
Spirit and Feeling
The authenticity of the spirit and feeling of Hebron / Al-Khalil Old
Town is further demonstrated by the continued veneration of AlIbrahimi Mosque and the on-going local, national and international
islamic pilgrimage to the mosque as a part of the tradition of Taqdis
or to visit this sacred place.
The prophet’s spirit of generosity is infused into the culture of the
town, Al-Takiya Al-Ibrahimiyah is a model of prophet’s spirit to
link present and past traditions. Takkiya created in the Fatimid period and still until now offering meals to visitors and poor residents
of the town.
Management and Techniques Systems

a result of this program, the Old Town’s population has increased,
going from several hundred inhabitants in the early 90’s to more
than 5,000 today. As a reward for its efforts, the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee (HRC) received the Aga Khan Award for Islamic
Architecture in 1999.
Despite this undeniable success, many problems have not as yet
been resolved. This is mostly due to the difficult political situation, which is hindering the implementation of the rehabilitation
program. The economic activity in the Old Town’s souks remains
very poor, the standard of living is still very low, the rehabilitation
of some quarters is being slowed down by the security conditions
set by the Israeli military authorities, and several historic buildings,
mainly located south of the al-Qazzazine quarter, where the Jewish community of Hebron/Al-Khalil lived before 1929, have been
demolished by Israeli settlers who have moved there since 1968, in
order to allow the construction of modern buildings that clash, by
their mere size and volumetry, with the Old Town’s historic fabric.

In cooperation with related national and local stakeholders Hebron
Relabilitation Committee developed rehabilitation program. the
program for the rehabilitation of the Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil
has strived to apply the most respectful rehabilitation methods to the
historic heritage of the Old Town. Even though some concessions
have been made in order to improve the housing space (creation of
independent living units, addition of bathrooms and kitchens), the
structures of the ahwash have been preserved, and the original plans
were drawn up and archived before each intervention. The reha.
bilitation techniques have also endeavoured to respect the materials
and construction methods, thus ensuring that the conditions pertaining to the authenticity and integrity of the property are respected.
Innovative mechanisms aiming at repopulating the Old Town have
been introduced.
All related organizations have managed to carry out the rehabilitation program despite the extremely difficult political situation. As
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1.e.

Justification For Inscription

PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT REQUIRMENTS

Property Management

Legal Protection

The legal protection of the old town is based on the related applied
laws in Palestine in the fields of urban planning, tourism and antiquities. at the local level the Hebron/Al-Khlail Municipality developed many plans aims to regulate the building licences within the
city and supports the development of cultural and tourism as important components that contribute to enhancing the experience of the
visitors coming to the city, and aims to promote the rich diversity of
religious, cultural, and historical resources in the governorate. at the
same time the related organizations are working on developmental
programs, preservation plans, manuals and guidelines to control the
•
Approving the preservation works and the development pro- preservation interventions according to the international standards.
grams according to prepared plans
•
Evaluating the monitoring reports prepared by the coordina- • Jordanian Old Antiquities Law no. 51 in 1966
• Buildings and Urban Planning Law no. 79 in 1966
tion committee.
•
Monitoring the development and growth of Hebron/Al- • The Law of Tourism no. 45 in 1965
Khalil Old Town according to the indicators of coordination com- At the local level many plans prepared regarding to Hebron / AlKhalil Old Town which are;
mittee’s reports.
•
Monitoring the financial issues in preservation works and • Preservation and Revitalization Master Plan - HRC/HM/PPU
2016 - see appendix V
development programs.
• Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town Management Plan HM/2011
•
Monitoring the documentation works.
see chapter V
On the technical level the Coordination Committee will work on • Development Plan of Tourism Sector in Hebron/Al-Khalil Governorate Hebron/Al-Khalil Governorate - 2012
organizing all works between different side according to its duties
and responsibilities defined in the table chapter V of this document. • Master Plan of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town - HRC - 2002
The technical teams of Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation On going effort;
Council is responsible for preparing monitoring reports in all fields • Hebron / Al-Khalil Municipality is preparing Hebron / Al-Khalil
Master Plan - Deadline Apr. 2016
according to the information from any given partner and providing
the Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council with the indica- • Hebron Relabilitation Committee is preparing the Manual of
Restoration - Deadline Mar. 2016
tors and the results of any pertinent information.
The property management is being done through cooperation
between the related authorities and establishments, (Hebron/AlKhalil Municipality – Palestinian Ministry of Truism and antiquities
– Hebron Rehabilitation Committee). Each one of these partners
has different sources of expertise in different fields.
The three partners are working under the umbrella of Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council. This council is working at two
administrative and technical levels, on the administrative level the
council is responsible of the following issues:
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2.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The purpose of the comparative analysis is to ascertain whether
there is scope in the World Heritage List for the inclusion of the
nominated property and to demonstrate that there are no other properties, whether inscribed in the World heritage List or in Tentative
Lists that express similar values as Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town.
The starting point of the analysis is to define what combination of
potential Outstanding Universal Value and the related features and
attributes are being compared, ie: what is the particular significance
of the property and how is this manifested.
We shall then ascertain whether this combination of values and
attributes is already represented in the World Heritage List on in
the Tentative Lists. To do so, we shall compare the property with
other properties inscribed in the World heritage List or in Tentative
Lists that express similar values as Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town.
The geo- cultural framework used for the analysis depends on the
values that are compared, and thus varies according to these values.

in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or
landscape design.
(iv) be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural
or technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history
(vi) be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of
outstanding universal significance
We shall first recall the values and attributes of Al-Khalil/Hebron
Old Town that justify each of these three criteria.
1.1.

Criterion (ii)

When analyzing the justifications of criterion (ii) as adopted by the
WH Committee during the past few years one can note that a large
part of these are referred to the interaction between different cultures or to different types of social, economic, cultural or religious
1.
The Values And Attributes That Justify The Ouv Of Al- influences testified by the property concerned. On the other hand,
Khalil/Hebron Old Town.
Criterion (ii) is also referred to ‘Expressions of Society’, which is
fundamentally a social and cultural theme, and to ‘Spiritual ReIn terms of categories of cultural property set out in Article I of the sponses’, which is justified by arguments related to the significant
1972 World Heritage Convention, Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town belief systems or religions of the world (ICOMOS 2008).
property is a group of buildings.
In terms of the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of In the case of Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town, the following attributes
the World Heritage Convention, Annex 3, it is also an inhabited justify criterion (ii):
historic town.
The potential Outstanding Universal Value of Al Khalil-Hebron • Expression of Society: A Multi-Cultural City
Old Town is justified through three criteria:
• Movement of peoples: A pilgrimage city
• Spiritual response: The architectural sedimentation in Al-Ibra(ii) exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span
himi Mosque /Tomb of Patriarchs
of time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments
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1.2.

Justification For Inscription

Criterion (iv)

ligions and their birthplaces.
The Committee also considers that this criterion should preferably
When analyzing the justifications of criterion (iv) as adopted by be used in conjunction with other criteria.
the WH Committee during the past few years, one can note that the
emphasis is put on typology, whether referred to “monuments” or In the case of Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town, the following attributes
to “groups of buildings” and “sites”(ICOMOS 2008).In the case justify criterion (vi):
of historic towns and urban areas,Criterion (iv) is alsoreferred to the • Movement of peoples: A Holy city and pilgrimage center
• Spiritual response:Association with spiritual values and beliefs
attributes defined in Washington Charter (ICOMOS 1987), ie:
of outstanding universal significance
•
Urban patterns as defined by lots and streets;
•
Relationships between buildings and open spaces;
Selection Of Properties Inscribed On The Wh List And
•
The formal appearance, interior and exterior, of buildings 2.
as defined by scale, size, style, construction, materials, colour and On Tentative Lists Expressing Similar Values As Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town
decoration;
•
The relationship between the town or urban area and its surFor the analysis to be meaningful, the comparison should be drawn
rounding setting, both natural and man-made;
•
The various functions that the town or urban area has ac- with properties expressing similar values as Al-Khalil/Hebron Old
Town and within appropriate geo-cultural areas.These properties
quired over time.
should also belong to the same categories of cultural properties as
In the case of Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town, the following attributes
set out in the WH Convention and the Operational Guidelines.
justify criterion (iv):
Laurent Lévi Straussnotes that historic cities and sacred places are
• Creative responses and continuity: Urban structure and layout
widely represented in the World Heritage List “as if they are at the
• Expression of society: Architectural typology
very core of the notion of cultural heritage, at the roots of people’s identity, and at the basis of the definition of any culture” (Lévi
1.3. Criterion (vi)
Strauss L. 2001). He also notes that there are deep ties that bind hisWhen analyzing the justifications of criterion (vi) as adopted by the toric cities and sacred places, specificities that make them different
WH Committee during the past few years, one can note this crite- from other categories of properties beyond the visible differences
rion was justified in relation to ideas and traditions, which could be between them: length (large/small), components (complex/simple),
associated with culture or with mythology and religion(ICOMOS function (secular/spiritual life), and status (profane/sacred).
2008). In reference to the Thematic Framework, criterion (vi) has For the purpose of the comparative analysis, we shall thus select
been mostly referred to ‘expressions of society’ and ‘spiritual re- properties that belong to both categories: historic cities and sacred
sponses’. Important are, for example, references to the principal re- places.
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2.1

Historic cities:

As stated above, in terms of categories of cultural property set out
in Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, Al-Khalil/
Hebron Old Town property is a group of buildings. In terms of the
Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention, Annex 3, it is also an inhabited historic town.
Annex 3 of the Operational Guidelines defines the conditions for
inhabited historic towns to be inscribed on the WH List. To qualify
for inscription, inhabited historic towns should compel recognition
because of their architectural interest and should not be considered
only on the intellectual grounds of the role they may have played
in the past or their value as historical symbols. To be eligible for
inscription in the List, the spatial organization, structure, materials,
forms and, where possible, functions of a group of buildings should
essentially reflect the civilization or succession of civilizations,
which have prompted the nomination of the property.
Four categories can be distinguished:
•
Towns which are typical of a specific period or culture,
which have been almost wholly preserved and which have remained
largely unaffected by subsequent developments.
•
Towns that have evolved along characteristic lines and have
preserved, sometimes in the midst of exceptional surroundings,
spatial arrangements and structures that are typical of the successive stages in their history.
•
“Historic centres” that cover the same area as ancient towns
and are now enclosed within modern cities.
•
Sectors, areas or isolated units which, even in the residual
state in which they have survived, provide coherent evidence of the
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character of a historic town which has disappeared.
We shall start by selecting properties inscribed on the WH List and
on Tentative Lists in the Arab region, belonging to the category “
inhabited historic towns”:
The rationale behind this selection lies in putting the emphasis
on inhabited cities belonging to the same geo-cultural area as AlKhalil/Hebron Old Town while excluding other categories such as
towns that are no more inhabited, archaeological urban settlements
or isolated group of buildings.
We shall first establish exhaustive lists of these type of properties
before refining the selection at a later stage.The selected properties
are first compared according to the criteria justifying their inscription on the WH List
a.
Table 2.1.1lists the inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the World Heritage List in the Arab region according to the criteria justifying their inscription.
b.
Table 2.1.2 lists the inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the Tentative Lists in the Arab region according to
the criteria justifying their inscription
Then, the same selected properties are compared according to the
Chronological regional framework, based on the historical timeline
defined in ICOMOS analysis:The World Heritage List -Filling the
Gaps (ICOMOS 2004)
c.
Table 2.1.3lists the inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the World Heritage List in the Arab region according to the chronological regional framework.
d.
Table 2.1.4 lists the inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the Tentative Listsin the Arab region according to
the chronological regional framework.
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State Party

Property

Palestine

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

Algeria
Bahrain

Kasbah of Algiers
Pearling, Testimony of an
Island Economy
Historic Cairo
Old City of Jerusalem

Egypt
Proposed by
Jordan
Libya
Morocco

Saudi
Arabia
Syrian Arab
Republic
Tunisia

Yemen

Old Town of Ghadames
Medina of Fez
Medina of Marrakesh
Historic City of Meknes
Medina of Tetouan
Medina of Essaouira
Portuguese City of Mazagan
Rabat
Historic Jeddah
Ancient City of Damascus
Ancient City of Aleppo
Medina of Tunis
Kairouan
Medina of Sousse
Old Walled city of Shibam
Old City of Sanaa
Historic Town of Zabid

(I)

(II)
X
X

(III)

(IV)
X

(V)

Justification For Inscription

(VI)
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

TABLE 2.1.1 : COMPARISON WITH INHABITED HISTORIC TOWNS & TOWN CENTERS
INSCRIBED ON THE WH LIST IN THE ARAB REGION
CRITERIA FOR INSCRIPTION
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State Party
Palestine
Egypt

Iraq

Lebanon

Morocco

Palestine
Syrian Arab Republic

Tunisia
United Arab Emirates
Yemen

Property

(I)

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

Historic quarters and
monuments of Rosetta/Rachid
Alexandria, ancient remains
and the new library
Historical Features of the Tigris Riverin Baghdad Rusafa
The Site of Thilkifl
Tripoli historic Center
Saida Historic Centre
Batroun Historic Centre
Casablanca, Ville du XXème
siècle
Taza et la Grande Mosquée
Old Town of Nablus
Tartus : la cité-citadelle des
Croisés
Raqqa-Ràfiqa : la cité abbasside
Sfax Medina
Khor Dubai
Historic city of Saada
Jibla and itssurroundings
The Historic City of Thula

(II)
X
X

(III)

X
X

X

X

X

X

(IV)
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

(VI)
X

X

X
X
X

TABLE 2.1.2 : COMPARISON WITH INHABITED HISTORIC TOWNS & TOWN CENTERS
ON TENTATIVE LISTS IN THE ARAB REGION
CRITERIA FOR INSCRIPTION
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(V)

X
X
X
X

X

Palestine
Algeria
Bahrain
Egypt
Proposed By Jordan
Libya
Morocco

Saudi Arabia
Tunisia

Yemen

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

Kasbah of Algiers
Pearling, Testimony of
Island Economy
Historic Cairo
Old City of Jerusalem
Old Town of Ghadames
Medina of Fez
Medina of Marrakesh
Historic City of Meknes
Medina of Tetouan
Medina of Essaouira
Portuguese Mazagan
Rabat
Historic Jeddah
Medina of Tunis
Kairouan
Medina of Sousse

X

X

Historic Town of Zabid

X

X
X

Modern

Colonial

Alaouite

XVI- XIX, Ottoman, Seljoukide

Rasulid, Turkmen, Tahirid
Zaidit

Mamluk

Crusaders
X

Justification For Inscription

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Old Walled city of Shibam
Old City of Sanaa

Andalus Dynasties

Property

Early Islam

State Party

Preislamic
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X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

TABLE 2.1.3: COMPARISON WITH INHABITED HISTORIC TOWNS & TOWN CENTERS INSCRIBED
ON THE WH LIST IN THE ARAB REGION
CHRONOLOGICAL-REGIONAL FRAMEWORK
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Palestine
Egypt

Iraq

Lebanon

Morroco
Palestine
Syrian Arab Republic
Tunisia
United Arab Emirates
Yemen

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

Historic quarters and monuments of
Rosetta/Rachid
Alexandria, ancient remains and the new
library
Historical Features of the Tigris Riverin
Baghdad Rusafa
The Site of Thilkifl
Tripoli historic Center
Saida Historic Centre
Batroun Historic Centre
Casablanca, Ville du XXème siècle
Taza et la Grande Mosquée
Old Town of Nablus
Tartus : la cité-citadelle des Croisés
Raqqa-Ràfiqa : la cité abbasside
Sfax Medina
Khor Dubai
Historic city of Saada
Jibla and its surroundings
The Historic City of Thula

X

X

X

X

Modern

Colonial

Alaouite

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

TABLE 2.1.4: COMPARISON WITH INHABITED HISTORIC TOWNS & TOWN CENTERS
ON THE TENTATIVE LISTS IN THE ARAB REGION
CHRONOLOGICAL-REGIONAL FRAMEWORK
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XVI- XIX, Ottoman, Seljoukide

Rasulid, Turkmen,
Tahirid Zaidit

Mamluk

Crusaders

Andalus Dynasties

Property

Early Islam

State Party

Preislamic
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X
X

X
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There have been various cultures that have spread over in this part
of the world cutting across geographical boundaries. Islamic civilization extended from China in the East to Spain in the West. The
Ottoman Empire ruled different geographical regions and continents. Restricting our selection to properties belonging to the Arab
regionmay not cover the range of properties that express similar
values as Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town.
We shall thus enlarge later on the scope of our comparison to include selected properties that belong to the same geo-cultural area
outside the Arab world such as historic cities in Israel and in the
Islamic world (Turkey, Iran etc...)
2.2. Historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities and
places of pilgrimage
Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town is a sacred city, a holy place for the
three monotheistic religions– Judaism, Christianity and Islam – and
one of the most important religious landmarks in the world. Hence,
the comparative analysis should also cover historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities or places of pilgrimage inscribed
on the WH List or on Tentative Lists.References to this main theme
have not been made just because of the existence of a religious
building (Al Ibrahimi Mosque / Tombs of Patriarchs) but because
the property is identified with a strong response to specific and significant spiritual association.
In this respect, the comparative analysis needs to be of global
scope, covering the theme ‘Spiritual responses’ defined in ICOMOS analysis:The World Heritage List -Filling the Gaps (ICOMOS
2004), and not limited to the properties belonging to the Arab area
or the Middle East.
The selection of properties to be included in the comparison under the theme ‘Spiritual responses’ was not easy.The term “Reli-

Justification For Inscription

gious property”, as used in ICOMOS study (ICOMOS 2004) , defines “any form of property with religious or spiritual associations:
churches, monasteries, shrines, sanctuaries, mosques, synagogues,
temples, sacred landscapes, sacred groves, and other landscape features, etc.”. This studyidentified 234 religious properties, a number
that has grown considerably since. As noted by Britta Rudolff, it
is very difficult to provide an updated numbersince the selection of
sites considered religious properties is completely arbitrary and it
might be difficult to apply the same benchmarks, which were used
in the initial study (Rudolff B. 2015).As an example, Sharif Shams
Imon identified 85 properties, which he considered as “Islamic Heritage” in the 2014 World Heritage List (Shams S. 2015). However,
many of these sites are non-religious in character.
Seyyed Hossein Nasrnotes that “all sacred architecture, and all holy
places are created precisely on the acceptance that a reality, a sacred
historical event, an exceptional life with spiritual significance, or a
mythic “event” has qualified a particular place or space. For those
living in the religious reality of that world, that space is not the
same as just another space” (Hossein Nasr S. 2001). However, the
sacred values are not recognizedas such under the WH Convention
(Rossler M. 2001). This does not mean that religious heritage sites
or places cannot be inscribed on the WH List but that this inscription should be based on statements of OUV and not only on the narratives of a specific religion or ritual which may not always convey
universal values.
The WH List as well as Tentative Lists comprise a large number
of properties associated with religion, beliefs and spirituality (religious buildings or groups of buildings, sacred cities, routes and
places of pilgrimage, etc…). Such properties are often an integral
part of larger ensembles, such as historic cities, cultural landscapes
and natural sites. However not all of these properties are inscribed
under Criterion (vi).Despite its importance for Latin Christianity,
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Chartres Cathedral for example is inscribed under Criteria (i) (ii)
and (iv). The nine Sacri Monti (Sacred Mountains) of northern Italy are inscribed under Criteria (ii) and (iv) despite their symbolic
spiritual meaning.Ouadi Qadisha (the Holy Valley) and the Cedars
of God in North Lebanon are inscribed under Criteria (ii) and (iv)
although the property is considered as the most important early
Christian monastic settlement in the world. Masjed-e Jāmé of Isfahan is inscribed under Criterion (ii) although it is the oldest Friday
mosque in Iran and a major monument for Shia Islam. The Temple
of Heaven (Imperial Sacrificial Altar in Beijing) is inscribed under
Criteria (i) (ii) and (iii) despite its importance as a symbol of the
relationship between earth and heaven which stands at the heart of
Chinese cosmogony.
For all these properties, the justification of their spiritual values
in terms of national or regional interest alone was not considered
State Party

Property

Palestine

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

Bangladesh

Buddha Vihara Monastery City at Paharpur

China

Historic Ensemble Of Potala Palace, Lhassa
Temple And Cemetery Of Confucius In Qufu

Egypt
France

Saint Catherine Area
Routes of Santiago de Compostela
Mont-Saint-Michel and its Bay
Vézelay, Church and Hill

Germany

Luther Memorials in Eisleben and Wittenberg

Greece

Mount Athos

Holy See

Vatican City

India

Buddhist Monuments at Sanchi
Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya

Indonesia
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Borobudur Temple Compounds

enough for inscription under Criterion (vi). Hence, our selection of
properties to be included in the comparison under the theme “Spiritual Responses” will be restricted to properties inscribed on the
WH List and the Tentative Lists under Criterion (vi).
As for inhabited historic towns and town centers dealt with in paragraph 2.1, we shall first establish exhaustive lists of historic towns
with religious associations, sacred cities and places of pilgrimage
inscribed on the WH List and the Tentative Lists under Criterion
(vi), before refining the selection at a later stage.
The selected properties are first compared according to the criteria
justifying their inscription on the WH List
Table 2.2.1 lists the historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities or places of pilgrimage inscribed on the World Heritage
List according to the criteria for inscription.
(i)

x
x
x
x

(ii)
x
x

(iii)

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

(iv)
x

(v)

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

(vi)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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State Party
Israel

Property

(i)

(ii)

Bahai Holy places in Haifa & Western Galilee
Masada

Italy

Assisi, Franciscan Sites
Historic Centre of Rome

Japan

Buddhist Monuments in the Horyu-ji Area
Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara
Shrines and Temples of Nikko
Sacred and Pilgrimage Sites in the Kii Mountain

Jordan

Baptism Site “Bethany Beyond the Jordan”

Proposed By Jordan

Old City of Jerusalem

Nepal

Lumbini, Birth place of Lord Buddha

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

Kathmandu Valley
Palestine

Church of Nativity & Pilgrimage routes, Bethlehem

Saudi Arabia

Historic Jeddah

Spain

Santiago de Compostella (Old Town)
Routes of Santiago de Compostella

Sri Lanka

Sacred City of Anuradhapura

Turkey

Ephesus

x
x
x

(iii)
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

(iv)

Justification For Inscription

(v)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

(vi)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 2.2.1: Comparison With Historic Towns With Religious Associations, Sacred Cities & Places Of Pilgrimage Inscribed On The World Heritage List
Criteria For Inscription

Table 2.2.2 lists the historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities or places of pilgrimage inscribed on the Tentative Lists according
to the criteria for inscripion.
State Party

Property

Palestine

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

Algeria

Sites, lieux et itinéraires augustiniens du Maghreb central

Ethiopia

Dirre Sheik Hussein Religious, Cultural and Historical Site

Germany

Luther memorials in Saxony-Anhalt, Saxony, Bavaria and
Thuringia

(i)

(ii)
x
x
x

(iii)
x
x

(iv)
x
x
x

(v)

x

(vi)
x
x
x
x
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State Party

Property

Palestine

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

India

Sacred Ensembles of the Hoysala

Iraq

The Site of Thilkifl

(i)

x

(ii)
x
x
x

Wadi Al-Salam Cemetery in Najaf
Israel

The Galilee Journeys of Jesus & the Apostles

Japan

Temples, Shrines and other structures of Ancient Kamakura

Morocco

Moulay Idriss Zerhoun

Nepal

Ramagrama, the relic stupa of Lord Buddha

Pakistan

Tomb of Bibi Jawindi, Baha’al-Halim and the Tomb and
Mosque of Jalaluddin Bukhari
Tomb of Shah Rukn-e-Alam

Palestine

Mount Gerizim and the Samaritans

Saudi Arabia

Darb Zubayda (Pilgrim Road from Kufa to Makkah)

x

x

Syrian Hajj Road
The Memorial of Chatam Sófer

Spain

Madinat al-Zahra

Sri Lanka

Monastery of Santa María de La Rábida and the Columbus
Memorial Places in Huelva
Seruwila to Sri Pada , Ancient pilgrim route along the Mahaweli river in Sri Lanka
Maaloula

Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand

Turkey

Monuments, Sites and Cultural Landscape of Chiang Mai,
Capital of Lanna
Phimai, its Cultural Route and the Associated Temples

x
x
x

(v)

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

Table 2.2.2: Comparison With Historic Towns With Religious Associations, Sacred Cities & Places Of Pilgrimage Inscribed On Tentative Lists
Criteria For Inscription
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(vi)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Hatay, St. Pierre Church
Ancient Termiz

(iv)
x

x
x

Eshab-ı Kehf Kulliye (Islamic-Ottoman Social Complex)
Uzbekistan

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Egyptian Hajj Road
Slovakia

x
x
x
x

(iii)

x
x
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Palestine

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

Bangladesh

Buddha Vihara Monastery City at Paharpur

China

Historic ensemble of Potala Palace, Lhassa

x

x

x

x

Saint Catherine area

France

Routes of Santiago de Compostela

Greece

Mount Athos

Holy See

Vatican City

India

Buddhist Monuments at Sanchi
Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya

Indonesia

Borobudur Temple Compounds

Other

Hinduism
Brahmanism

Buddhism

x
x
x
x

Vézelay, Church and Hill
Luther Memorials in Eisleben and Wittenberg

Conficianism,
Shintoism
Taoism

x

Mont-Saint-Michel and its Bay
Germany

x
x
x

Temple and Cemetery of Confucius in Qufu
Egypt

Judaism

Protestantis

Latin Christianity

Property
Islam

State Party

Khalil/Hebron Old Town.
Table 2.2.3 lists the historic towns with religious associations, sacred
cities or places of pilgrimage inscribed on the World Heritage List according to theirreference to the spiritual responses sub-themes.
Some properties are referred to under one single sub-theme. This is the
case of properties which spiritual value is related to one single religion
or religious practice. Others can relate to different religions, religious
practices or beliefs and are therefore referred to under several subthemes.

Eastern Christianity

Next step is to compare the same selected properties according to the
Spiritual responses framework based on the thematic study defined in
ICOMOS analysis : The World Heritage List -Filling the Gaps (ICOMOS 2004).
In this document, the theme ‘spiritual responses’ has been divided into
several sub-themes, including ancient and indigenous beliefs, Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism and Shintoism, Eastern and Latin
Christianity, Protestantism and Islam. These sub-themes were slightly
adapted in order to better fit the purpose of the comparison with Al-

Justification For Inscription

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
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Palestine
Israel
Italy

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

x

x

x

x

x

Masada
Assisi, the Basilica of San Francesco and Other
Franciscan Sites

x

Historic Centre of Rome

x
x

Shrines and Temples of Nikko

x
x

x

Sacred Sites and Pilgrimage Routes in the Kii Mountain
Range

x

x

Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara

Baptism Site “Bethany Beyond the Jordan” (Al-Maghtas)

Proposed by Jordan

Old City of Jerusalem

Nepal

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Kathmandu Valley
Birth Place of Jesus, Church of Nativity & Pilgrimage
routes, Bethlehem

Saudi Arabia
Spain

Historic Jeddah

x

x

x
x
x

Sacred City of Anuradhapura
Ephesus

x

x

Santiago de Compostella (Old Town)
Routes of Santiago de Compostella

Sri Lanka
Turkey

x
x
x

Lumbini, Birth place of Lord Buddha

Palestine

Other

x

Bahai Holy places in Haifa & Western Galilee

Jordan

Hinduism
Brahmanism

x

Buddhist Monuments in the Horyu-ji Area
Japan

Buddhism

Conficianism,
Shintoism
Taoism

Judaism

Protestantis

Latin Christianity

Property
Islam

State Party

Eastern Christianity
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x

x

Table 2.2.3: Comparison With Historic Towns With Religious Associations, Sacred Cities, & Places Of Pilgrimage Inscribed On The World Heritage List Spiritual Responses
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Palestine

Al-Khalil Hebron Old City

Algeria

India

Sites, lieux et itinéraires augustiniens du Maghreb
central
Dirre Sheik Hussein Religious, Cultural and
Historical Site
Luther memorials in Saxony-Anhalt, Saxony,
Bavaria and Thuringia
Sacred Ensembles of the Hoysala

Iraq

The Site of Thilkifl

Ethiopia
Germany

Wadi Al-Salam Cemetery in Najaf
Israel

The Galilee Journeys of Jesus & the Apostles

Japan
Morocco

Temples, Shrines and other structures of Ancient
Kamakura
Moulay Idriss Zerhoun

Nepal

Ramagrama, the relic stupa of Lord Buddha

Pakistan

Tomb of Bibi Jawindi, Baha›al-Halim and the
Tomb and Mosque of Jalaluddin Bukhari
Tomb of Shah Rukn-e-Alam

Palestine

Mount Gerizim and the Samaritans

Saudi Arabia

Darb Zubayda (Pilgrim Road from Kufa to
Makkah)
Egyptian Hajj Road
Syrian Hajj Road

x

x

Other

Hinduism
Brahmanism

Buddhism

Conficianism,
Shintoism
Taoism

x
x

Judaism

x
x

Protestantis

Latin
Christianity

Property

Eastern Christianity

State Party

Islam

Table 2.2.4 lists the historic towns with religious associations, sa- As for Table 2.2.2, the selection is restricted to properties which
cred cities or places of pilgrimage inscribed on the Tentative Lists potential inscription under Criterion (vi) is clearly defined in the
according to their reference to the spiritual responses sub-themes. Tentative Lists.

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Palestine

Al-Khalil Hebron Old Town

Slovakia

The Memorial of Chatam Sófer

Spain

Madinat al-Zahra

Sri Lanka

Monastery of Santa María de La Rábida and the
Columbus Memorial Places in Huelva
Seruwila to Sri Pada Ancient pilgrim route along
the Mahaweli river
Maaloula

Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand

Monuments, Sites and Cultural Landscape of
Chiang Mai, Capital of Lanna
Phimai, its Cultural Route and the Associated
Temples
Eshab-ı Kehf Kulliye (Islamic-Ottoman Social
Complex)

Turkey

x

Ancient Termiz

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

Table 2.2.4: Comparison With Historic Towns With Religious Associations, Sacred Cities, & Places Of Pilgrimage Inscribed On Tentative Lists
Spiritual Responses
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Other

Hinduism
Brahmanism

Buddhism

Conficianism, Shintoism
Taoism

Judaism

Protestantis

x

x

Hatay, St. Pierre Church

Uzbekistan

x

Latin Christianity

Property

Islam

State Party

Eastern Christianity
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3.
Comparative Analysis Of Al-Khalil/Hebron Old City With surrounding communities and their social, religious and spiritual valProperties Expressing Similar Values
ues. Within the Herodian enclosure, the site retains the testimony of
successive civilizations that left their imprint on architecture, monuThe first task is to ascertain whether the combination of values and mental art and decoration.
attributes of Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Cityis already represented on the The key phrase in this criterion is ’interchange of human
World Heritage List. The next task is to consider whether, in the future, values’(UNESCO 2011). What should be evaluated is whether attribother similar properties could be nominated from within the same geo- utes of a property, in terms of architecture, town planning and monucultural region or, where appropriate, from other parts of the world. mental arts, can be said to relate to an interchange of ideas, to the
This will be done by comparing the nominated property with similar interaction between different cultures or to different types of social,
properties selected from Tables above, both on the WH List and on economic, cultural or religious influences testified by the property
Tentative Lists. In certain cases, the comparison will be extended to concerned.
include properties not inscribed in those two Lists.
Criterion (ii) is also referred to ‘Expressions of Society’, which is funThe methodology adopted for the comparative study is to comparethe damentally a social and cultural theme, and to ‘Spiritual Responses’,
nominated property with respect to similar properties as to the values which is justified by arguments related to the significant belief systems
and attributes that justify the selected potential OUV Criteria.
or religions of the world.
A conclusion will be drawn as to how the nominated property com- The synthesis of Tables 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.2.1&2.2.2indicates the frequenpares with other properties with respect to each of the selected Criteri- cy of use of Criterion (ii) for inscription on the WH List and Tentative
aand why, if there are other similar properties, the nominated property Lists of properties similar to Al-Khalil/Hebron Old City.
should be seen as the best exemplar or representative. However, the
Properties
aim of the comparative analysis is not to demonstrate that the property
Total number inscribed unNature of the Property
of properties der Criterion
is unique, but that it has an exceptionally strong claim to be of Out(ii)
standing Universal Value in the relevant context.
3.1 Criterion (ii)
The cultural heritage of Hebron/al-Khalil exhibits an important interchange of human values, witnessed by the presence of diverse cultures
throughout the centuries and the transformation of the city into a famous pilgrimage site. The division of the city into different quarters or
haras expressing the interchange of various cultures and ethnic groups
within the same space is reflected in the urban fabric of the old city,
remarkably preserved until today. Al Haram Al-Ibrahimi/ Tombs of
Patriarchs has been since its creation a source of great inspiration to

Table 2.1.1: Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the World Heritage List in the Arab
region
Table 2.1.2: Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the Tentative Lists in the Arab region
Table 2.2.1: Historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities & places of pilgrimage inscribed
on the World heritage list
Table 2.2.2: Historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities & places of pilgrimage
inscribed on the Tentative Lists

21

12
(57%)

17

12
(70%)

31

14
(45%)

26

16
(62%)
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One can notice that the frequency of use of Criterion (ii) is high.
This is not surprising for inhabited historic towns and town centers
in the Arab region since there have been various cultures that have
spread over and interacted in this part of the world. It is less evident
for historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities & places
of pilgrimage but it is possible that an increasing number of the
nominated properties are considered more and moreas the results of
influences, often from varied sources.
As interchange in and between human societies and cultures is
commonplace, the use of Criterion (ii) requires that the interchange
of human ideas or influences has prompted a response, which can
be said to be outstanding in terms of the influence it had at the time
and/or subsequently on people or society.
Moreover, the values or influence interchanged must be manifest
in some way, through being embodied in the attributes of the property (UNESCO 2011): urban patterns as defined by lots and streets,
relationships between buildings and open spaces, formal appearance buildings as defined by scale, size, style, construction, materials, colour or decoration,relationship between the urban area and
its surrounding setting, functions that the town or urban area has
acquired over time (ICOMOS1987)
The comparative analysis under Criterion (ii) shallbeconducted under the threesub-themes corresponding to the attributes that justify
the use of this Criterion for assessing the OUV of Al-Khalil/Hebron
Old City:
• Expression of Society: A Multi-Cultural City
• Movement of peoples: A pilgrimage city
• Spiritual response: The architectural sedimentation in Al-Ibrahimi Mosque /Tomb of Patriarchs
Based on the synthesis of Tables 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3 &2.1.4, the comparative analysis will look at the relevance of these sub-themes to
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the following categories of properties:
a.
Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the
World Heritage List in the Arab region under Criterion (ii).
b.
Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on Tentative Lists in the Arab region under Criterion (ii)
c.
Similar Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed
on World Heritage List: this includes properties in the Arab region
inscribed under other criteria than criterion (ii) as well as properties belonging to the same geo-cultural area outside the Arab region
which share similar attributes as those examined in the comparative
analysis.
d.
Similar Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed
on Tentative List: As for (c), this includes properties in the Arab
region inscribed under other criteria than criterion (ii) as well as
properties belonging to the same geo-cultural area outside the Arab
region which share similar attributes as those examined in the comparative analysis.
Out of the before-mentioned Tables, only those properties that share
most distinctly similar attributes as Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town are
being selected for the Comparative analysis.

CHAPTER III

Expression of Society:
A Multi-Cultural City
Hebron/ Al Khalil is one of the
oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world, a holy city for
Judaism, Christianity and Islamand was a major trade centre for
people traveling between Egypt,
Iraq, Syria and the Arabian Peninsula. The Old City was divided
into neighbourhoods,forming a
diverse urban fabric, based on religious and professional grouping.
This specific structure, which expresses the interchange of various
cultures and ethnic groups within
the same space; is reflected in the
urban fabric of the old city and is
remarkably preserved until today.

Movement of peoples:
A pilgrimage city
Hebron/Al-Khalil is a part of
one of the holiest regions of the
world for the three monotheistic
religions and a major pilgrimage
site forming part of the triangle
of Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and
Hebron/Al-Khalil. Hebron is
the second holiest city to Jews
after Jerusalem and the Ibrahimi
Mosque is the fourth most important mosque in the Islamic
world. Christians alsovisit the
city as part of their pilgrimage
in the Holy lands.

Spiritual response: Architectural sedimentation
Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/ Tomb of Patriarchs has been since its creation
a source of great inspiration to surrounding communities and their social, religious and spiritual values.
The architecture of this remarkable
ensemble shows a sedimentation
of different cultural influences and
styles. Within the Herodian enclosure, the site retains the testimony
of successive civilizations (Fatimids, Crusadors, Ayyubids, Mamluks
and Ottomans) that left their imprint
on architecture, monumental art and
decoration.

Old City of Jerusalem and its walls

Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the World Heritage List in the Arab region under Criterion (ii)

Proposed by Jordan

a.

Property

Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town

Palestine

State party

Justification For Inscription

As a holy city for Judaism, Christianity and Islam, Jerusalem has
always been of great symbolic
importance.The various religious
communities live in different quarters, forming a diverse urban fabric. This specific structure, which
expresses the interchange of various cultures and religious groups
within the same space; is reflected
in the urban fabric of the old city
and is remarkably preserved until
today

The Old city of Jerusalem is a
major pilgrimage site for the
three monotheistic religions and
is recognized by all three religions as the site of Abraham’s
sacrifice. The Wailing Wall is
a major sacred site for Judaism, the Dome of the Rock and
Aksa Mosque are the third most
important sacred site for Islam,
while the Resurrection rotunda
in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher houses Christ’s tomb.

The old city of Jerusalem shows a
sedimentation of different cultural
influences and styles and retains the
testimony of successive civilizations (Jewish, Roman, Byzantine,
Fatimids, Crusadors, Ayyubids,
Mamluks and Ottomans). The architecture of this remarkable ensemble, which comprises more than
220 historic monuments, has been
since its creation a source of great
inspiration to surrounding communities and their social, religious and
spiritual values.
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Historic Jeddah

Saudi Arabia

Medina of Essaouira

Morocco

Medina of Fez

State party

Expression of Society:
A Multi-Cultural City

Movement of peoples:
A pilgrimage city

Spiritual response: Architectural sedimentation

The Medina of Fez forms one of
the largest Islamic metropolis. It includes a considerable number of religious, civil and military monuments
that brought about a multi-cultural
society. The ancient fragmented districts of the medina are outstanding
examples of this culture and the resulting interaction with the diverse
stratas of the population that have
influenced the wide variety of architectural forms and urban landscapes.
Since its foundation, the Medina of
Essaouira has been a major international trading seaport, linking Morocco and its Saharan hinterland with
Europe and the rest of the world.The
town is an example of a multicultural
centre as proven by the coexistence,
since its foundation, of diverse ethnic
groups, as well as multiconfessional
(Muslim, Christian and Jewish).

The Medina of Fez preserves the
memory of the capital founded by
the Idrisid dynasty between 789
and 808 A.D. Although the political capital of Morocco was transferred to Rabat in 1912, Fez has
retained its status as the country’s
cultural and spiritual centre.

The Medina of Fez is considered as
one of the most extensive and bestconserved historic towns of the ArabMuslim world. The architecture of
this remarkable ensemble is characterised by construction techniques and
decoration developed over a period of
more than ten centuries, and where local knowledge and skills are interwoven with diverse outside inspiration
(Andalousian, Oriental and African).

Not relevant

The Medina of Essaouira was constructed according to the principles of
contemporary European military architecture, in a North African context,
in perfect harmony with the precepts
of Arabo-Muslim architecture and
town-planning.

Historic Jeddah was established as
a major port for Indian Ocean trade
routes, and the gateway for Muslim
pilgrims to Mecca. The cityscape of
Historic Jeddah is the result of an important exchange of human values,
technical Know-how and techniques
across the Red Sea region and along
the Indian Ocean routes between the
16th and the early 20th centuries.

Historic Jeddah is directly associated, both at the symbolic and at
the architectural and urban levels
with the Hajj, the yearly Muslim
pilgrimage to the Holy City of
Makkah. Jeddah was the landing
harbour for all the pilgrims that
reached Arabia by sea, and for centuries, up to the present, the city
lived in function of the pilgrimages

The overall landscape of Jeddah is
characterized by the combination of
Red Sea coastal coral building traditions with influences and crafts from
along the trade routes.
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Property

Ancient City of Damascus

Syrian Arab Republic

State party

Expression of Society:
A Multi-Cultural City
Damascus is considered to be
among the oldest continually inhabited cities in the world and
was an important cultural and
commercial centre, by virtue of
its position at the crossroads of
the orient and the occident, between Africa and Asia. The city
exhibits outstanding evidence
of various civilizations (Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine and
Islamic).

Movement of peoples:
A pilgrimage city
Not relevant

Justification For Inscription

Spiritual response: Architectural sedimentation
The ancient city is based on a Roman plan and maintains the aspect
and the orientation of the Greek
city. The Great Mosque is a major
monument of the Umayyads. The
city walls, the Citadel, mosques
and tombssurvive from the Medieval period, and a large part of
the built heritage of the city dates
from the Ottoman period.

The old city of Nablus exhibits
an important interchange of human values over time as different
civilizations passed through the
city. The sequence CanaaniteRoman-Ottoman has created a
special development of an urban
architectural complex.

Not relevant

The Old Town of Nablus bears evidence of regular street grid dating
from Roman period and contains
monuments relating to the Crusaders and Ottoman periods.

Similar Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on WH List under other criteria

Old City of
Acre

Not relevant
Israel

c.

Old Town of Nablus

Palestine

b. Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on Tentative Lists in the Arab region under Criterion (ii)

Not relevant

Acre is an exceptional historic
town in that it preserves the substantial remains of its medieval
Crusader buildings beneath the
Ottoman fortified town dating
from the 18th and 19th centuries.
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Ancient City of Aleppo

Historic Cairo

Property

Historic Areas of Istanbul

Turkey

Syrian Arab Republic

Egypt

State party

Expression of Society:
A Multi-Cultural City

Movement of peoples:
A pilgrimage city

Spiritual response: Architectural
sedimentation

Historic Cairo is one of the
world’s oldest Islamic cities,
with its famous mosques, madrasas, hammams and fountains.
Founded in the 10th century, it
became the new centre of the Islamic world, reaching its golden
age in the 14th century.

Not relevant

Historic Cairo retains the testimony of successive Islamic civilizations (Fatimids, Ayyubids,
Mamluks and Ottomans). The
architecture of this remarkable
ensemble has been since its creation a source of great inspiration
to surrounding communities and
their social, religious and spiritual
values.

Located at the crossroads of several trade routes since the 2nd
millennium B.C, the Ancient
City of Aleppo is an example of
a multicultural centre as proven
by the coexistence of diverse ethnic groups, such as Arabs, Turks,
Kurds,Tcherkess and Armenians as well as multiconfessional
(Muslim, Christian and Jewish).

Not relevant

The walled city that grew up
around the citadel bears evidence
of the early Graeco-Roman street
layout and contains remnants of
6th century Christian buildings,
medieval walls and gates, mosques
and madrasas relating to the Ayyubid and Mameluke development
of the city, and later mosques and
palaces of the Ottoman period.

With its strategic location on the
Bosphorus peninsula between
the Balkans and Anatolia, the
Black Sea and the Mediterranean, Istanbul has been associated
with major political, religious
and artistic events for more than
2,000 years. Istanbul, which represented the model of Levantine
cities, is an outstanding example
of a multi-cultural society still
vivid today.

Not relevant

Istanbul bears unique testimony to
the Byzantine and Ottoman civilizations through its large number
of high quality examples of a great
range of building with associated
artworks. Throughout history, the
monuments in Istanbul have exerted considerable influence on
the development of architecture,
monumental arts and the organization of space, in both Europe and
the Near East.

CHAPTER III
Expression of Society:
A Multi-Cultural City

The historic town of Samarkand
is a crossroad and melting pot of
the world’s cultures with a history
of over two and a half millennia.
Founded in the 7th century B.C. as
ancient Afrasiab, Samarkand had
its most significant development
in the Timurid period from the
14th to the 15th centuries.

Movement of peoples:
A pilgrimage city

Not relevant

Spiritual response: Architectural
sedimentation

The historic town of Samarkand
shows a sedimentation of architectural monuments belonging to different periods: the ancient city of
Afrosiab, the medieval city of the
Temurid epoch of the 14th and 15th
centuries and the 19th and 20th centuries’ expansions, built by the Russians, in European style.

The Pir-e-Naraki sanctuary is
one the important pilgrimage
destinations for Zoroastrian.

The historical structure of Yazd is a
collection of public-religious architecture in a very large scope comprisingvariousIslamic architectural
elements of different periods in a
harmonious combination with climatic conditions.

Not relevant

Not relevant

The Historic center of Tripoli contains major monuments dating from
the Crusaders as well as from the
Mamluks and Ottoman periods.

Not relevant

Not relevant

The Historic center of Saida contains several monuments dating
from the Crusaders and the Ottomans.

Eshab-i Kehf –the Seven Sleepers- (the companions of cave) is
a narrative illustrating the interaction of different cultures in a
process dating from Paganism to
Christianity and then to Islam.

Not relevant

The property contains structures
dating from the Byzantine, Seljuk
and Ottoman periods.

Tripoli
Historic
Centre

Historic city of
Yazd

Not relevant

Saida
Historic
Centre
Eshab-ı
Kehf Kulliye
(Islamic-Ottoman Social
Complex)

Lebanon

Iran

Similar Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on Tentative Listsunder other criteria

Turkey

d.

Property

Samarkand, Crossroad
of Cultures

Uzbekistan

State party

Justification For Inscription

TABLE 3.1.Comparing Al-Khalil/Hebron Old City attributes with similar properties under Criterion (ii)
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The attributes that justify the use of (ii) to assert the OUV are expressed through the following assets:
• A Multi-Cultural City: The interchange of various cultures and
ethnic groups within the same space is reflected in the urban fabric
of the old city, remarkably preserved until today. The old Town is
divided into independent quarters, or Haras, which are linked to the
public spaces by minor streets, semi-private alleys, and dead-end
streets, forming a diverse urban fabric, based on ethnic, religious
and professional grouping.
• A pilgrimage city: The sacred character of the property as a pilgrimage city reflects on the morphology of the urban pattern. The
main roads of the city connect every quarter in Hebron/Al-Khalil to
the Haram. Many of the public buildings were constructed to accommodate the steady streams of travellers visiting the city, and the
constant influx of travellers, especially religious pilgrims, contributed to Hebron/Al-Khalil’s diverse multi-cultural population.
• Architectural sedimentation :Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/ Tombs of Patriarchs has been since its creation a source of great inspiration
to surrounding communities and their social, religious and spiritual values. The architecture of this remarkable ensemble shows
a sedimentation of different cultural influences and styles. Within
the Herodian enclosure, the site retains the testimony of successive
civilizations (Fatimids, Crusadors, Ayyubids, Mamluks and Ottomans) that left their imprint on architecture, monumental art and
decoration.
As can be seen in the Table, the division into independent quartersbased on ethnic, religious or professional groupingcan be identified
in many historic cities and historic centers in the Arab region and
more generally in the Islamic world. It is more specifically the case
with the ancient cities of Damascus and Aleppo in Syria, of Historic
Cairo in Egypt, of Fez in Morocco and of Istanbul in Turkey. But in
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all these cities, the division into independent quarters has become
less and less visible through the process of modernization that affected their urban fabric, while it can still be clearly identified in
Al-Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town since its urban fabric was relatively
preserved from modern interventions due to its sacred character.
The same can be said of the Old city of Jerusalem with its division
into fourquarters (Muslim Quarter, Christian Quarter, Armenian
Quarter and Jewish Quarter), which is still visible today. However,
the difference between the two sacred cities lies in the fact that,
while the religious quarters in Jerusalem are organized around separate religious symbols (the Haram as-Sharif, the church of the Holy
Sepulcher, the Armenian Church of the Holy Archangelsandthe
Wailing Wall), the main roads connect every hara in Hebron/AlKhalil to the Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Tomb of Patriarchs, which constitutes the unique focal point of the whole urban structure (Berger
P. 2011).

The same can be said about the architectural sedimentation, which is
also a common feature of many historic cities and historic centers in the
Arab region. What characterizes Damascus, Jerusalem, Aleppo and other
historic cities is the fact that this sedimentation is expressed in a multitude of separated monuments dating from different historic periods and
spread all over the city. In Damascus for example, the earliest visible
physical evidence dates to the Roman period with the extensive remains
of the Temple of Jupiter, the remains of various gates and an impressive section of the Roman city walls. The Great Mosque dates back to
the OmayyadCaliphate,the present city walls, the Citadel, some mosques
and tombs survive from the Middle Ages, but the greatest part of the
built heritage of the city dates from after the Ottoman conquest of the
early 16th century.In Jerusalem, the Wailing Wall dates back to the Herodian period, the Ramparts represent the Ottoman boundaries of the 16th
century and enclose the built sites of Haram el-Sharif that dates back to
the early Islamic period and the Christian shrines of the Church of the
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Holy Sepulchre and the Via Dolorosa.
By contrast, the architectural sedimentation in Al Khalil-Hebron is
concentrated into a single major sacred monument, Al Haram Al-Ibrahimi/ Tombs of Patriarchs.Within its Herodian enclosure, this major
monument around which the city has developped retains the testimony of diverse culturaloutstanding traditions: The Patriarchs and Matriarchs cenotaphs and Joseph’s Tomb structure, the medieval church
built by the Crusaders and transformed into Al-Ishaqeyyah Mosque by
the Ayyubids, the Al-Jawaliyeh Mosque built during the Mamlukand
renovated during the Ottoman period, etc…
From this comparative analysis, we conclude that the attributes of
the nominated property fully illustrate,in an outstanding manner, the
interaction between different cultures and the interchange of human
values,and thus justifies the OUV of the property according to criterion (ii).
3.2. Criterion (iv)
Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town is an outstanding example of an urban ensemble that bears witness to an urban structure and layout dating back
to the Mamluk period. The model of the Hebronite ahwash constitutes,
by its morphology as well as its structure, a particular type of housing
typology, of which only very scarce examples can be found in other
cities of the region.
This criterion relates to the outstanding nature of the typology of a
property illustrating one or more significant stages in history(ICOMOS
2011). What should be evaluated is whether the attributes of a property
demonstrate that it is associated with a significant stage(s) in human
history. Such a stage needs to be assessed in a regional and global
context, and the stage must be important in that context. An important
stage in just the history of one country is insufficient unless there is a
substantial regional or global impact.

Justification For Inscription

A stage should be defined in terms of cultural history and the patterns
of continuity and change in that history. A meaningful time period
shouldbe a defined period which is important and recognized within
a cultural context. The criterion should thus be used in relation to significant ’prototypes’ or strongly representative examples of a defined
type of property.
The synthesis of Tables 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.2.1&2.2.2 indicates the frequency of use of Criterion (iv) for inscription on the WH List and Tentative
Lists of properties similar to Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town
Nature of the Property

Table 2.1.1: Inhabited historic towns and
town centers inscribed on the World Heritage List in the Arab region
Table 2.1.2: Inhabited historic towns and
town centers inscribed on the Tentative
Lists in the Arab region
Table 2.2.1: Historic towns with religious
associations, sacred cities & places of
pilgrimage inscribed on the World heritage list
Table 2.2.2: Historic towns with religious
associations, sacred cities & places of pilgrimage inscribed on the Tentative Lists

Total number
of properties

Properties inscribed under
Criterion (iv)

21

12
(57%)

17

14
(82%)

31

21
(68%)

26

11
(42%)

The comparative analysis under Criterion (iv) shallbeconducted under the two sub-themes corresponding to the attributes that justify
the use of this Criterion for assessing the OUV of Al-Khalil/Hebron
Old Town:
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•
•

Creative responses and continuity: Urban structure and layout
Expression of society: Architectural typology

Based on the synthesis of Tables 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3& 2.1.4, the comparative analysis will look at the relevance of these sub-themes to
the following categories of properties:
a.
Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the
World Heritage List in the Arab region under Criterion (iv).
b.
Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on TenState
party

Creative responses and continuity: Urban structure
and layout

Expression of society: Architectural typology
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Al-Khalil/Hebron
Old Town
Ancient city of
Damascus

Ancient city
of Aleppo

Palestine

The model of the Hebronite hosh (plural ahwash) constitutes, by its
morphology as well as its structure, a particular type of housing typology of which only very scarce examples can be found in other cities of
the region.The characteristic of the Hebronite hosh lies in the combination of branch-like distribution of spaces allowing the spatial structure
to adapt extensively to the multiple concrete situations of a gradual
organic and sedimentary growth.
Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the World Heritage List in the Arab region under Criterion (iv)

Syrian Arab Republic

a.

Property

tative Lists in the Arab region under Criterion (iv)
c.
Similar Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed
on World Heritage List: this includes properties in the Arab region
inscribed under other criteria than criterion (iv) as well asproperties belonging to the same geo-cultural area outside the Arab region
which share similar attributes as those examined in the comparative
analysis.
Out of the above-mentioned Tables, only those properties that share
most distinctly similar attributes as Al-Khalil/Hebron Old Town are
being selected for the Comparative analysis.

Al-Khalil/Hebron Old City is an outstanding example of an urban
ensemble that bears witness to an urban structure and layout dating back to the Mamluk period. The general shape of the city, the
layout of the quarters, the street network, as well as the structure
of the residential quarters, have been remarkably well preserved,
contributing to the visual and structural integrity of the city.
Damascus urban structure is a key example of urban planning
based on a Roman plan and maintains the aspect and the orientation of the Greek city, in that all its streets are oriented north south
or east-west. The present city walls, the Citadel, some mosques
and tombs survive from the Middle Ages, but the greatest part of
the built heritage of the city dates from after the Ottoman conquest
of the early 16th century.

Residential typology is based on the courtyard model. The courtyard
acts as an outdoor central space, which constitutes the centre of family
life. Traditional houses vary in size and luxury level, and inner spaces
vary in number and size from house to house, although they all have one
common feature: the open courtyard, whichgives the occupants a feeling
of privacy and privileges the relations between the individuals of the
family. The inner courtyard the center of household activities: all the
rooms are set around it and open onto this gathering place.

Aleppo is an outstanding example of an Ayyubid 12th century city
with its military fortifications constructed as its focal point following
the success of Salah El-Din against the Crusaders.The walled city
that grew up around the citadel bears evidence of the early GraecoRoman street layout and contains remnants of 6th century Christian

Similar to Damascus, the residential typology in the ancient city of Aleppo is based on the courtyard model. The traditional courtyard house in
Aleppo is composed of a ground floor comprising the main living areas
called Al Salamlek and afirst floor comprising the private areas called Al
Haramlek.

CHAPTER III

Property

Ancient
city of
Aleppo

State
party

Expression of society: Architectural typology

buildings, medieval walls and gates, mosques and madrasas
relating to the Ayyubid and Mameluke development of the city,
and later mosques and palaces of the Ottoman period.

Tripoli Historic
Center
Old Town
of Nablus
Tartous, la
Citadelle
des Croisés

Palestine

Saida Historic
Center

Lebanon

Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on the Tentative Lists in the Arab region under Criterion (iv)

Syrian Arab
Republic

b.

Creative responses and continuity: Urban structure
and layout

Justification For Inscription

Tripoli historic town was founded by the Mamluks at the foot
of the crusader Citadel of Raymond de Saint Gilles. The urban
structure of the Old City organized into separate quarters, as well
as the characteristic Mamluk street network are still visible today, but extensive urban development in the 20th century and
the opening of new vehicular roads harmed the integrity of the
historic urban fabric.

The typology of residentialahwash in Tripoli Historic center bears a
number of similarities with the Hebronite ahwash. However, the state
of conservation of residential quarters and the numerous additions affected to a great extent the integrity of the housing types.

Saida is a historic port-city with continuous settlement from the
Phoenician period. The present city is characteristic of a fortified
town dating from the Ottoman 18th and 19th centuries based on
an orthogonal grid. The remains of the Crusader town are still
visible today. Modern interventions affected the site’s integrity
through opening of a seaside corniche separating the historic
center from the port.

Saida Historic center is an interesting example of an Ottoman port-city,
with typical ottoman urban fabric and urban components such as the
citadel, souks, mosques, madrasas, khansand hammams relatively well
preserved. The state of conservation of the residential fabric is generally degraded.

The Old Town of Nablus is an interesting example of an ottoman
city with a relatively well-preserved urban fabric. The regular
street grid dating from Roman times is still discernible in the
structure of the old city.

The old town of Nablus is an interesting example of an Ottoman city
with typical ottoman urban fabric and urban components such assouks,
mosques, madrasas, khans and hammams. The state of conservation of
the historic fabric was heavily affected by the Israeli military intervention in 2002.

Tartus , the Crusaders “ Tortosa “ is an outstanding and representative example of the types of Syro -Palestinian medieval cities
that the Crusaders occupied during two centuries (XII - XIII centuries) and transformed to suit their strategic needs in the context
of the conflict that opposed them to the Muslims of the region.
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Creative responses and continuity: Urban structure
and layout

Expression of society: Architectural typology

Historic Cairo
Old City of Jerusalem
Old city of
Accre

Proposed by Jordan

Egypt

Similar Inhabited historic towns and town centers inscribed on WH List

Israel

c.

State
party

Historic Cairo is an outstanding example of an integrated urban
fabric, expressing the long coexistence of different cultures and
human interaction within its environment. It comprises a variety
of unique settlements as a result of the continuous urban process that began in 100 AD and continued through to the Roman
Fortress, the ruins of al-Fustat, the Fatimid nucleus of Medieval
Cairo, the citadel and surrounding Mamluk palaces and Ottoman
monuments,in addition to urban domestic architecture, mausoleums, bazaars, its Nilometre and other inventions related to human
use and mastery of the River Nile.

The common residential typology in Historic Cairo is the courtyard
house.The passage from the first Fatimid settlement to the Mamluk
city then to the Ottoman Metropolis is mirrored by the changes in this
housing typology. After further developments of the Cairene house,
the concept of the courtyard with several iwanat was transformed into
the qaa concept, composed of a durqaa, which is a covered courtyard,
with the iwanat leading to it.

The building fabric of the Old city of Jerusalem is only the latest
result of a layering process based on the adaptation of previous
planned urban fabric, dating at least to the Herodian period. The
increase of religious pilgrimages and trades in Jerusalem during
the Mamluk sultanate has stimulated an intensive building activity, centered mainly in the construction of Madrasas and Ribat,
organically aggregated to form an urban fabric heavily infilled.
This building fabric is then completed by Ottomans between the
sixteenth and seventeenth century and involving especially, in addition to the reconstruction of the walls, the building of small
libraries, the upgrading of existing buildings and construction of
fountains in nodal points of urban structure.

The courtyard (hosh) is the most basic feature of Jerusalemite houses.
It includes Mamluk elements (folded vaults, qa’a like typologies) as
well as ottoman ones (the direklik and the takana cloister vaults).

Acre is a historic walled port-city with continuous settlement
from the Phoenician period. The present city is characteristic of a
fortified town dating from the Ottoman 18th and 19th centuries.
The remains of the Crusader town lie almost intact, both above
and below today’s street levels

Acre is an important example of an Ottoman walled town, with typical ottoman urban fabric and urban components such as the citadel,
mosques, khans, and baths well preserved, partly built on top of the
underlying Crusader structures.

TABLE 3.2. Comparing Al-Khalil/Hebron Old City attributes with similar properties under Criterion (iv)
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Next step is to develop a comprehensive comparative analysis through looking at the attributesthat justify the use of criterion (iv)in the context of a chronological-regional framework.
Although the development of the city of Hebron/Al-Khalil in its current location dates back to the advent of Islam and to the Crusader and
Ayyubid Periods, its “Golden Age” was during the Mamluk period.
When the Mamluks took power in 1250, they imitated the strategy of
Salah al-Din in Ashkelon, destroying coastal cities and fortifications
of the Syro-Palestinian coast they conquered during the following
years (Ayalon D. 1977). The aim of this strategy of “scorched coast”
was to prevent the Crusaders from regaining any coastal city which
fortifications could be used as basis for further military operations
in Syria. Hence, coastal cities that have played an important role
during the Crusaders period like Tartous, Byblos, Beirut,Saida, and
Accre lost their importance during the Mamluks (Fuess A. 2001).
The coastal city of Tripoli was destroyed (Nimrod L. 2002) and
rebuilt 4 km inland (Fuess A. 2009). In contrast, inland cities witnessed a spectacular growth and Hebron/Al-Khalil became an important node due to its location between Jerusalem and Mecca and
its repute often vied with that of al-Quds (Rosen-Ayalon M. 1995).
However, the Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalilis a relatively small
urban settlement as compared with other large cities in the region
with rich Mamluk heritage, such as Cairo, Jerusalem, Damascus or
Aleppo. Nevertheless, itstands out because it is an outstanding example of an urban entity that has preserved the main characteristics
of the Mamluk period, both through its morphology, and through
its urban structure, including its division into quarters (haras) and
ahwash (housing complexes).
The attributes that justify the use of (iv) to assert the OUV are expressed through the following assets:
•
Urban structure and layout :

Justification For Inscription

Although the oldest plans of the city only date back to the end of
the 19th century, it is possible to determine, through travellers’ narratives and by studying the age of the buildings (materials, stone
layout, building techniques, etc.), that the general shape of the city,
the layout of the quarters, the street network, as well as the structure
of the residential quarters, date back to the Mamluk Period and
have been remarkably well preserved, contributing to the visual and
structural integrity of the city.
During the Mamluks, the city’s inhabitants living at the edge of
the desert had to withstand repeated attacks from nomadic Bedouin
tribes. Building a wall around the city was rendered impossible
because of the division of the city into three distinct entities and
because of its complex topography. This led to the creation of a
noteworthy defense mechanism, using “fortification houses” tightly
packed together along the outer perimeter of the city, to form a continuous façade, with openings kept to a minimum. This peculiar
configuration is remarkably well preserved and still visible today
(Roujon Y., Vilan L. 2011).
The Mamluks also developed a system of aqueducts canalizing the
water from the neighbouring springs into two reservoirs that are
still preserved (although not in use), the al-Qazzazine reservoir and
Birkeh al-Sultan.
A system of main arteries and auxiliary roads determines a widemesh net of public and semi-public spaces that define the limits of
residential quarters (haras).These roads connect major services to
the entire urban fabric and cross though the districts. Together they
form a primary pattern, which organizes the structure of the urban
space. Applied to the topography, this pattern crosses through the
city from east to west and from north to south, without being cut
through, with several rare exceptions, by secondary roads. From
this primary pattern of main and auxiliary streets linking the souks
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and the large public equipments to the various residential haras, a treeshaped structure irrigates the interior of the haras. Alleys, private deadend streets or even simple staircases lead to the distribution spaces that
connect the different parts of housing units, the ahwash. The irregular
shape of these roads, their directions, and their multiple twists bear the
characteristic features of a gradual urban construction.
The urban structure defined by main arteries and auxiliary roads, the
distinction between commercial districts and residential districts, the
shape and size of the primary pattern, all of this corroborate the fact
that Hebron belongs to the great family of historic cities in the Arab
world. Similarly, on a lower scale in the urban hierarchy, thetreeshaped branching streets system is also part of the same model shared
by the urban structures in these cities. This type of structure is relatively common in historic cities in the Arab world (Raymond A. 1985).
However, unlike the other historic cities in the region with rich Mamluk heritage, such as Cairo, Jerusalem, Damascus or Aleppothat experienced considerable developments during the Ottoman period which
drastically changed their urban fabric, the Old Town of Hebron/AlKhalil seems to have occupied a more modest place, which allowed
it to remain well away from the urban transformations experienced
by other cities inthe 18th and 19th centuries. What gives Hebron/al
Khalil its uniqueness and distinguishes it most from other propertiesis
the fact that the development of Hebron/Al-Khalil during the Ottoman
period did not affect the urban structure and layout of the Mamluk city,
sincethis development was mainly concentrated along the valley that
borders the Old City to the south and its northern outskirts. Similarly,
during the Ottoman Period, upper-story additions were built on top of
the lower floors built during the Mamluk Period, but they did not affect the structure of the quarters, nor the road network or the morphology of the ahwash(Ju’beh al-, N. -2009).
Hence, Hebron-Al Khalil Old Town retained its primitive spatial organization and urban morphology characterized by an irregular street
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pattern and genuine architectural solutions that allow the adaptation
of the rectangular shape of the rooms to the ragged shape of the street
layout. In contrast with other historic Arab cities wherethe building
envelops follow the irregular street alignment,itis not the street alignment that determines the shape of the residential units in Hebron but
rather the combination of basic room units that makes up the urban
landscape (Vilan L. 2011). The street layout is thus created in a series
of sequential plans, basic unit after basic unit, and the adaptation of the
rectangular shape of rooms to the shape of the street layout involves
the introduction of transitional spaces, and themodulation of wall
thicknesses. Time and urban sedimentation have also certainly played
their part in the smoothing of protruding angles within the urban space
and created an urban picturesque, specific to Hebron Old Town.
This organization is unique as compared to other historic cities in Palestine and in the region. In the old city of Nablus for example, the
urban structure is quite indexed to the Roman period, when it was one
of the biggest Roman cities in the region. Classical linearity can still
be read in the street network that owes its matrix to the Roman grid
plan and defines the general shape of the residential quarters (haras).
Similarly, the urban structure of oldBethlehem is characterized by the
primary road system that branches from the Church of Nativity parallel to the slope and the perpendicular grid of secondary streets and
alleys that opens towards the valley. It is this grid system rather than
the awashtypology that determines themorphology of Bethlehemite
traditionalresidential quarters (Dieck, E. and Ghadban, S. 1997).
Thus, the urban landscape, architecture and residential system of the
Hebronite ahwashcreate a specific space that distinguishes the Old
Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil from urban typologies that are usually
found in the region. This can be explained by the type of architecture,
the way it has grown and its relationship to the shape of the city.
•
Architectural typology
The model of the Hebronite hosh (plural ahwash) constitutes, by
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its morphology as well as its structure, a particular type of housing
typology of which only very scarce examples can be found in other
cities of the region.
Based on a “primitive” square unit composed of groinedvaults said
to be carried over from the Crusaders (Ragette 2003, Boas, A.J.2010), the Hebronite hosh presents an irregular spatial organization
of rooms (units) or group of rooms, clustered around small distribution spaces and organized according to a tree-shaped system.
It should be recognized that Hebronite ahwash have several features
in common with houses found in the Near East, Syria, Egypt and
Lebanon. Mention may be made of closure of the houses to the
outside, protection of family life, lack of functional specialization
of spaces and the multiple usage of rooms, the presence of «flying»
furniture and storage in the walls, the importance of thresholds between interior and exterior and between atabe and tazar. Similarly,
the “primitive” square unit is characteristic of Palestinian vernacular
architecture, both in rural and urban settlements (Amiry, S. 1989).
It is nonetheless true that the articulation of rooms, their association
and their access system specifically define and characterize the Hebronite model (Roujon Y. 2011).
Even though the collective housing system where several families
share a hosh is relatively common in all historic cities in Palestine
and in the Arab world, the Hebronite ahwashdiffer fromthe typology of the ahwashcommonly found in other historic cities where the
more humble dwellings as well as those of the aristocracyare generally based on courtyards architectural types (Abdulac, S. 2012).
As a matter of fact, the courtyard houseconstitutes the most common type of domestic vernacular typologies in Palestine (Fuchs.
R, 1998) as well as in historic Arab cities in the Mashrek as well
as in the Maghreb. Several spaces enclosed by a surrounding wall
shared a common courtyard to which there was one entrance. Mem-

Justification For Inscription

bers of the same or related families lived in such structures. Each
would have had access to two or more rooms and used the courtyard for domestic tasks, such as the preparation of food, the making
and washing of clothes, along with other agrarian and occupational
tasks (Moxnes, H 1997). Recent archaeological findings show that
this model constituted the characteristic form of early Islamic private domestic structures in Jordan and Palestine (Ahn, S.-2010).
In the old center of Bethlehem for example, this model can still be
found in several housing typologies. Bethlehem lost its importance
after the fall of Crusaders and was largely rebuilt during the Ottoman rule.Few rare examples dating from early Ottoman period
show an irregular cluster type grouping similar to Hebronite ahwash
but at a much smaller scale. Later examples show a combination of
units based on totally different typologies: courtyard or Liwan type
houses, gallery houses, etc… (Revault Ph 1997).
Nablus flourished during the Ayyubid-Mamluk area but was extensively damaged throughout history by a series of earthcakes, the
last of which struck in 1927. (Sbeinati M.R- Darawcheh R- Mouty
M. 2005). Most buildings that were erected before the Ottoman
rule, during the Mamluk and Byzantine periods, were destroyed
by earthquakes and rebuilt under the Ottoman rule. The courtyard
house with its different typological variants (central court, side
court, open court, covered or semi-covered court, etc…) becamethe
common residential model in the old city (Arafat 2012).
This was also the case in Jerusalem(Burgoyne, M. H 1987). The
courtyard (also called hosh) is the most basic feature of Jerusalemite traditional houses, despite a recent controversy about the extent
of expansion of this housing type in the various social and religious
neighbourhoods (Nimrod L. 2012).
The Jerusalemite courtyard typology has evolved progressively from
the primitive model to include Mamluk elements (folded vaults, qa’a
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like typologies) as well as ottoman ones (the direklik and the takana
cloister vaults) (Fuchs R. 1989).
In Cairo, the passage from the first Fatimid settlement to the Mamluk
city then to the Ottoman Metropolis is mirrored by the changes in the
courtyard house. During the Ottoman period, the courtyard became
a common feature in all traditional houses of the wealthy in Cairo
(Petruccioli A. 2008), for both functional and climatic considerations
as well as other socio-cultural aspects (Raymond A. 1983).Originally,
a fountain was placed in the middle of the courtyard with the iwanat or living spaces opened onto it. After further developments of the
Cairene house, the concept of the courtyard with several iwanat was
transformed into the qaa concept, composed of a durqaa, which is a
covered courtyard, with the iwanat leading to it (Salama A. 1986).
The same courtyard typology is to be found in traditional housing settlements dating back to the Ottoman period in Damascus (Neglia G.A.
2012), Aleppo (Abdelnour A. 1979), and other Syrian cities (Casanovas X- Fakouh T- Nourissier G. 2004). Traditional houses vary in
size and luxury level, and inner spaces vary in number and size from
house to house, although they all have one common feature: the open
courtyard.
In contrast with this courtyard model which is organized around a centralcommon space that acts as the heart of family life, the plan of a
Hebronite hosh is an accumulation of unitsclustered around small distribution spaces(also called ahwash)and laid out in a tree-like structure, reiterating in terms of volume the structural plan of the city (Vilan L. 2011). In the English translation of Arab literature describing
Hebronite urban fabric, these small distribution spaces are sometimes
called “courtyards” which led to a confusion with the courtyard housing typologies, of which only few examples can be found in Hebron/
Al Khalil,built exclusively during the late Ottoman era in the outskirts
of the old city.
In reality, theHebronite hoshis based on an entirely different typology,
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which specific characteristic lies inthe combination of branch-like distribution of units with the lack of any hierarchized subordination of
the rooms (and the small groups) to larger groups.Only the groinedvaulted square room, identified as the plan’s basic unit, has a recurrent
spatial scheme. With the exception of this basic unit and, to a certain
extent, the small groups of roomsclustered around small distribution
spaces, no composition organizes the relationship of the various sections (basic units and small groups) to the whole, as is the case for
courtyard houses modelwhere the courtyard acts as the center of the
whole spatial hierarchy(Roujon Y. 2011). This gives the Hebronite
hosh its uniqueness and distinguishes it most from other typologies
commonly found in the region.
This specific typology of the Hebronite hosh allows the spatial structure to adapt extensively to the multiple concrete situations of a gradual
organic and sedimentary growth. It gives at all times, and in all directions of the space, the possibility for the hosh to extend beyond what is
already there, whilst remaining available for later developments. The
family tree of each extended family seems to find the means by which
to engrave itself on the space the Hebronite hosh model.
Another difference between the courtyard typology and the Hebronite hosh lies in the way naturallight and ventilation reaches the interior
spaces(Vilan L. 2011). In the courtyard houses typology, the courtyard
provides the necessary light and air at the heart of the domestic space.
Thus, houses built around courtyards remain relatively autonomous with
regard to the urban space in terms of their lighting and ventilation. Because ofthis distribution scheme, the surface area of the courtyard increases with the wealth of the house: “Small house, small courtyard, big
house, big courtyard”.
Things are very different for the Hebronite Hosh, whose fragmented spatial structure does not offer a global solution to the questions of lighting and aeration. Rather, individual solutions have to be found for
each separate room. Windows can be found that give onto the open
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spaces inside the hosh (small courtyards, distribution spaces, etc.),
looking out over other buildings or over urban spaces (street, byways, alleys). The pragmatic choice of where windows are to bemade appears to be mainly determined by the possibilities allowed
by surrounding buildings. Respect for privacy is insured through
managing the shape of the openings, their size and their location,
and the lack of direct vis-à-vis(Vilan L. 2011).
•
An outstanding example of a type of architectural ensemble
which illustrates a significant stage in human history
As said before, it is possible to determine, through travellers’ narratives and by studying the age of the buildings (materials, stone
layout, building techniques, etc.), that this specific typology of the
Hebronite hosh, of which only very scarce examples can be found
in other cities of the region, dates back to the Mamluk Period and
have been remarkably well preserved, contributing to the visual and
structural integrity of the city.
The most pertinent example that lends itself to comparison with the
Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil typology is that of the historical centre of Tripoli on the northern coast of Lebanon, which is inscribed on
the World Heritage indicative lists.
The Old City of Tripoli was founded, in its current location, at the
end of the 13th century by the Mamluk Sultan Qalawun, on the site
of a market city at the foot of the crusader Citadel of Raymond de
Saint Gilles on the banks of the Abu Ali River.
Numerous religious monuments dating from the Mamluk Period
have been preserved in Tripoli, such as the Taynal, Muallaq, Tahham and Bortassiyeh mosques, as well as several madrasas and hammams, and a network of souks and khans (Tadmuri U.A.S 1981). As
in the case of Hebron/Al-Khalil, the urban structure of the Old City
organized into separate quarters, as well as the characteristic Mamluk street network have been preserved (Salam-Liebich H. 1983).

Justification For Inscription

The typology of the ahwash in Tripoli also bears a number of similarities to the Hebronite ahwash, since the examples found in both
cities differ from the ahwash found in the other cities in the region .
However, unlike the Old City of Hebron/Al-Khalil, Tripoli has experienced deep transformations since the beginning of the 20th century.
The integration of the capitalist system in Bilad al Sham (traditional
name for the region located between the Taurus Mountains, the Sinai,
the Mediterranean Sea and the Euphrates River) was dependent on
the intensification of trade with Europe and the transfer of activities
from the mainland to the coast. In order to fulfill the needs of extrovert economic development, a new network of port cities expanded
along the Syrian coast, supplanting the old network of mainland cities. Beirut, Haifa and, to a lesser extent, Tripoli, have been seen to be
reaping the benefits and experienced a dramatic urban development.
The effects of this change could be felt in the Old City of Tripoli,
with the opening of newvehicular roads, which cut through its traditional fabric. New multi-storybuildings were erected along these
roads and numerous additions were built on top of the historic fabric
thus harming the integrity of the site (Tabet J.-Debs H. - Rajab M.
2004).
Consequently, and in contrast to the Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil,
the urban shape of Mamluk Tripoli can now barely be distinguished.
•
From this comparative analysis, we conclude that the attributes of Hebron/Al Khalil Old Town constitute a type of architectural
ensemble, which illustrates in an outstanding manner a significant
stage in human history and thus justifies the OUV of the property
according to criterion (iv).
3.3. Criterion (vi)
Hebron/al-Khalil is a sacred place to Muslims, Christians and Jews.
The Al-Haram Al-Ibrahimi /Tombs of Patriarchs has an outstanding
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universal value as one of the most important religious landmarks in
the world. Its significance as a worship and the burial place of the patriarchs Abraham/Ibrahim, Isaac and Jacob and the matriarchs Sarah,
Rebecca and Leah spans the categories of time and space, situating
Hebron/al-Khalil in a position of primary importance to humanity and
giving to the property a potential role as a place for 21st century reconciliation.
The starting point for justifying this criterion must be that the events,
traditions, ideas, beliefs or artistic or literary works are of outstanding universal significance. Bearing in mind that the World Heritage
Convention is about properties, this criterion may only be used if the
physical aspects of the property are of OutstandingUniversal Value, it
preferably satisfies at least one other criterion and it can be protected
for agreed attributes that convey Outstanding Universal Value (UNESCO 2011).
As noted by Stephano Bianca, “the fact that spiritual values are essentially beyondforms, yet have to be experienced through specific forms,
is a condition of human existence. Without the interplay between a
transcendent vision and a tangible human embodiment, culture will
remain either meaningless or unproductive, and so will the creation of
the built environment”. (Bianca S. 2001)
ICOMOS analysis,The World Heritage List -Filling the Gaps(ICOMOS
2004) notes that a high proportion of the religious properties on the
World Heritage and Tentative Lists are cathedrals, churches, and monasticestablishments associated with the Christian religion. Buddhist
sites are also wellrepresented, but other major world religions, such as
Islam, Hinduism and Judaism are relatively under represented.
The comparative analysis under Criterion (vi) shallbeconducted under the two sub-themes corresponding to the attributes that justify the
use of this Criterion for assessing the OUV of Al-Khalil/Hebron Old
Town:
• Movement of peoples: A Holy city and pilgrimage center
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•

Spiritual response:Association with spiritual values and beliefs of
outstanding universal significance

Based on the synthesis of Tables 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3&2.2.4, the comparative analysis will look at the relevance of these sub-themes to the
following categories of properties:
a. Historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities &places of
pilgrimage inscribed on the World Heritage listunder Criterion (vi).
b.Historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities & places of
pilgrimage inscribed on the Tentative Lists under Criterion (vi).
Out of the above-mentioned Tables, only those properties that share
most distinctly similar attributes as Al-Khalil/Hebron Old City are being selected for the Comparative analysis.
The attributes that justify the use of (vi) to assert the OUV of Al-Khalil/Hebron Old City are expressed through the following assets:
•
A Holy city and pilgrimage center:
Al Khalil/Hebron Old City is one of the holiest site of the world for the
three monotheistic religions and a major pilgrimage site forming part
of the triangle of Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Hebron/Al-Khalil. It is
the second holiest city to Jews after Jerusalem. The Ibrahimi Mosque
is the fourth most important mosque in the Islamic world andChristians visit the city as part of their pilgrimage in the Holy lands
Al Khalil/Hebron Old Cityis directly associated, both at the symbolic
intangible level and at the architectural and urban level with the religious pilgrimage. The association with pilgrimage is evident in the
urban structure of the nominated property and is found in the mosques,
the zawias, the Wakalasand the Khansthat used to host the pilgrims.
The ensemble of these elements, tangible and intangible, demonstrates
the intimate and long-lasting connection between the pilgrimage and
the nominated property and is an example of the very rich cultural
diversity resulting from this religious event.

CHAPTER III
State party
Palestine

a.

Property
Al-Khalil/Hebron
Town

Movement of peoples:
A holy city and pilgrimage center
Old Al Khalil/Hebron Old City is one of the holiest site of
the world for the three monotheistic religions and a major
pilgrimage site forming part of the triangle of Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, and Hebron/Al-Khalil.

Justification For Inscription

Spiritual response:Association with spiritual
values and beliefs of outstanding universal
significance

The Al- Haram Al-Ibrahimi /Tombs of Patriarchs has an outstanding universal value as one of the most important religious landmarks in the world.
Its significance as a worship and the burial place of the patriarchs Abraham/Ibrahim, Isaac and Jacob and the matriarchs
Sarah, Rebecca and Leah spans the categories of time and
space.

Historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities & places of pilgrimage inscribed on the World Heritage list under Criterion (vi)

China

Historic ensemble
Potala Palace, Lhassa

of The holy city of Llasa is inseparably linked in spiritual
and historical terms with the Potala Palace ensemble.
For many centuries, Lhasa was the capital of a theocratic
government, the administrative, religious, and symbolic
centre of which was the Potala Palace.

The Potala Palace Complexsymbolizes Tibetan Buddhism
and its central role in the traditional administration of Tibet.
It forms a potent and exceptional symbol of the integration
of secular and religious authority.The Palace is therefore of
great historical, ideological, and religious significance.

Germany

Luther Memorials in Eisleben and Wittenberg

Holy See

Vatican City

One of the most sacred places in Christendom, Vatican
City stands as a testimony to a history of about two millennia and to a formidable spiritual venture. Site of the
tomb of the Apostle Saint Peter, it has become a main pilgrimage centre for Christianity.

India

Mahabodhi Temple
Complex at Bodh
Gaya

The Mahabodhi Temple Complex in Bodh Gaya is re- The Mahabodhi Temple Complex in Bodh Gaya has direct
vered as the holiest place of Buddhist pilgrimage in the association with the life of the Lord Buddha, being the place
world and is considered the cradle of Buddhism in the where He attained the supreme and perfect insight.
history of mankind.

Indonesia

Borobudur Temple
Compounds

The Borobudur Temple Compounds is one of the greatest Borobudur Temple Compounds is an exceptional reflection
Buddhist monuments in the world and a major pilgrimage of a blending of the very central idea of indigenous ancestor
site.
worship and the Buddhist concept of attaining Nirvana.

Proposed by Jordan

Old City of Jerusalem

As a holy city for Judaism, Christianity and Islam, Jerusalem has always been of great symbolic importance.
The Wailing Wall is a major sacred site for Judaism, the
Dome of the Rock and Aksa Mosque are the third most
important sacred site for Islam, while the Resurrection rotunda in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher houses Christ’s
tomb.

The Luther Memorials in Wittenberg and Eisleben are of
Outstanding Universal Value bearing unique testimony to
the Protestant Reformation.
The Vatican is directly and materially linked with the history
of Christianity. For more than a thousand years, humankind
has accumulated, in this privileged site, the treasures of its
collective memory and of its universal genius.

The Old city of Jerusalem and its sacred monuments and
sites has an outstanding universal value as one of the
most important religious landmarks in the world.
With the Wailing Wall, the Holy Sepulchre and the Haram-Al-Sharif, its significance spans the categories of
time and space.
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State party

Property

Movement of peoples:
A holy city and pilgrimage center

Lumbini, Birth place
of Lord Buddha

Lumbini is one of the holiest places of Buddhism. Its
remains contain important evidence about the nature
of Buddhist pilgrimage centres from as early as the
3rd century BC.

As the birthplace of the Lord Buddha, the sacred area
in Lumbini has an outstanding universal value as one
of the most holy and significant places for one of the
world’s great religions.

Kathmandu Valley

Pilgrimage centres, temples, shrines, bathing sites
and gardens illustrate the Nepalese civilisation,
founded on religious components resulting from a
complex exchange of influences at the crossroads of
India, Tibet and China.

Kathmandu Valley is tangibly associated with the
unique coexistence and amalgamation of Hinduism and
Buddhism with animist rituals and Tantrism.

Saudi Arabia

Historic Jeddah

Historic Jeddah is directly associatedwith the Hajj,
the yearly Muslim pilgrimage to the Holy City of
Makkah. Jeddah was the landing harbour for all the
pilgrims that reached Arabia by sea, and for centuries, up to the present, the city lived in function of the
pilgrimages.

The property attributes, tangible and intangible, demonstrate the intimate and long-lasting connection between
the pilgrimage and the nominated property and is an example of the very rich cultural diversity resulting from
this religious event unique in the whole Islamic World.

Spain

Santiago de Compostella (Old Town)

Santiago de Compostella Old Town is a famous pilgrimage centre, one of the most important of Christianity. Pilgrims came from all over Europe following
theCamino de Santiago to reach the holly city born
around the tomb of St. James the Greater, the beloved
apostle of Jesus Christ.

Santiago de Compostela is associated with one of the
major themes of medieval history. From the shores of
the North and Baltic Seas, thousands of pilgrims carrying the symbol of the scallop and the pilgrim’s staff
walked, for centuries, to the Galician sanctuary along
the paths of Santiago de Compostela, veritable roads of
the Faith.

Sri Lanka

Sacred City of
Kandy

The Sacred city of Kandy is the site of the Temple
of the Tooth Relic (the sacred tooth of the Buddha),
which is a famous pilgrimage site.

The Temple of the Tooth, the palatial complex and the
sacred city of Kandy are directly and tangibly associated with the history of the spread of Buddhism, one of
humanity’s great religions.

Nepal
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Spiritual response:Association with spiritual
values and beliefs of outstanding universal
significance
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State party
b.

Property

Movement of peoples:
A holy city and pilgrimage center

Justification For Inscription

Spiritual response:Association with spiritual
values and beliefs of outstanding universal
significance

Historic towns with religious associations, sacred cities & places of pilgrimage inscribed on Tentative Lists under Criterion (vi)

France

Le site sacré de Taputapu-ātea /Te Pō,
vallée de Ō-po-ä

The marae Tapu-tapu-ātea (« sacrifices venus de loin
») is a major ceremonial ensemble.

The sacred site of Tapu-tapu-ātea /Te Pō is an outstanding example of a holy cultural landscape and a spiritual
symbol for Polynesian communities.

Iraq

Wadi Al-Salam Cemetery in Najaf

Wadi Al-Salam cemetery is the only cemetery in the
world, which is so far, the process of burial is still
continuing to day since more than 1400 years.

The outstanding universal value of Wadi As-Salam cemetery lies in being one of the oldest graves of Muslims
and one of the largest cemeteries in the world.

Turkey

Eshab-ı Kehf Kulliye
(Islamic-Ottoman Social Complex)

Eshab-i Kehf- The seven sleepers- have great importance in terms of religious tourism and is commonly
known by various religions and cultures.

Eshab-i Kehf- have gained the identity of being a place
granting of universal message, where civilizationscome
together on a common ground.

TABLE 3.3 Comparing Al-Khalil/Hebron Old City attributes with similar properties under Criterion (vi)

•
Association with spiritual values and beliefs of outstanding
universal significance:
The Al- Haram Al-Ibrahimi /Tombs of Patriarchs has an outstanding
universal value as one of the most important religious landmarks in
the world. Its significance as a worship and the burial place of the patriarchs Abraham/Ibrahim, Isaac and Jacob and the matriarchs Sarah,
Rebecca and Leah spans the categories of time and space.
In terms of spiritual significance, few other places could be compared
to Al Khalil/Hebron Holy City and the Al- Haram Al-Ibrahimi /Tombs
of Patriarchs: the Vatican City, Lumbini the birthplace of Lord Buddha, the Historic ensemble of Potala Palace in Lhassa, the Mahabodhi
Temple Complex in Bodh Gaya,the Masjid al-Haram in Mekka and
the Old City of Jerusalem.
But most of these spiritual landmarks belong to different geo-cultural
areas than Hebron/Al Khalil.
In the case of Makkah Al Muharramah, which belongs to the same geo-

cultural area, the sacred city had beautiful buildings from the Mamluk
and Ottoman periods (Shuaibi A. 2001). However, little by little in
every cycle of growth, the mosque and other secular buildings around
it were demolished to allow for expansion. In the 1950’s buildings
were hardly older than few centuries, with the exception of columns
in the Holy Mosque, which had been retained since the early centuries
of Islam. Later on, with the increase in the number of pilgrims, the
whole urban structure was radically transformed, with the destruction
of the remaining historic buildings and the construction of high rise
buildings that ruin the environment and affect the quality of urban life.
What gives Hebron/al Khalil its uniqueness and distinguishes it most
from other properties of spiritual significanceis the fact that it is a
shared holy site for the three monotheistic religions, while other properties to which it is compared (likethe Vatican City, Lumbini the birthplace of Lord Buddha,the Mahabodhi Temple Complex in Bodh Gaya
the Historic ensemble of Potala Palace in Lhassa, the Masjid al-Haram
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in Mekka etc… ) get their full significance as sacred places for one
specific religion.
The most pertinent example that lends itself to comparison with the
nominated property is that of the Old city of Jerusalem which, like
Hebron/Al Khalil, gets its spiritual significance as a holy place for the
same three monotheistic religions.
However, what distinguishes the nominated property is the fact that
the Al- Haram Al-Ibrahimi /Tombs of Patriarchs is a common shared
religious heritage for all three monotheist religions, while Jews, Christians and Muslims value different religious heritages in Jerusalem (the
Wailing Wall, the church of the Holy Sepulcher and the Haram asSharif), each community being the “guardian” of its shrines and holy
places.
As a matter of fact, the spiritual significance of Jerusalem varies according to each of the three religions. For Judaism, Jerusalem is sacred
because it is where the two Jewish temples were built and where Kings
Saul, David and others after them led their ancient kingdom up until
about 2000 years ago. For the Christians, it is the place where Jesus
walked, preached, ate his last supper, was captured and crucified, resurrected and ascended to heaven.For the Muslims it is considered to
be the place where prophet Muhammad ascended to heaven after his
night journey from Mecca to Jerusalem (Isra and Mi’raj).
By contrast, the spiritual significance of Hebron / Al Khalil is the same
for the three monotheist religions, being the burial place of the patriarchs Abraham/Ibrahim, Isaac and Jacob and the matriarchs Sarah,
Rebecca and Leah. Despite current troubled situation, this gives to the
property a potential role as a place carrying a universal message for
21st century reconciliation.
•
From this comparative analysis, we conclude that the nominated property is directly and tangibly associated with events, spiritual
values and beliefs of outstanding universal significance and thus justifies the OUV of the property according to criterion (vi).
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3. STATEMENT OF OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE
According to WHC’s historical cities and city centers classification,
Hebron/Al-Khalil’s Old Town is a sample of an inhabited historic
town, which developed and continues to develop under the influence
of socio-economic and cultural change while keeping its authenticity.
Hebron/Al-Khalil is one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in
the world and is sacred to Muslims, Christians and Jews as the burial
place of the prophets Abraham/Ibrahim, Isaac, Jacob and their wives.
It is known as Khalil al-Rahman or al-Khalil, which means the friend
of God in Arabic. The Haram Al-Ibrahimi, also known as the Ibrahim
Mosque or the Tombs of Patriarchs, where the tombs of the prophets
are located, has outstanding universal value as one of the most important religious landmarks in the world.
The Ibrahimi Mosque is known as the fourth most important mosque
in the Islamic World after Mecca, Al-Madina and Jerusalem (AlQuds). Muslims used to visit Al-Quds and Hebron/Al-Khalil every
year after performing al-Haj or the pilgrimage to Mecca during the
Islamic tradition taqdis. In addition, Hebron/Al-Khalil is a part of the
holy triangle in Palestine, which includes Al-Quds, Bethlehem and
Hebron/Al-Khalil.
The historic town with well-preserved Mamluk architecture, testifies to a vibrant multicultural town developed throughout the centuries, which is still attached to its traditions. This Mamluk architecture
style has been protected during the different periods by the cultures
that lived in and visited the town. It was only in the Ottoman era that
the filling of gaps left by the Mamluk era took place because of the
intensified need for space.
The architectural characteristics of Hebron/Al-Khalil’s Old Town
symbolize a unique style of urban fabric developed by multi-cultural
inhabitants as a result of dialogue between the values the town’s residents hold dear and the town’s physical resources. As well as outstanding example of an urban structure that has remarkably
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preserved the morphology and residential typologies dating back
to the Mamluk period, thus contributing to the visual and structural
integrity of the cityscape.
in the other cities in the region because of the permanence of a spatial
organization that is characteristic of the Mamluk Period.
However, unlike the Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil, Tripoli has experienced deep transformations since the beginning of the 20th century.
The integration of the capitalist system in Bilad al Sham (traditional
name for the region located between the Taurus Mountains, the Sinai,
the Mediterranean Sea and the Euphrates River) was dependent on
the intensification of trade with Europe and the transfer of activities
from the mainland to the coast. In order to fulfill the needs of extrovert economic development, a new network of port cities is expanding along the Syrian coast, supplanting the old network of mainland
cities. Beirut, Haifa and, to a lesser extent, Tripoli, have been seen
to be reaping the benefits and are experienced a dramatic urban development. The effects of this change could be felt in the Old Town
of Tripoli, with the opening of new roads, which cut through its traditional fabric. New buildings were being erected along these roads,
thus harming the integrity of the site. Consequently, and in contrast
to the Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil, the urban shape of Mamluk
Tripoli can now barely be distinguished.
The Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil also differs from Tripoli by
its historic role as a pilgrimage site for the three monotheistic religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam). Al-Ibrahimi Mosque/Tomb
of Patriarchs is the main monument of the Old Town and became,
as early as the first Islamic Period (the Umeyyad Period), the focal
point around which the town was built. During the Ottoman Period,
Muslim pilgrims went from Jerusalem to Mecca, passing through
Hebron/Al-Khalil, Islam’s fourth holiest site. Thus, the Old Town of
Hebron/Al-Khalil can directly be associated with the spiritual values
shared by the three monotheistic religions.
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a. PRESENT STATE OF CONSERVATION
A decade ago, the Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil was considered to
be the poorest part of the city. It suffered from social and economic
problems, environmental pollution and a large number of desolate,
abandoned, crumbling buildings. It also suffered a tremendous lack
of infrastructure, in addition to constant harassment by settlers and
the Israeli army. All of these factors have contributed to aggravating
these problems, causing residents to flee the area and practically
paralyzing trade activities due to closures, curfews and lack of economic resources.
To change this situation, HRC in cooperation with Hebron/AlKhalil Municipality, and other governmental and non-governmental
associations started to work to achieve the following goals and
strategies (physical goals and strategies):
• Reviving the Old Town by renovating buildings, reusing abandoned
houses, rehabilitating the infrastructure while preserving its cultural
heritage, the elements of the constituting unit and the town’s architectural fabric.
• Improving living conditions for the population by restoring homes,
connecting the Old Town to the new one, and providing various services that contribute to enhancing living and working conditions.
• Provide people living in the area better conditions of life by renewing the infrastructure networks
• Enhancing the accessibility to the Old town by improving the
quality of roads network.

gram for refurbished buildings.
precise technical specifications were set forth concerning the restoration of stone block buildings, explaining which materials to use
and how to implement the work, especially when it comes to repairing stone walls and rebuilding parts of the failing structural fabric,
mending the joints between stone blocks in old buildings and plastering their interior. These solutions have proven their worth on the
short run, in terms of general aspect harmony with the parts of the
old building. They also constituted a remedy to the chronic problem
of humidity. These specifications were used as technical bases for
restoration works undertaken in various regions of the country.
Hebron Rehabilitation Committee established a school to teach
workers how to do conservation works according to the international standards, appendix 10 showing some of the teaching materials.
The Incentive Of Social Assistance

The adjudication of a house and registration as a resident of the Old Town
are often accompanied by social assistance, such as free medical insurance, the payment of certain expenses or food help. In other words, there
is a degree of social assistance to meet the basic daily needs of the inhabitants. Thus, a response is provided to the need for social reinforcement,
to complement the rehabilitation and revitalization projects being implemented in The Old Town.
The families who are resident in Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town have had
the right to free medical insurance since 1998. Before this date, attention
was provided free of charge one day per week. At present, almost 70% of
the population benefit from this insurance, and of these policies.
The physical state of the Old Town greatly regressed in the 1990s’ When a family moves to The Old Town the related authorities provide
due to citizens forsaking their houses, leaving them without main- 100 Kw of electricity and 8 m3 of water per month free of charge.

tenance or repairs. Restoring old buildings requires an orientation
towards a comprehensive restoration policy to stop any physical Rehabilitate To Repopulate
regression and guarantee the implementation of a maintenance pro- for rent-free accommodation for five years in a rehabilitated building,
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applicants must not already own a property, and must constitute a family.
If these minimal conditions are met, the process may begin.
It normally takes three months, during which various processes of data
verification and follow up take place.

Spanish Academy for Vocational Training
In the framework of local economic development, occupational
training and workplace insertion, three topics that are closely related to the sustainable utilization of local heritage, a pilot programme
was set up one year ago, following the Spanish model of Workshop
School. This initiative arose in the late 1980s in Spain, which then
featured some of the contextual and social characteristics that can
now be seen in Hebron/Al-Khalil, that is, a critical economic and
social situation, and an urban landscape suffering an advanced degree of deterioration.
The Workshop School is presented as a strategic instrument for local economic development, and is aimed at enabling and enhancing
the workplace insertion of youths, men and women, who have low
incomes and are at risk of social exclusion. The Workshop School
provides training for them to work in enhancing the local heritage,
in professions related to the rehabilitation of the historic centre. In
establishing the Workshop School, a series of prior activities were
implemented, to adapt the Spanish model to circumstances in the
Palestinian territories. Firstly, a viability study was performed, and
the Hebron/Al-Khalil Workshop School Project was constituted.
The reports produced by Josep Serra Bobé, in October 2008, and by
Ángela de Medellin in June 2009, provided an overview of the process of creating and configuring this programme, which at present
remains at the pilot project stage. These reports, as well as providing technical assessments and recommendations, represented a first
step in changing the way in which such interventions are made, and
initiated a process of collaboration with national and local authori-

ties in the field of occupational training and cultural heritage.
In the reactions expressed by participants in the Workshop School
and its staff, the project seems to have been received as a new opportunity, opening up various possibilities as regards teaching
methods, the practical training offered and the social support and
guidance offered to help young people prepare their professional
and personal future. Furthermore, the possibility of the practical,
immediate application of the skills acquired, in the trainees’ own
surroundings and with the implementation of a real project, represent considerable added value, in comparison with other projects
that have been developed for purposes of social and economic promotion.
Practical Training
SAVT organizing stages of practical trainings in;
1. Documentation and Modeling
2. Electric Wiring
3. Plumbing
4. Building and construction
5. Carpentry
Students Affairs
The academic year began on august and end on July. Students start
from eight o’clock a.m to three o’clock p.m from Sunday until
Thursday.
At the end of each month were delivered monthly students grant
and transportations. At the end of each semester students were examination in the theoretical within the Academy and the practical
in the workshops.After the end of each semester students take a
holiday. At the end of each semester the students take the detection
of signs to know the level of academic and technical.
For more information about the state of conservation see appendix V
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Before and After
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Some activities of
Spanish Academy for
Vocational Training
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b.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

b.1. DEVELOPMENT PRESSURE
Due to the fact that the Old city, along with the rest of west Bank,
was occupied by Israel in 1967, the urban development of the Old
city has been quite limited because of interferences by the military
authorities, including building settlements, placing check points
and roadblocks, restricting access to Old city, seizing important
buildings.
In general the growth of economic and social activities in the Old
City is very weak and even declining in some parts of the area.
b.2. ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURE

rate of 61% . How ever, the change in the global climate is also affecting the climate in the region, so the average annual temperature
has risen to 20 °C.
b.3. NATURAL DISASTERS
As a part of Palestine and Mediterranean Sea region, Hebron/AlKhalil City is facing the same natural phenomena facing the rest
of region. Palestine has no active volcanic zones and powerful
earthquakes are extremely rare in the region.
b.4. VISITOR\TOURISM PRESSURE

Visitor s pressure in Hebron/Al-Khalil Old City is fluctuating from time
Hebron/Al-Khalil city is located on a mountain range at an eleva- to other. In some religious seasons such as the holy month Ramadan,
tion of 888 m above sea level, with a mean rainfall 370 mm, an the number of visitors increases to the maximum level. During this
average annual temperature of 16 °C, and average annual humidity times. the social and economic activities rise significantly as many
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people prefer to celebrate the holy season inside the Old city and
reassert attraction to the Old city, especially the Ibrahimi mosque.
Normally, the number of visitors is undermined by the political and
security situation.
(See“b.5.” political situation)
b.5. POLITICAL SITUATION
b.5.1. Introduction
According to Hebron/Al-Khalil Protocol in 1997 Hebron/Al-Khalil
City is divided into two areas: H1 (80% of city area) under full
Palestinian control and H2 (20% of city area) under Palestinian civil
control and Israeli military control.
The map indicates the borders of H1 and H2 areas. Hebron/Al-Khalil Old city is included in H2 area, Since 1967 war and the occupation
of Palestinian territories, 400 to 600 settlers created different settlements built inside Hebron/Al Khalil old city.

H1 – H2 area – OCHA 2010
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b.5.2. Effects on The Preservation The Cultural Heritage
The conditions set out by the Israeli military authorities have harmful effects on the protection on Hebron/Al-Khalil heritage, mainly
through:
• Demolishing Existing Buildings
• Building Colonies Over Palestinian Historical Buildings
• Restricting Restoration Works
• Closing Restored Buildings
• Opening new roads inside the Old town
b.5.3. The Effects On The Quality Of Urban Life
Closing roads, checkpoints, closing shops and houses, and other
obstacles in different fields affect the daily life of Palestinian
population.
The enclosures in Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town separate it from
the rest of the city and limit the access to several roads, houses,
shops and public services. The access to several quarters within
the Old town is prohibited to Palestinian population. Commer-

cial activities in the old souks are constantly deteriorating.
This situation has a deep impact on the integrity and community
values of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town, on the perceptions and
realities of its inhabitants and on the quality of urban life within
the city. It further carries a threat to the sense of place, the identity of communities, and the integrity of the urban fabric.
b.5.4. The Effects On The Accessibility
The Old Town is located in the center of the Hebron/Al Khalil.
The conditions of accessibility to the Old town are deteriorating due to roads closure, check points and barriers that prevent
the free circulation of Palestinian population. Shuhada street
is one of the main roads crossing the old town and connecting
the northern part of the city to its southern part. Since 1994
Israeli military authorities closed this major street and denied
its access for the Palestinians, which resulted into a dramatic
deterioration of the living conditions of the population.
In the H2 area of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town there are 18

Colonies Over Palestinian Historical Buildings
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check points, and 13 partial checkpoints, 55 roadblocks, 6 road
gates, 3 road barrier and 26 other methods such as turnstile or
cement barrier.
b.5.5. Basic Public Services
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town has no open spaces to build schools
or hospitals or other public services, the buffer zone area provides some facilities of public services, but these facilities are
not enough to cover the needs of inhabitants while the political
situation not allowing Palestinians to use or develop them.
Moreover, the political situation affects the environmental situation in the old town. Settlers use the roads and collect and
throw garbage collection in the roads.
b.5.6. Effects on the Socio-Economic Development
According to the Palestinian Ministry of National Economy
there were 1610 shops licensed in H2 before September 2000.
Currently, there are about 515 Palestinian shops which closed by

Israeli military authorities in addition to more than 1140 shops
were forced to close as a result road the closures. This situation
is limiting the ability of using the opportunities for creating new
investments or developing economic activities in the Old Town
and prevents the development of cultural responsible tourism
that could contribute to the well-being of the community and to
the conservation of cultural heritage.
For more information about the political situation see appendix VI

b.6 Number of inhabitants within the property and buffer
Estimated population located within
Area of nominated property is
4500 inhabitants
Buffer zone
11500 inhabitants
Total
16000 inhabitants
year
2015
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General Views of the political situation’s effects
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a.

OWNERSHIP

b.

The vast majority of Old Town buildings (66.7%) is private property. The remaining part is either family property (14%) or Islamic
endowment property (16.3 %). More than half the population (58%)
own their houses, while others (42%) are rented from absentee owners.
Old Town buildings have provided dwelling for extended families.
With the property ownership extended to many successive generations, they are now owned by hundreds of individuals.

The Ownership in Hebron Old City
3%
14%
private property

16%

Islamic endowment

67%

family
Public

As a part of the State of Palestine, Hebron/Al-Khalil is following
the palestinian laws which include the laws of managing the urban
area in and outside the Old Town and other laws related to antiquities in the PA territories.
At the level of Hebron/Al-Khalil Town, local powers are playing a
different role of planning, rehabilitating, protecting, and managing
the old town.
One of the main bodies catering for the Old Town is “Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council” which is a joint council headed by Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality, the Ministry of Tourism and
antiquities and Hebron Rehabilitation Committee. This council is
working on managing and monitoring the Old Town in the administrative and technical levels, with known duties distribution between
the partners.
At the same time different establishments, associations and departments of ministries are joining the process of development and
preservation in their respective fields.
c.

The Rate of Owned and Rented Houses

42%
58%

MEANS OF
IMPLEMENTING PROTECTIVE MEASURES

•
Jordanian Old Antiquities Law no. 51 in 1966
This law declares certain landmarks as an archeological ancient object. According to this law, the owners of the site don’t have the
right to make any changes that may affect the site character.

Owned Houses
Rented Houses
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PROTECTIVE DESIGNATION

•
Buildings and Urban Planning Law no. 79 in 1966
This law is presenting standard and limitations on buildings and
services in the Old Town such as parking, building heights, density,
etc. On the other hand, the law is giving the rights of planning and
managing the area to the related authority.
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• The Law of Tourism no. 45 (1965)
see chapter V
The Law of Antiquities is implemented by the Department of Tour- • Development Plan of Tourism Sector in Hebron/Al-Khalil Govism of the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities and supported by the
ernorate Hebron/Al-Khalil Governorate - 2012
Police of Antiquities and Cultural Heritage. It is a strong legal tool • Master Plan of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town - HRC - 2002
that is managed by the local authority.
On going effort;
•
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town Management Plan HM/2011
• Hebron / Al-Khalil Municipality is preparing Hebron / Al-Khalil
With regard to preserving this historical area, Hebron/Al-Khalil
Master Plan - Deadline Apr. 2016
Municipality has prepared the “Old Town Conservation and Man- • Hebron Relabilitation Committee is preparing the Manual of
agement Plan” to preserve the value and character of the Old Town
Restoration - Deadline Mar. 2016
in a vision based on the following principles:
e.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PLAN OR OTHER
o Preserving the cultural and historical heritage of Hebron.
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
o Sustainable development
Preserving the cultural and historical heritage Old town needs a
o Balanced activities and land use
comprehensive vision to manage and control the area in all related
o Sensitivity in conflict locations
fields and sectors in a participatory management concept.
o Community participation
The implementation of this plan will be based on a co-operation
concept between all related sides and at all levels. Hebron/AlKhalil Municipality will be the dynamic centre of the process to
manage and organize the integrative role of all partners.
This conservation and management plan will answer the question
of how to respond to all the needs of life for inhabitants living in
the Old town and how to control development in light of preserving
strategies and policies.
d.
EXISTING PLANS RELATED TO MUNICIPALITY
AND REGION IN WHICH THE PROPOSED PROPERTY IS
LOCATED

Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council
Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council is a joint council
membered by Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality, the Ministry of Tourism and antiquities as well as the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee.
This council is working at two levels, administrative and technical
levels. The Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council is responsible for Hebron Old Town in the administrative and technical
in cooperation with all related governmental and non-governmental
bodies.

Preservation and Revitalization Master Plan - HRC/HM/PPU
2016 - see appendix V
• Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town Management Plan HM/2011
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Technical Level
Each partner in the Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council
has different roles and responsibilities to carry out in Hebron/AlAdministrative Level
Khalil Old Town. At the technical level, the Coordination ComThe council is responsible of the following issues:
•
Approving the preservation works and the development pro- mittee will work on organizing all works between different side
according to the table below which shows the responsibility distrigrams according to prepared plans
•
Evaluating the monitoring reports prepared by the coordina- bution between them.
tion committee.
•
Monitoring the development and growth of Hebron/Al- Monitoring Reports
Khalil Old Town according to the indicators of coordination com- The technical teams of Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation
Council is responsible for preparing monitoring reports in all fields
mittee’s reports.
•
Monitoring the financial issues in preservation works and according to the information from any given partner and providing
the Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council with the indicadevelopment programs.
tors and the results of any pertinent information.
•
Monitoring the documentation works.
The levels of management can be explained as following:

RESPONSIBILITY
ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL COORDINATION
PLANNING
BUILDINGS RESTORATION
INFRASTRUCTURE
PUBLIC SERVICES
ROAD NETWORK
OPEN SPACES
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
TOURISTIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Hebron/AlKhalil
Municipality
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

responsibility distribution between management partners
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Ministry Of
Tourism And
Antiquities

Hebron
Rehabilitation
Committee
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
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f.

SOURCE AND LEVELS OF FINANCE

The restoration of old buildings and rehabilitation of the Old Town
required the mobilization of large financial resources in order to enable work to start with the Palestinian National Authority being the
first financier. At the foreign level, Arab and international donors
will focus on providing additional financing.
Consequently, many studies have been prepared for suggesting projects, according to work priorities and preset areas. The results of
these studies are subsequently submitted to various entities and institutions, on the local and international levels.
Hebron/Al-Khalil municipality is in charge of providing the services of water, electricity, sewage, and collecting garbage, as well
as the maintenance of each service in additional to maintaining the
road network. Palestinian Telecommunication Company is providing the services of telecommunications.

g.
SOURCE OF EXPERTISE AND TRAINING IN
CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

The property management is being done through cooperation
between the related authorities and establishments, (Hebron/AlKhalil Municipality – Palestinian Ministry of Truism and antiquities
– Hebron Rehabilitation Committee). Each one of these partners
has different sources of expertise in different fields.
In planning and management, Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality
has highly educated teams and specialists. Hebron/Al-Khalil
Municipality via its local, national and international relations are
also organizing trainings for its teams in all levels and fields.
At the national level, the ministries of PA are providing different
training programs in planning and management.
Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality maintains and develops on a regular
basis, a twinning relationship and collaboration with regional and
international cities all over the world. This includes Ibiza – Italy,
The main sources of finance in the fields explained above can be Belford – France Cordova – Spain, Fez – Morocco, Casablanca
– Morocco, Al-Medina – Saudi Arabia. Through these twinning
lised as following:
relationships many training programs and experience exchange are
adding a new expertise source for the municipality teams. Other
relations are being developed and under consideration.
1
Palestinian National Authority
In the conservation fields, the Hebron Rehabilitation Committee
2
Municipal Development and Lending Fund
has experience in the conservation fields in Palestine. Cooperation
3
World Bank
and coordination regularly take place with other pertinent bodies
4
Saudi Fund For Development
such as the Centre for cultural Heritage Preservation – Bethlehem,
5
The Spanish Government
RIWAQ Centre for Architectural Conservation, The Old Town of
6
The Swedish Government
Jerusalem Revitalization Program – Jerusalem.
7
The German Government
The technical teams have different training courses and often join
8
The Norwegian Government
many international conferences organized by SIDA, REHABIMED,
9
Arab Fund For Economic and Social Development
and other international conservation expertise sources.
10
TIPH
The UNESCO office – Ramallah, is providing important technical
11
Playgrounds For Plaestine PFP
support for the conservation teams.
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h.

VISITOR FACILITIES AND STATISTICS

The architectural style of old buildings and the continuity of urban fabric in Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town are creating an open-air
museum where visitors can live the historical atmosphere and the
cultural values by walking through the old roads and arcades and
see the traditional activities in the shops.
Visitors can find the traditional accessories, clothes, and some food
shops in the main corridor in the Old Town. On the other hand, the
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town has many markets where visitors can
join and live the atmosphere of the old commercial life.
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town has many workshops showing the traditional style of handcrafts in addition to the showrooms for products.
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town has many locations that used to be
sites for traditional activities such as galleries, festivals, and other
activities done by local and national associations such as Hammams
which used to be a museum and sometimes galleries.
Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality, Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities and Hebron Rehabilitation Committee have on going projects
to support the facilities in the Old Town and to provide more services for visitors.
Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality in partnerhip with Belfort and Ar-
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cuiel Municipalities in France developed a project for new ceramic
signage system. at the same time MOTA, HM and HRC have ongoing project for signage system in the Hebron/Al-khalil Town and
its old town.
The visitors can find the following services;
Tourism Information Center
The Tourism information center locates near to the old municipal
square in the northern entrance of the old town. The center aim to
provide local and foreign visitors with information and promotion
materials.
Visitors Center
The building back to the mamluk period, the creation was upon the
request prince Ala,a Eddin Aydigdy Bin Abdullah Al-Rukny, who
were Nazer Al-Haramin, representative of Sulltan Zaher Bebars
(1259-1277) as a Hammam. The building locates in Bani Dar quarter which is one of the oldest quarters in the town.
The building used as a museum during the 90s, in 1998 the settlers
attacked the building, which closed after this attack until 2014-2016
when HRC renovated the building again.
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The building developed as a visitor center including mini museum,
reception hall present promotional materials and tourism map for
visitor, active screens to link visitors to data base of touristic sites
restaurants, hotels or book etc…
The visitors center is designed to work in the origin building use
(Hammam)
Al-Natsheh (Must) Press
In 2015 the site developed to as an olive press site museum presenting the original use of the building, its date back to more than 200
years, the olive press provided its services until 1964. And despite
its owner’s departure, it remained in its place. Its naming refers to
the name of the family which owned it and worked on it, i.e. the AlNatsheh family. The area of the press is around 80 meters divided
on two levels: The first one contains a basin for stepping on the
olive and this basin is made from circle-shaped silent stone, a water
well and a set of the necessary basins for pressing the olives and
extracting oil from them. As for the second level, it includes a room
for the employees’ accommodation plus some small storage places.
In 2015 the ministry of Tourism and Antiquities developed the site
as a site museum, to present the Shajarat Al-Dur and Wheat mill.

Shajarat Al-Dur and Wheat mill
The building developed in 2015 as a site museum to present the
mechanism and utilities of olive oil press and wheat mill. The building contain the olive press and wheat mill in the first floor, the second floor is a primary school. It was built in the late ottoman period
in the beginning of 20th century. In 1925, a grain mill and semimechanical oil press installed inside the building and continued in
use until 1970s. The Artifacts found in the site indicate that an older
olive press was inside the building.
The applied olive oil extracting steps were crushed the olives to
obtain the paste, pressing the paste to obtain water and oil mixture,
and separation oil from water.
The building also contains a grain mill related to the British Mandate. Various grinding tools have been used in Palestine since thousands of years. They were developed from simple flat tools to rotated complex ones run by human, animal, water and wind power
continued in Palestine until the ottoman period.
The machinery mills started in Palestine in the end of 19th and beginning of 20th centuries that imported from Europe. The ottoman
records of al-mahkame sharia (court) indicate that six grain mills
were in Hebron.
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i.
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS RELATED TO THE and touristic associations. It was published in the local and national
PRESENTATION AND PROMOTION OF THE PROPERTY media. In 2010, the Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality prepared a CD
which includes documents, maps, pictures and information about
i.1. LOCAL AND NATIONAL LEVEL
Hebron/Al-Khalil and its Old Town. In 2011, the Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality created a documentary film about the Hebron/AlDuring the year many activities and programs are prepared to re- Khalil Old Town and televised it nationally and locally. In 2012,
activate the social and economic life in the Old Town. Generally the Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality published a book called “The
these programs aim to promote the traditional life elements such as Visual History Of Hebron” which includes more than 150 pictures
clothes, foods, handcrafts and others. These initiatives are coming of Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town in different periods with a historical
as a result of open dialogue between all international partners and description of the city and its monuments. Beside these efforts, the
local community associations.
Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality is continuing its open meetings and
To protect our universal value, Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality workshops with related partners and groups.
started the promotion campaigns on two levels; the first one is the The third and final stage focused on the local level which includes
international level (see i.2.) and the second one is the national lev- Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality’s cooperation with the Hebron Reel. The Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality is running the campaign in habilitation Committee (HRC), Ministry of Education and other
three stages. Stage one includes collecting data to create a good partners. They work together to organize different promotion and
archive collection about the Old Town and its values by contact- awareness programs in the local community to ensure active coming different libraries such as the Ottoman archive and many other munity participation in the preservation and promotion process. It
related sites. The historical and architectural research about the Old is crucial to highlight the cultural, economic and social potential of
Town is led in cooperation with local and international experts.
Hebron/Al-Khalil’s Old Town and to make everybody a partner in
In the second stage, Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality prepared many the preservation process. It helps to protect the sense of our identity
documentary products sent to the universities, libraries, and cultural and humanity and to keep this universal value for future generations.
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Assignments

i.2. INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

i.2.1. The International Committee For Preservation And Promo- •
•
tion Of The Old Town Hebron
Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality in partnership with Belfort and Arcui municipalities (France) established “international committee for
preservation and promotion of the Old Town Hebron”, this committee started an international campaign to preserve and promote The
Old Town.
In October 2009, Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality, in cooperation
with Belfort and Arcueil municipalities in France announced the
launch of the International Campaign to support the inscription of
Hebron/Al-Khalil’s Old Town on the World Heritage List.
Objectives
•
•

To reunite the largest number of people joining the Committee
To raise european and international awareness as well as the
world public opinion and institutions about the preservation of
this heritage.

Activities and Actions
•
•
•
•

To promote the universality of the cultural and historical heritage of the Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil.
Achieve the full-term inscription of the Old Town of Hebron/ •
•
Al-Khalil on the World Heritage list.

going on appealing for joining the international Committee to
keep the number of members on the rise
Technical support thanks to French architects’ expertise with a
view to preparing its inscription on the World Heritage List
Artists’ mobilization for French-Palestinian cultural workshops
aiming at testifying to the heritage richness of the Old Town of
Hebron/Al-Khalil
Release of a recently published in French art book «the Architectural Splendor and the Historical Heritage of the Old Town of
Hebron/Al-Khalil »
Media and information campaigns
Joining forces, within the framework of de-centralized cooperation, to design Arabic, English and French guiding signs.
Comité international

« Hébron, un patrimoine universel à préserver

pour la sauvegarde et la promotion de la

Vieille Ville d’Hébron

Le patrimoine historique de la Vieille Ville d’Hébron constitue un héritage exceptionnel
pour toute l’humanité.

Patrimoine culturel universel

Au nom des valeurs universelles, nous appelons à une mobilisation internationale à
travers un comité international pour sauver ce patrimoine et le conserver comme un
héritage commun à toute l’humanité.
Nous agissons aujourd’hui car cette richesse est menacée : des bâtiments sont systématiquement détruits et les efforts de réhabilitation et de conservation ne peuvent être
conduits durablement.
Le statut de protection internationale permettra de préserver l’universalité du lieu, et
d’aboutir à une vie paciﬁée, à un développement harmonieux et durable de la ville.

Rejoignez le Comité,
et agissons ensemble pour le respect
du droit international et de la Paix »
« Hebron, a universal heritage to preserve
The historical inheritance of the Old City of Hebron is an exceptional universal heritage.
In the name of universal values, we call for an international advocacy through an
International Committee to save the inheritance of the Old City of Hebron and regard it
as an international common heritage for humanity.
We act urgently because this cultural wealth is threatened: buildings are systematically
destroyed and the efforts of rehabilitation and conservation are being obstructed.
The international protection can preserve the universality of the place, and allow peace
to prevail enabling the sustainable development of the area.

International Committee
Rejoindre le Comité,
c’est agir pour le respect du droit
international et pour la Paix
To join the Committee is to act
for the respect of the international
law and for Peace

for the preservation and the promotion of the

Old City of Hebron
Universal cultural heritage

t préserver l’Humani
ne d’Hébron , c’esto preserve Humanit té
le patrimoi
y
is
Préserverve the heritage of Hebron ,
To preser

LE COMITE INTERNATIONAL
OBJECTIFS
• Aboutir à terme au classement de la Vieille Ville d’Hébron au Patrimoine mondial de
l’Humanité.
• Valoriser et promouvoir les actions de réhabilitation et de conservation du patrimoine
de la Vieille Ville d’Hébron.
MISSIONS
• Réunir dans le Comité le plus grand nombre de collectivités territoriales et de per-
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The Committee sent invitation letters signed by three mayors and
written in three languages (English, Arabic and French) to prominent world figures to invite them to join the committee and act
jointly for the respect of the international law and for peace.
The Committee now includes Boutros Boutros Ghali, former UN
Secretary-General, Luisa Morgantini, former Vice-President of
the European Parliament and Federico Mayor Zaragoza, former
Director General of UNESCO. National counselors include Deputy Patrick Braouezec, Senators Monique Cerisier Ben Guiga,
Michel Billout and Jean-Pierre Chevenement. Numerous local
counselors include the Mayor of Stains (France), Ile Saint Denis
(France), Byblos (Lebanon) and Nicosia (Cyprus). Cultural actors and artists include Ernest Pignon-Ernest, Vladimir Velickovic,
Antonio Segui, François Arnal, Jan Voss, Erro, Bernard Rancillac, Jean-Pierre Jouffroy, Maurice Matieu.Writers include Michel
Onfray and representatives from the World Association, such as
Federico Mayor, President of the Foundation “Culture de Paix”,
Michel Tubiana, the Former Director of UNESCO and the Hon-

ory President of the Human Rights League. The Committee expanded the campaign with many intellectuals, architects and journalists.
The list of members joined the committee can be found on the web
site of the campaign in the link below:

www.hebronheritage.com
i.2.2. International Events
The Municipality has made a great effort to promote the cultural
heritage of the Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town on the international
level. The Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality took part in international
events and the Mayor met with prominent world figures in order to
mobilize international support for the project.
•

III European Conference of Local Authorities for Peace in The
Middle East - Venice, 25-27 September 2008

The Conference submitted an unanimous recommendation calling
for consideration of Hebron/Al-Khalil as a World Heritage of Humanity and to support the creation of an International Committee
For Preservation And Promotion Of The Old Town Of Hebron.

www.hebronheritage.com
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•

The UCLG World Council of Europe Conference - Istanbul 2008

The recommendation submitted in the final declaration of the 3rd European
Conference of Local Authorities for Peace in the Middle East - Venice was
endorsed to support the efforts of inscribing Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town on
the World Heritage List.
•

11th World Conference Of Historical Cities - Konya 2008

The Mayor of Hebron/Al-Khalil joined the conference with 155 other historical cities from 46 countries to exchange experiences with other cases.
•

Belfort - Hebron Culture Day 2010

The International Committee For Preservation And Promotion Of The Old
Town Hebron/Al-Khalil organized a day of cultural heritage in Hebron/AlKhalil” in Belfort, France. The day included many cultural activities to promote the Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town and its values in Europe.
•

The Conference of The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership of Local and
Regional Authorities - Palermo 2009

The conference supported the intiative of inscribing Hebron on the WHL.
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•

The Conference of Islamic Capitals and Cities - Qatar 2010

On May 2010 the conference of Islamic Capitals and Cities held in Qatar announced
the first recommendation to support the initiative of Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality to
inscribe Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town on the World Heritage List. Conference of Local
Authoroties in Marmara Region - 2010
•

The Conference of the Municipalities and Local Authoroties in Marmara Region /
Turkey - Istanbul 2010

The Mayor of Hebron/Al-Khalil represented Hebron/Al-Khalil in the conference which
announced a recommendation to support inscribing Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town on The
World Heritage List.
•

The Conference of “The Management of Cultural Heritage” - Istanbul 2011

On Dec 2011 Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality joined the conference of “The Management
of Cultural Heritage” organized by The Arab Administrative Development Organization
- Arab League, the main recommendation od the conference was supporting the initiative
of Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality to inscribe Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town on The World
Heritage List.
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•

“The Conference of Historic and Architectural Heritage of •
Hebron/Al-Khalil” - Paris 2011

Within the framework of the activities planned by the International Committee for the preservation and the promotion of the
Old Town of Hebron/Al-Khalil, an international conference on the
Historic and Architectural Heritage of Hebron/Al-Khalil, is organized in the Institut du monde arabe, 25 - 26 November 2011.
Bringing together a panel of international experts, this meeting
aims at going further in the historic information and analysis
about the Mamluk inheritance in the Arab cities and in Hebron/
Al-Khalil in particular.
The objective is also to promote to the public and to the media the
historic and cultural exceptional value of the Old Town of Hebron/
Al-Khalil with a view to its inscription by UNESCO on the World
Heritage List.
Conference organized by the Belfort, Arcueil and Hebron/AlKhalil municipalities under the patronage of the Palestine Observer Mission to UNESCO and under the scientific coordination of
Mr Jad Tabet (architect city planner, former member of the World
Heritage Committee of UNESCO). the conference held in The
“Arab World institute” in Paris.

Hebron/Al-Khalil, Member of the Cultural Committee of
COPPEM

Hebron/Al-Khalil was granted membership of the Cultural Committee of COPPEM (Standing Committee for the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership of Local and Regional Authorities) at the Palermo Conference in 2009.
•

The Conference of The Development Of Historical City Centers And Promotion Of their Economic Conditions - Hebron/
Al-Khalil 2011

Hebron Rehabilitation Committee (HRC), in partnership with University Graduates Union (UGU)/Palestine Polytechnic University,
is conducting this conference as part of its efforts to rehabilitate
Hebron/Al-Khalil Old City.
In additional to the efforts of joining the international conferences
and events Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipalities organized a visits for
international politicians, mayors, artists, architects, and journalist to Hebron/Al-Khalil Old City, Hebron Municipality recieved
many support letters from Munisipalities such as Istanbul, Urfa,
Jenova and many others to join the Campaign.
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j.

STAFFING LEVEL

•

Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality

The Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality has different departments working together to create good atmosphere for healthy growth and controlled development in Hebron/Al-Khalil Town including the Old
Town, at both the administrative and technical levels.
The Hebron Municipality is organizing cooperation between all organizations and authorities to manage the protection and conservation process, HM- Planning department is working on planning and
zoning the area to achieve healthy urban growth and development.
Other municipal departments provide all other needed services such
as electric network, water network, sewage water network and solid
waste services.
•

PNA Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities

Hebron/Al-Khalil Old Town as a historical and tourist place is following the laws, plans and programs of the ministry which is organizing the tourism field by controlling all content of this field like
tourism agencies, guides, and programs to encourage tourist to visit
the area in a specific.
The Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities has the authority of the legislative protection of the historical places by controlling all building
licenses and analyze their effects on the historical buildings.
•

Hebron Rehabilitation Committee

HRC is working on the physical rehabilitation of the Old town since
1996. During this period HRC had the responsibility of implementing the restoration projects in the Old town by good and highly educated technical teams with a good experience in restoration works.
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a.

KEY NDICATORS FOR
MEASURING STATE OF CONSERVATION

The indicators selected to give numerical values of a conservation
process started in 1996, this value shows conservation works during the last 15 years.
Physically, all the indicators show the level of completed works
and the effects of these processes on life in Hebron/Al-Khalil Old
City.
Indicator “1” shows the number of restored residential units which
is also an indicator for growth of population while the restored
houses in general are occupied.
Indicators “2” and “3” shows the levels of works in restoration and
infrastructure which indicates the extent of change in the quality of
life in the Old city.
Indicator “4” shows the annual budget of conservation works, and
reflects the level of marketing projects and the trust established
with the donors.
Indicator “5” shows the number of work days in conservation projects. This indicator reflects the role of the conservation process
in solving the socio-economic problems in Hebron/Al-Khalil Old
City while the workers generally are local workers.
The key indicators are:
• Number of restored residential units
• Area of restored buildings
• Area of infrastructure
• Annual budget of conservation project
• work days in conservation woks
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b.

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
FOR MONITORING PROPERTY

The “Coordination Committee” of “Hebron Cultural Heritage Pres- Monitoring reports must include the indicators related to the preservation Council” has to provide the “Hebron Cultural Heritage ervation process, infrastructure status, developmental changes and
Preservation Council” with periodic monitoring reports as shown financial evaluation in different fields as shown by the table below.
by the following table:
The long term monitoring report will explain the numerical values of the indicators. The “Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation
Category
Category
Category
A
B
C
Council” must prepare a general evaluation report every 6 months
including the analysis of monitoring reports results and indicators
Long Term Report
6 months
6 months
1 year
with pertinent recommendations as shown on the next part “c”.
Short Term Report
1 month
3 months
3 months
Periodic Monitoring Reports

Category A
short
long

Category B
short
long

Category C
short
long

CONSTRUCTIONAL STATUS

*

IN
URGENT
CASE

-

-

-

-

ARCHITECTURAL STATUS

*

IN
URGENT
CASE

*

-

-

-

DESCRIPTION OF PRESERVATION WORKS
DESCREIPTION OF INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

USE PRESSURE

*

IN
URGENT
CASE

*

IN
URGENT
CASE

-

-

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
FINANCIAL EVALUATION
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
URBAN GROWTH
PUBLIC SERVICES STATUS

*
*
-

*
*
-

*
*
*
*

*
*
-

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
-

The Contents Periodic Monitoring Reports
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C.

RESULTS OF PERVIOUS REPORTING EXERCISES

The results can be shown in the following table:

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

NUMBER OF
RESTORED RESIDENTIAL UNITS

AREA OF
RESTORATION
WORKS IN
BUILDINGS

AREA OF
RESTORATION
WORKS IN INFRASTRUCTURE

ANNUAL BUDGET

WORK DAYS

70
169
80
99
49
31
41
49
68
25
46
39
30
20
15
15
2
80
79

22500
48440
22600
28400
14300
8350
12450
14258
19460
6700
14300
11250
8460
5842
4888
3700
5920
7500
18400
16000

0
0
0
0
1045
2600
1200
2460
770
8400
6500
4400
5400
8300
4000
4150
2445
4260
2084

1004930
2466281
1254019
1521980
924568
894205
1283821
1790730
2208990
2597832
2305815
1863970
2132342
3519170
1070456
1335247
1664818
1018248
853526

22332
54806
27867
33822
20546
17884
25676
35815
44180
51957
41924
33890
38770
63985
19462
24277
30269
18513
15518

Result Of Monitoring Indicators
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a.

PHOTOGRAPHS

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection
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1898 G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1898 G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1898 G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection
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Francis Frith photograph Collection- 1862

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1857 Francis frith Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1898 G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection
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1920-1933 G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1900-1920 G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1925 – Lehnert and landrock Photograph Collection

1921 – S. Narisky Photograph Collection

1921 – S. Narisky Photograph Collection
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1898 - Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1898 - Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1898 - Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1884 – 1886 Saboungi Photograph Collection

1898 - Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection
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1898 Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

Creswell Photograph Collection - early 02th centuury

1920-1933 G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection 1900 - 1920 Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1920-1933 Eric & edith Matson Photograph Collection

1898 - Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection
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Creswell Photograph Collection - early 02th centuury

1900 - 1920 Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection
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1920 - G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

1940 - Eric and Edith Photography Collection.

1934- Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection

Creswell Photograph Collection - early 02th centuury
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Creswell Photograph Collection - early 02th centuury

Creswell Photograph Collection - early 02th centuury

1925

1900 - 1920 Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection
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General views in the 60’s and 70’s.

General views in 2010 from Firas Hashlamoun Photograph Collection
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General views in 2010 from Firas Hashlamoun Photograph Collection

General views in 2010 from Firas Hashlamoun and Hesham Sarsour Photograph Collections
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General views in 2010 from Firas Hashlamoun and Hesham Sarsour Photograph Collections

General views in 2010 from Firas Hashlamoun and Hesham Sarsour Photograph Collections
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General views in 2010 from Firas Hashlamoun and Hesham Sarsour Photograph Collections

General views in 2010 from Firas Hashlamoun and Hesham Sarsour Photograph Collections
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b. TEXT RELATED TO THE PROTCTIVE DESIGNATION
See page 137 (5.b).
See appendix 2
c.

RECORDS AND INVENTORY

Hebron/Al-Khalil Municipality, Ministry of tourism and antiquities, and Hebron Rehabilitation Committee have the records and
inventories related to Hebron/Al-Khalil Old City according to their
work fields which explained in the management plan.
d.

THE ADRESS OF RECORDS AND INVENTORY

The three partners in Hebron Cultural Heritage Preservation Council are working on creating one archive includes all related data,
this archive must be created during the year 2017 in Hebron/AlKhalil Municipality.
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a.

PREPARER

Hebron Municipality
King AbdallahStr.
Hebron – West Bank
Palestine
P.O.Box 6
Tel
: 0097-22228121-2-3
Fax
: 0097-22228293
e-mail : info@hebron-city.ps
web site www.hebron-city.ps
www.hebronheritage.com
b.

OFFICIAL LOCAL INSTITUTIONS / AGENCY

c. OTHER LOCAL INSTITUTIONS
Many local partners working together with Hebron Municipality
and Hebron Rehabilitation Committee in regard to preserve, rehabilitate and develope Hebron Old City.
universities, associations, personalities, and volunteer groups are
parts of the network carrying diffrent responsibilities in Hebron
Old City according to their field.
• In the fields of research and study; the departments of Architecture and History in the Palestinians Universities specially the
universities in Hebron city (Palestine Polytechnic University,
Al-Quds Open University, and Hebron University).
• In the fields of economic development, Hebron Chamber Of
commerce and industry and many unions and leagues.
• In the cultural and social fields many partners joining the development programs such as the Engineers Association, HebronFrance Association For Cultural Exchange and many other volunteer groups and organizations.
• In addtional to the governmental ministries and organizations.
all this network members are partners in the preservation and development process as a members of the local community in Hebron
City and carrying the responsibilites of rehabilitating the heart of
the city which is Hebron Old City.
Contacting the members of this network can be achieved through
the contact information in section “a”.

Hebron Rehabilitation Committee

d. OFFICIAL WEB ADDRESS

Tel
: 0097-22226994
Fax
: 0097-22255640
E-mail : hebronrc@hebronet.com
Web site :www.hebronrc.org

The website of Hebron Municipality provides the information related to the property. “www.hebron-city.ps
Contact Person : Alaa SHAHIN
e-mail : shahin_alaa@hotmail.com
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